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A b stra ct

This document describes the results of a neutrino oscillation experiment
in the channel

—>z7e and measurements of neutrino-carbon cross

sections. This is an accelerator based experiment performed using
i/p neutrinos from the LAM PF A-6 beam stop. The

and

were used to look for

neutrino oscillations and the i/e were used to measure the neutrino-carbon
cross sections. The main features of the detector are its large mass of liquid
scintillator (180 tons of mineral oil with 0.03 g/1 b-PBD added), recording
of history before and after a prom pt event, good particle identification
and an active cosmic-ray anticoincidence shield.
29.8 m from the neutrino source.

The detector is located

The 1220 photomultiplier tubes on

the inside of the tank provide 25% photocathode coverage with uniform
spacing. If i/M oscillates into z7e, the positron from the reaction z7ep —> e+n
followed by a 2.2 MeV gam m a ray is the event signature for oscillations.
There is no significant z7e production at the beam stop. An analysis of
data taken in 1994 yields 7 events consistent with neutrino oscillations
with an estim ated background of 1.1 events. If we interpret these events
as arising from neutrino oscillations the 90% confidence level upper limit

xviii

of the oscillation probability is 10.3 x 10-3 and the 90% confidence level
lower lim it is 3.4 x 10~3. In a separate analysis, 283 ± 2 7 12C(i'e,e~ )12Ng.s.
events with subsequent 12N(/3+)12C were observed. The measured total cross
section is (9.0 ± 0.8(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.)) x 10-42 cm2. Also 138 ± 43 events
were observed for the reaction i±2C —>12 N*e~ and the resulting cross section
is (5.0 ± 1.6(stat.) ± 0.5(syst.)) x 10-42 cm2.

The ratio of the exclusive

events to inclusive events is 0.67 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.06(syst.). These cross
sections are in good agreement with theoretical calculations and other
experim ental measurements.
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C h ap ter 1
In tro d u ctio n
1.1

E x p e r im e n t E 1 1 7 3 (L S N D )

This dissertation describes the design, operation and d ata analysis of
experiment E l 173 (Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector) which was
performed at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAM PF), Los Alamos
National Laboratory. In the past few years, using low energy neutrinos,
a series of experiments have been conducted at LAM PF to test the
fundam ental properties of neutrinos. The most recent is Liquid Scintillator
Neutrino Detector (LSND) which has concentrated on the search for neutrino
oscillations with high sensitivity in the appearance channels

—> z7e and

Vfj. —> ve. O ther neutrino physics has also been performed by LSND. The
technique used in LSND is an extension of that used in large water cerenkov
devices such as Kamiokande and IMB (Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven).

The

experiment was performed by a collaboration of 12 institutions including the
University of California (Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Intercampus
Institute for Research for Particle Accelerators), Embry Riddle Aeronautical
1
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University, Louisiana State University, Linfield College, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Louisiana Tech., University of New Mexico, Southern University
and Temple University [1]. It was first proposed in 1989, construction began
in 1991 and was completed in 1993. The first data was accumulated in a 1.5
m onth period in 1993.

The detector performed as expected. The second

data set was obtained in a 3.5 m onth period in 1994.

1.2

O b je c tiv e s
docum ent

and

o r g a n iz a tio n

The search for neutrino oscillation in the channel

of

th e

—* i>e and measurements

of neutrino-carbon cross sections are reported here. The neutrino-carbon
cross section for 12C(z/e,e )12Ng.s. is well known both from theory and
experiments. Theorists have estim ated this cross section with an uncertainty
in the range of 10 to 20 percent, depending on the approach. Therefore the
measurement of this cross section provides a check of the reliability of the
data obtained with LSND.
Chapter one contains a brief introduction to neutrinos and the history
of neutrino physics.
In chapter two, the standard electroweak theory is discussed and the
phenomenology of neutrino oscillations is introduced. The im portance of
neutrino oscillations in particle physics is discussed and, finally, past and
future neutrino oscillation experiments are discussed briefly.
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Chapter three begins with the motivation for the LSND experiment. The
LAMPF accelerator, proton beam structure and the neutrino spectra from
the beam stop are also presented.
Chapter four discusses the detector system in detail. The detector has two
components, the main tank and the veto shield. Louisiana State University
was responsible for preparing the veto shield for the experiment. The author
made his major contribution to the experiment in this aspect. The veto shield
performed well during data taking.
Chapter five discusses the electronics and data acquisition system. The
algorithm for the trigger is discussed briefly.
Chapter six explains the analysis tools used in the experiment, including
particle identification,the Monte Carlo and the LSND Analysis Shell. The
performance of the detector is discussed and the photomultiplier tube (PM T)
single rates are tabulated.
In chapter seven neutrino-carbon cross sections are determ ined and theory
related to neutrino-carbon cross sections is discussed. In the experimental
part, the Monte Carlo simulation for each process is explained and used to
calculate backgrounds and efficiencies. Finally, the measured cross sections
are compared with previous theoretical and experimental measurements.
Chapter eight contains the selection criteria for the oscillation search. The
acceptances for those selections are calculated and the backgrounds for
neutrino oscillations are estim ated.
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The calculation of the expected number of neutrino oscillation events and
the results from the data analysis are presented in chapter nine.
Finally, in chapter ten the conclusion and a sum m ary of the analysis is
given.

1 .3

B e t a d e c a y a n d t h e N e u t r in o s

Our knowledge of the neutrino began with the discovery of radioactivity
by Becquerel in 1892. He showed th at particles later identified as a ,

$

and 7 rays, are em itted by heavy nuclei. The nuclear process where the
charge Ze of the nucleus changes but the number of nucleons, A, remains
unchanged is called nuclear beta decay. This happens with a nucleus em itting
an e~, em itting a e+ or capturing an innermost e~(electron capture). In
each case the proton is converted into a neutron or vice versa.

Bohr

was the first to understand th at this process is due to the emission of an
electron from the nucleus. Even though beta decay was observed before the
period of nuclear research, the mechanism of beta decay long remained a
mystery. It was generally believed th at beta decay was a two body process;
in which only the nucleus and the em itted electron existed in the final
state. Accordingly, the energy and momentum of the em itted electron should
have discrete values. However this interpretation was inconsistent with the
following experim ental observations:
(a)

The beta particles had a continuous energy spectrum ranging from

zero to a well defined m aximum energy in apparent contradiction with energy
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conservation. This crucial discovery was made by Chadwick in 1914.
(b) The trajectory of the beta particle was observed to be noncollinear
with the trajectory of the recoil nucleus. This observation indicated the
violation of m om entum conservation in beta decay.
(c) The change of the nuclear spin in the reaction was known to be 0 or
±1. But the spin of the beta particle was

Thus the angular momentum

conservation law also seemed to be violated.
In order to rescue the fundamental laws of energy and m omentum
conservation, in 1933 W. Pauli proposed the existence of a new particle in
the final state of the beta decay process. This new particle was imagined to
be a spin | neutral particle with very low or zero mass and interacting very
weakly with ordinary m a tte r[2].
In 1932, Chadwick discovered the neutron through the bombardment of
light nuclei with a particles. The new particle em itted in beta decay was
called “neutrino” by Fermi in talks in Rome, to distinguish it from the
heavier neutron and this Italian name was soon adapted. A year later Fermi
developed his theory of b eta decay based on the hypothetical existence of
the neutrino [3].
Despite the success of the Fermi’s theory of beta decay physicists
still did not fully believe the neutrino itself was real. The experimental
evidence for absorption of free neutrinos was still missing. Detection became
feasible when it was suggested that reactors could be used as neutrino
sources.

According to today’s convention, the neutrino accompanying
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the electron is the antineutrino. The neutron decay n —> pe~D takes place
with both free neutrons and bound neutrons in nuclei.

Theoretically, the

absorption of an antineutrino by a proton is possible which gives a neutron
and a positron, v + p —>n + e+. Due to the small cross section of the reaction
the detection of this was not easy. The experiment carried out by F. Reines
and Cowan [4] overcame the technical difficulties.
Their detector consisted of a water target containing CdCl2.

Neutrons

absorbed in Cd nuclei were followed by the emission of gamma rays which
were detected by the scintillator. The positron annihilated in the water and
produced gamma rays which were detected in scintillator counters.

The

“signature” of the event was two pulses in the scintillator separated by several
microseconds, which is the therm alization tim e of the neutron.

1 .4

V io la t io n o f
I n te r a c tio n s

P a r ity ;

L aw s

of

W eak

In the early fifties, physicists found two particles with the same mass and
the same life time. These two particles were named r and 0. The dominant
decay modes were

0±

— ■»

7 r+

+

T

7T°

and
"fi 7 T ~ .

( 1. 1)
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The intrinsic parity of the 9 was +1 and of the r was -1. Aside from
parity, these particles shared the same quantum numbers. In 1956, Lee and
Yang pointed out th at the above two decays could be decay modes of the
same particle if parity is not conserved in weak interactions [5]. They also
suggested several experiments to test parity conservation.
In 1957, an experiment by Wu et al. [6] confirmed the prediction of Lee
and Yang, th at parity was not conserved in weak interactions. They employed
a sample of 60Co at 0.01°K inside a solonoid. At this tem perature 60Co spins
are aligned with the magnetic field.

The relative electron intensities along

and against the field were measured. The measured electron intensity (I) was
consistent with

m

= '+<>£§)

( 1-2 )

where a = —1, a is a unit vector along the direction of the 60Co spin, p is
the m om entum and E the energy of the electron. Since the first term of this
equation is a scaler it does not change sign under space inversion, but the
pseudoscalar term a.p changes sign under reflection indicating th a t parity is
not a good quantum number for weak interactions.
The Fermi theory with just vector currents could not account for the
observed violation of parity. Experiments subsequently showed a specific
m ixture of vector VM, and axial vector, AM, currents was required, given
by the V-A theory of weak interaction.
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1 .5

H e lic ity o f t h e n e u tr in o

Helicity is the projection, A, of spin along the direction of motion. Spin |
massless particles can occur with A = ± | corresponding to spin parallel or
against the direction of motion of the particle. The positive helicity state is
referred to as right handed and the negative helicity state as left handed. The
expectation value of A is called the longitudinal polarization.
A milestone in the history of weak interactions is the experiment by
Goldhaber et.al in 1958, which determined the helicity of the neutrino[7].
In this experiment, they looked for electron capture from the 0“ ground
state of 152Eu to the I - state of 152Sm,
152Eu + e — >152 Sm* + ve.

(1.3)

Conservation of angular momentum required th a t the spin of the v should
be opposite to the spin of the 1~ state of 152Sm, since the m om enta of the
neutrino and of 152Sm are opposite. The detection of the decay gam m a ray
from 152Sm* decay allowed the determ ination of the neutrino helicity and led
to the conclusion that the neutrino is left-handed.

1 .6

L e p to n n u m b e r c o n s e r v a tio n a n d T w o
n e u tr in o s

Before beta decay was understand it was not known if neutrinos em itted
in neutron decay and in proton decay (proton decay occurs only inside the
nucleus) are the same. In 1953 Konopinski et.al. [8] suggested th a t just as the
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Table 1.1: Lepton number assignments for particles.
Particle
Lepton number

e ,/i ,i/
+1

e+,(i+,v
-1

others
0

positron em itted in proton decay is the antiparticle of the electron em itted
in neutron decay, the neutrino em itted in one reaction is the antiparticle of
th a t em itted in the other. This allowed them to put forward the hypothesis
of lepton number conservation. The assignment of lepton numbers is shown
in table 1.1. The physical significance of this assignment was the absence
of reactions which do not conserve them. For instance v + p —> e+ + n was
observed whereas v + n —>e~ + p was not observed.
This theory could not explain the fact th at, although the reaction
fi~ —> e~7 is a perfectly valid electromagnetic reaction, it was not observed.
To do so, it was proposed th a t there are two kind of neutrinos, one associated
with the electron, ue, and the other with the muon, v^. The z/e can never
transform into a muon, nor the

into an electron. Therefore the decay

n —» p + e~ + z7e occurs with an electron antineutrino and tt~ —>• \i~ + z7Mwith
a muon antineutrino.
This hypothesis led to the law of lepton-type number conservation
instead of lepton number conservation. Accordingly, there are separate lepton
numbers associated with the electron and muon, Le and L^. Table 1.2 shows
the assignment of these lepton numbers. The first accelerator experiment
to confirm this hypothesis was carried out with the A lternating Gradient
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Table 1.2: Lepton-type number assignments for particles.
Particle
Le
K

e~,Ve
1
0

e+,Ve
-1
0

0
1

0
-1

other
0
0

Synchroton (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory by a Columbia-BNL
collaboration [9] in 1962 using a high energy

beam. The assum ption they

used was th a t if there is no distinction between ve and
Vp + n —* (Jb~ + p and

the reactions

+ n —> e~ + p should have equal likelihood.

If the

two neutrino types are really distinct, only the first reaction occurs since,
the neutrino beam consists entirely of muon-type neutrinos. The experiment
showed th a t the first type predominates, and thus established the existence
of two neutrinos. This also resolved the problem raised by the absence of the
reaction fi —>e + 7 . The discovery of the t lepton in 1975 and the b quark
in 1977 led to the conclusion th at a third family of fermions exists including
a new neutrino, the vT.

1 .7

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the LSND experiment and the organization of this document
were discussed. Then an introduction to the neutrino and its history was
discussed briefly.

C h ap ter 2
T h eo ry o f N eu trin o
O scillation s
2 .1

S ta n d a r d e le c tr o w e a k t h e o r y

In this chapter, the standard model of electroweak theory relevant to
neutrino oscillations is briefly presented. The discussion is based prim arily
on Commins and Bucksbaum [10].
The Fermi theory of weak interactions can explain all the low energy
weak interaction processes, but it leads to an unacceptable growth of cross
sections for high energy neutrinos. This particular problem was solved by
introducing the exchange of a massive vector boson, W, between currents.
This particle had spin 1 and non-zero mass, which caused the theory
to not be renormalizable. Glashow(1961) [11], Weinberg(1967) [12] and
Salam(1964) [13] proposed a gauge theory which is fully renormalizable and
has the added advantage th a t it describes both electromagnetic and weak
forces in a unified manner. The theory describes the interactions of leptons
11
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by the exchange of W bosons and photons, and incorporates the Higgs
mechanism to generate the mass for the W boson. This electroweak theory
predicted the existence of a neutral partner (Z°) to the W ± bosons. The
discovery at CERN of the W ± and Z° bosons in 1983 with precisely the
masses predicted, established the theory of electroweak interaction.
In

the

Weinberg-Salam-Glashow

(WSG)

model,

the

weak

and

electromagnetic interactions are introduced as different components of a
single gauge theory. This theory required an electroweak Lagrangian th a t is
invariant under the symmetry S U (2 ) l 0 U (1 ) y -

The W M are the gauge

fields of the SU (2) transformation and B^, for the U ( l) transformation.
These are minimally coupled to the “weak hypercharge” (Y). The quantity
Y is connected with electric charge

Q = I3 +

(2 .1 )

Positive helicity particles come as singlets (I = I3 = 0) and negative helicity
particles come as isodoublets(I = | , I 3 = i | ) .

Two gauge bosons which

raise and lower the isospin W ± = ^ j( W x ± W 2) interact only with left
handed particles.

B and W 3 are both electrically neutral and do not

change the isospin. These two are mixed through the Weinberg angle,
8W, giving the photon field and the gauge boson Z° responsible for
weak neutral currents. The SU (2)i, 0 U (1 )y sym m etry is spontaneously
broken by introducing a Higgs doublet giving masses to the gauge fields
W +,W ~and Z°. The U (l) symmetry associated with electromagnetism is
not broken and the photon remains massless.
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Table 2.1: Lepton numbers for various particles.

VT , T '

other

Le
1
0
0
0

lt

0
1

0
0

0
0
1
0

The six known leptons fall into three generations,

Each generation has its respective lepton charge as shown in the table 2.1.
Experiments are consistent with conservation of each type of lepton
charge separately.
Le =

constant

^ 2 L,, =

constant

^ L t

constant.

=

(2-2)

Also, experiments are consistent with the assumption th a t charged weak
currents are of the V —A form (i.e.

they involve only the left-handed

components). Therefore leptons couple to the W ± gauge fields as left-handed
S U (2 ) isodoublets.
El =

^ ( 1 - 7 b)E

Ml =

^ (1 - 7 5 )M

Tl

|( 1 - 7h)T

=

(2.3)
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and right handed SU (2) isosinglets e^, veR, [iR, v^ r etc. Lepton masses are
generated through the coupling of the lepton field \p to a S U (2 ) isodoublet
scaler field

$ = ( , + (a /2 ))

(2 '4)

where in the unitary gauge rj is the constant vacuum state and cr is the Higgs
field. The leptonic mass part of the overall Lagrangian is

Cj =

= gsvi}tp + gs-^ppift.

(2.5)

Then mass of the lepton gs77 = miepton and mass of the W field grj ~ m w are
such th a t
gs _ mlepton
g
mw
In the second term , gs(cr/\/2)V’'!/’ a scalar boson a is exchanged between two
leptons. Each vertex contributes a factor (gs/\/2 ) and cr gives a factor
-1

(q2 - nij)

1

(2.7)

m|

at low energies. The Higgs exchange am plitude is given by

am plitude =

m (x

= 4 ^
m am

=
w

m cr

- °-

(2‘8)

Therefore,

C a “ g ,l ‘ip‘4r.

(2.9)
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Now (j) is an isodoublet under S U (2) transformations. E l^ and M l^,
f t E l and

are SU (2) scalers (for now we consider only two lepton

generations). However these quantities are not invariant under U (l) . To form
a U ( l) invariant E l <^ is combined with an isoscaler for which Y = —2. For
example E l ^ cr or E l <^ur. Also requiring the Lagrangian to be Hermitian,
£s

=

gee(EL<^eR + eR^ E L)
+ge/j(EL<MR + A R ^E l )
T g/ie ( M l ^Er + Er ^ M

l)

+ g ^ (M L^ R + /xR9itML)

(2.10)

where the g’s are arbitrary constants. However this is not the most general
expression since a new isodoublet whose components are combinations of
components of f t can be constructed. These also transform like <j> under
S U (2 ),

<P = ( t )

^ = ( - i ^ f • r 2)t

(2.11)

<t>\
-4>\

where the subscript t means transpose.
As a result El<^ is a S U (2 ) singlet, Y (E l) = 1 and Y(^>) = —1. E l^ is
also a U ( l) singlet.

To form a Lorentz scaler we include ueR or v^ r which

are SU (2) singlets with Y = 0. The generalized version is
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£s

=

gee(EL^eR. + eR^ E L) -f
geM(EL,^/iR + /Ir ^ E l ) +
g;je(ML^eR + eR^tML) +
g/i/j(ML^ R + / I r ^ M l ) +
hee( E L ^ eR + UeR^Ei,) +
he^(EL^^R + ^ R ^ E l ) +
hMe(ML^ e R + W f M L) +
+ ^ R ^ m l)

(2.12)

where gn and h„ are coupling constants.
The Leptonic Lagrangian is invariant under rotations of the form

where the Uj are orthogonal 2 x 2 real matrices and each is characterized by
a single real param eter(angle). An example is

(2.13)
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The angle 6\ can be selected so th at gefl = gMe, he#J = hMe and ge/J = 0 and
heAJ = 0.

Here, ge/i = g^e = 0 is equivalent to the assumption th a t the

electron and muon mass eigenstates are the same as the electron and muon
states th at participate in the weak interactions. Taking,
ee = eLeR + eReL

£ s

=

v ( 9 eeee

(2-14)

+ h ee

+

T V p ))•

(2.15)

Since 7ygee = lepton mass,

/-'s — m eee T m

T

Tni/eveve T TnViiv ^ T

mutVpiveVp + V»ve).

(2.16)

This equation is analogous to the quark mass portion of the Lagrangian
in the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani(GIM) model. The equation contains the
term s

and

v^Vg

that violate the lep ton charge conservation law and

allow for the possibility of “neutrin o oscillation s” .
In the minimal standard electroweak theory neutrinos are massless. Then
the Lagrangian becomes
jC s

= meee + m M/x/x

(2.17)

and the lepton charge is conserved. Therefore this is consistent with the law
of additive lepton charge conservation. The standard electroweak theory is
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highly successful in describing all known electroweak interactions and there
are no uncontroversial experim ental results th at are inconsistent with the
theory.
However massive neutrinos and neutrino mixing have not been ruled out
by experiments. Therefore neutrino oscillation experiments provide a test of
the minimal standard theory.
Even today little is known about the mass of the neutrino. It is
if one variety of neutrino can turn into another. It is not known

not known

whether or

not the neutrino is its own antiparticle. The experimental limits on masses
of three neutrinos are as follows:

< 7 ev « 4 x 10- 5m e

m„M< 250 keV % 2 x 10“ 3m#1

m„T < 31 MeV « 2 x 10~2mT.

In 1980, two experimental results triggered a fertile field of research.

The

paper entitled “Evidence for Neutrino Instability” [14] suggested neutrino
oscillations, which could occur only if neutrinos were massive. The second
paper by the Institute for Theoretical and Experim ental Physics (ITEP)
group [15] reported the measurement of a finite neutrino mass of 35 eV.
Subsequently a large number of groups have looked for neutrino oscillations
or tried to make a direct measurement of the electron neutrino mass.

2 .2

N e u t r in o o s c illa tio n p h e n o m e n o lo g y

N eutrino oscillations occur if neutrinos have mass and show mixing behavior,
which means th a t the neutrino weak eigenstates do not coincide with their
mass eigenstates. Since neutrino oscillation is an interference effect, it should
happen even for a small neutrino mass. The detection of neutrino oscillation
might be the only practical way to obtain evidence for a finite neutrino mass.
There are two types of theoretical construct to describe the neutrinos,
Dirac and M ajorana. In the standard model neutrinos are considered in the
same theoretical framework as quarks and leptons and therefore the Dirac
theory is favored. It is discussed first and then followed by the M ajorana
theory.

2 .2 .1

D ira c th e o r y o f n eu tr in o o sc illa tio n s

The derivation for three generation neutrino mixing is discussed in appendix
A. For simplicity we assume th at there are only two types of neutrinos u^
and z/e. The neutrino mass portion of the Lagrangian is,

■^S —

Ve +

^ fj.

+

+ u^Ue).

This can be expressed in m atrix format as

(2.18)
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The mass m atrix is symmetric and can be diagonalized. Introducing a new
basis (iq,

u2) with

(:;) -

" ,) (i)

»»>

Cs can be w ritten as

*■=<*
The states v\ and v2 are called the eigenstates with mass m x and m 2
respectively. This is analogous to the formulation of the Cabibbo mixing
of quarks. The flavor states Up, ue are then mixtures of the mass eigenstates.
In a neutrino oscillation experiment we are provided a neutrino beam of
known composition. This beam is monitored by a detector located at some
distance from the source. There are two kind of oscillation experiments,
appearance and disappearance.

An appearance experiment measures the

probability th a t one type of neutrino changes to another type, for example
P(*V —* ^e) • A disappearance experiment measures the probability th a t a
neutrino type remains the same, for example, P(t'M —> vp). The oscillation
probability can be expressed in terms of the mixing angle, the neutrino masses
m i and m 2, the neutrino energy and the distance to the detector from the
source. For two generations of leptons

P(iV ->• vc) + P(z^ -> i/p) = 1.

(2.22)
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In LSND the initial state of the neutrino is u

Let us examine the

case where we have z/M as the initial state. The derivations given work for
antiparticles just as well.
At any tim e t,
|^e(i) >

=

cos0|i/i(i) > +sin0|i/2(O >

\vn(t) >

=

—sinflli'i(i) > + cos 6\v2(t) >■

(2.23)

The tim e evolution of the mass eigenstates is
\v\(t) >

= exp(—-£E1t)|i-'i(0) >

and

1^2(0 >

= exp(—iE 2t)|i/2(0) >

thus

|z/e(t) >

= cos 9 exp(—iE it)|i/i(0 ) > + s in 0 e x p (—iE2t)|i/2(0) >(2.24)

At t = 0 we have only |z/M>

|*V(0) > = —sin^|i'i(0) > + cos 9\i/2(0).

The probability that an initial beam of
P(*V

vc)

(2.25)

later contains some ue is

=

| < z/e(i) |i^ (0) > |2

=

| cos<? sin#(exp( —zE2t) —exp(—iExt ))|2

=

cos2 9 sin2 6(2 — 2 cos(E2 —E it)

(2.26)
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Now, assuming m i^ >C Eii2 ,
E2 =

(p2 +
m|

=

_

El

=

E2 —Ei =

P+

2p
llli
m?
p + 2F
m£ —m 2

(2.27)

2p

Until now we have worked with natural units(c = h = 1). Inserting h and c
and letting A m 2 = m \ —m \ ,
(E2 —E i)t
-------------2

A m 2 ct
c4
= --------- x — x —
4p
c
he
=

in-7 iv/r u r
he = 197 MeVfm

l-2 7 ^ x

(2.28)

where x = ct is the distance from neutrino source to the detector. Therefore,

P

ue) = sin2 29 sin2( 1 . 2 7 ^ ^ )
Ev

(2.29)

where A m 2 is in units of (^=r)2, x is in meters and E is in units of MeV. Also,
P (* V - »

Vp)

=

1 -

P (* V - > t'e)

=

A t72,^X
1 —sin2 29 sin2(1.27——— ).
E^

(2.30)

If an experiment observes a neutrino oscillation signal, the resulting
probability determines a set of allowed values for A m 2 and sin2 29.

One

way to obtain unique values of these variables is to do another measurement
at a different distance or a different neutrino energy.
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In the standard electroweak theory,

neutrinos

are massless and

P(*V —» J'e) = 0. The lepton mass term in the Lagrangian is invariant under
C P [Charge ■P a r ity ). But this is not true for three lepton families where the
mass portion contains a C P violating phase. C P invariance implies th at

P(zv -> Z'e) = p ( ^ ->■ i'e)

(2.31)

and

8m U

=

sin2 26jiS =

2.2 .2

6 m le

sin2 20Me.

(2.32)

M a jo ra n a n e u tr in o th e o r y

In this theory, the neutrino field consists of a two component vector which
represents both left-handed neutrino and right-handed antineutrino states.
Here a possibility exists th a t there is some adm ixture of right-handedness
in the weak current. If this is so,and lepton charge conservation is broken ,
reactions of the type v

u become possible. If right-handed weak currents

couple to neutrinos then the neutrino state can be w ritten as a superposition
of helicity eigenstates instead of mass eigenstates. In [16, 17], it was proposed
that
\ve >

= a|i/_ > +b\v+ >

\ve >

= a\v- > +b\v+ >

\vn >

= a\v~ > ~

|Up >

= a\v- + b\v+ >

>
(2.33)

where a, b are the mixing parameters. In this formulation a fourth generation
of neutrino is required to include the vT. It has not been discovered yet. The
helicity is defined by
h{%) = - h ( v .) = M* - |6|2 =

([[^4;])

(2.34)

where rj is the adm ixture of right-handed currents and m Ve = \{ m Vl +

)

and |p | is the absolute value of momentum. The probability of ve —> ue is
given by
A-m
P(z7e -> Ve) = (1 - (h(z?e))2) sin2( 1 . 2 7 ^ ^ ) .

(2.35)

This equation is similar to the one derived in Dirac case. It is also clear th a t
in the absence of massive neutrinos or right handed currents such phenomena
do not occur. For a more complete and up to date discussion of M ajorana
models see reference [18].

2 .3

I m p o r ta n c e o f n e u tr in o o s c illa tio n s

In this section the importance of neutrino oscillations and neutrino masses
in particle physics and astrophysics is discussed.

2 .3 .1

N e u tr in o m a sses in co sm o lo g y

The type of universe we live in depends on the relation between its mean
density d and the critical density dc where,
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dc =

1.88 x 10~29h2 g/cm 3.

(2.36)

Here H0 = h X 100 kms 1/M pc is the Hubble constant, h the Hubble
param eter and G is the gravitational constant. If the ratio ft =

is greater

than one the universe is closed1. However the amount of baryonic m atter
observed is far too low to close the universe. There is presently substantial
interest in other potential sources of m atter th a t could close the universe. One
is dark m atter as explained in the next section.
The ratio of the number of baryons to number of photons in the universe
is measured to be about [19],

— « H r 10.

(2.37)

Hi'y

W hen the universe cooled neutrinos and photons decoupled at about the
same tem perature and therefore n„ ~ n7. Other sources increase n7 and thus
n„ w yj. The fraction of the critical mass (i.e. the amount of mass in the
universe, just necessary to close it by gravitation ) supplied by baryons is
observed to be approximately
ft « 0.05.

(2.38)

If the neutrino has a mass the fraction of the critical mass m c supplied by
neutrinos is
a

Li/

_
—

n„m„
mn

1If the density is greater than the critical density then space(not space-tim e) is
p ositively curved like the surface o f a sphere and universe is said to be ’closed’ expanding
for a certain tim e before contracting again. If the density is less than the critical density
then space is negatively curved like a saddle and universe is said to be ’op en ’ expanding
forever. If the density is exactly equal to critical density universe is not curved but flat.
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n7 m v
10 m c
=

io 9 ( UBrnB ^ nhL
V mc ) mB

=

109f i— .
mB

(2.39)

If neutrinos provide enough mass to close the universe
« 1.
Therefore m„ ~

(2.40)
~ 20eV. Thus, neutrino masses above about 1 eV are

of great cosmological interest.

2 .4

D a r k m a t te r

There is now evidence th a t luminous m atter - m atter th a t can be seen in
stars and galaxies is less than 10% of the total mass in the universe. So
90% of the m atter in the universe may be dark. Evidence for dark m atter
comes from spiral galaxies. The pull of gravitation measured by the rotational
speed of the stars within a spiral galaxy does not decrease with distance
as it should. This suggests five or ten times more mass is present th an is
observed. This non-luminous m atter would appear to take the form of a
roughly spiral halo around the galaxy. On the other hand there may be
dark m atter which does not clump around galaxies and galactic clusters but
is spread thinly throughout the universe. This may provide the necessary
mass for the universe to be closed. Nucleosynthesis produces a baryonic
density less than 0.12 times the critical density. Therefore this dark m atter
is not baryonic. Such exotic dark m atter is divided into two classes, hot
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and cold depending on the tem perature at which it decouples from the
rest of the m atter.

Hot dark m atter is relativistic and decouples at a

tem perature Tdec ^ ni.

Light neutrinos with m„ < 30 eV would be hot.

The cold dark m atter decouples at Taec *C m. Non-relativistic particles like
heavy neutrinos, with m„ « 1 GeV, would be cold. Several experiments are
currently underway in the hope of detecting cold dark m atter in the halo of
our galaxy. Results from these measurements may provide insight not only
into the nature of particle physics beyond the standard model, but also into
the cosmology of the big bang, the formation of galaxies and the ultim ate
fate of the universe.

2 .5

S o la r n e u tr in o s

The solar energy we recieve on the earth is due to the p-p reaction in the
sun. Figure 2.1 shows the p-p chain in the sun. From figure 2.2 one can see the
neutrino spectrum from the sun consists of several continuous contributions
of neutrinos, including the p-p reaction and B8 decay with maximum energies
up to 0.42 MeV and 14.6 MeV respectively.

In addition there are several

discrete lines.
The solar neutrino spectrum shown in figure 2.2 is based on the
standard solar model.

The experiment by R. Davis et.al.

[20] attem pts

to study this spectrum using a method based upon the inverse f3
decay process

+ 37 Cl —>37 Ar + e~ for which the threshold energy is

E„ = 814 KeV. The experiment is sensitive prim arily to neutrinos from 8B.
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P+P — 3 d+o+v
p + e + p •— > d + v

3
p + d — > H e+ V

7
H e + a — -> B e + y

993s I
+p — >

E e + e — >v+ L i

"T” "" 1 J

H e+ H e — > 2 p + a

L i+ p — > 2 a

B+y

B — >e+ 2a+ v

Figure 2.1: The p-p reaction chain in the su n .

Solar model calculations [21] [22] have a long history. Two standard solar
model calculations predict rates of 8.0±3.0 SNU (lSN U =one capture per sec.
per 1036 atoms) [23] and 6.4 ± 1 .4 SNU [24] respectively. The experim ental
result from Davis et. al. is 2.2 ± 0 .2 SNU. Thus the rate of neutrinos coming
from the sun was smaller than expected by a large factor.
The Kamiokande experiment in Japan has 948 PM T ’s which detects the
Cerenkov light produced in 680 tons of water by the scattered electron from
the reaction ue ± e —> ve ± e. This experiment was sensitive to neutrinos
from 8B only. The ratio of observed to expected events was 0.47 ± 0.05 [25].
The recent results reported in 1994

[26] for the observed ratio to the

standard solar model of Bahcall and Pinsonnault was 0.51 ± 0.04 ± 0.06.
Thus Kamiokande confirmed the existence of a neutrino deficit as observed
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Figure 2.2: Solar Neutrino spectrum based on the standard solar model.
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by Davis. The source of the disagreement between the expected and observed
solar neutrino rate is not understood at the present time.

The question

arises whether the theory of steller evolution is not well understood or if
intrinsic properties of the neutrino can account for the discrepancy. One
possible solution is for ue to oscillate into v^ or vT en route from the sun.
The solar neutrino experiments SAGE (Soviet American Gallium
Experim ent)

[27] and GALLEX

[28] are radiochemical detectors

using gallium. SAGE which is in an underground laboratory in the
N orthern Caucasus, uses 60 tons of Ga. GALLEX which is in the Gran
Sasso tunnel, uses 30.7 tons of Ga. Both experiments use the reaction
ve + 71 Ga —>e“ + 71 Ge* for which the neutrino threshold energy is 233 keV
and thus are sensitive to the basic pp process in the sun. In the second phase
operation of SAGE, a capture rate of (74 + 13/ —12(stat) + 5 / —7(syst.)) SNU
was reported. This number represents only 56% to 60% of the capture
rate predicted by Standard Solar Models [29]. The GALLEX Collaboration
reported a capture rate of (79+10+6) SNU in 1994, confirming the depression
of higher energy neutrino flux relative to the Standard Solar Model [30].
These two experiments observed about two third,of the expected rate and
thus the solar neutrino puzzle remains.
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2 .6

M ik h e y e v , S m ir n o v
(M S W ) e ffe c t

and

W o lfe n s te in

This process was postulated to explain the observed neutrino deficit in solar
neutrino experiments. Here, the difference in the interaction of ve and v^ with
m atter is taken into account. The core of the sun has a very high density,
p fa 148 g /cm 3. The electron neutrino has both charged and neutral current
interactions but the vM and vT have only neutral current interactions. This
results in a different refractive index for z/e and v^ in dense m atter. In dense
m atter the mass eigenstates of neutrinos are a linear combination of weak
eigenstates with coefficients depending on the m atter density. A resonance
effect [31] can occur under certain conditions. Initially small mixing angles
become very large and one mass eigenstate V\ is completely converted into
another v2. Therefore, it is possible that a vs produced in the core of the sun
goes through a region of m atter where resonant conversion into v^ occur as
it travels towards the earth. The neutrinos vMand uT cannot be detected by
inverse beta decay and this could explain the solar neutrino deficit. There are
two possible MSW solutions. The favored is the A m 2 fa 6 X 10~6 eV2 and
sin2 26 fa 7 x 10~3. The other is the large mixing angle solution for which
A m 2 fa 10~5 eV2 and sin2 26 a 0.6 [32],

2 .7

P a s t n e u tr in o o s c illa tio n e x p e r im e n ts

In following sections, the atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments and
experiments performed at reactors and accelerators are discussed.
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2.7.1

A tm o sp h e r ic n eu tr in o o sc illa tio n e x p e r im e n ts

Cosmic rays striking the atmosphere produce mesons, prim arily pions and
kaons, which subsequently decay into leptons and neutrinos. The production
sequence is:
pN
( t^ /K * )

-»

vr'sK's

-> ^ { v j v p )
->

e± (ue/De){u^/utJ.)

(2.41)

which means th at the number of muon neutrinos is twice the num ber of
electron neutrinos.

Since neutrinos can travel a long distance without

interacting (compared to the diam eter of the earth) neutrino oscillations with
a large wavelength ( « 107 m ) can be detected. In the presence of neutrino
oscillations the detected neutrino fluxes will differ from the expected fluxes
and the up versus down rates at a given point on the earth show asymm etric
effects. The measurement of atmospheric neutrino fluxes was pioneered by
Kamiokande.

It presented the data with a calculation of expected ve and

event rates. The electron events were consisted with the prediction and the
muon events had a deficit which could be due to the oscillation of vMinto ve or
uT, The results were presented as a quantity R =

where Rdata is the ratio

of muon like to electron like events in the data. Rmc is the same ratio for the
Monte Carlo. Kamiokande obtained R = 0.60 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 [33]. The ratio
m ethod is used because the ratio of fluxes can be more reliablely calculated
than the absolute fluxes. Disadvantages of these type of experiments are the
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uncertainties of the neutrino source spectrum and the proper identification
of the neutrino flavor.
The IMB ( Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven) Cerenkov detector consisted of
a 23 m x 17 m x 19 m tank of pure water surrounded by 2048 P M T ’s
facing inward. The measured fraction of up-going muon-like, single-track,
atmospheric neutrino events was 0.36 ± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.02(sy.si.) compared to
an expectation 0.51 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.05(sj/st.) [34].
The Kamiokande and IMB results suggest the possibility of the
disappearance of

or the appearance of extra ve.

results could be accounted for by v^ —» vT or ^

In particular the

—» ve oscillations with

A m 2 « 10-2 eV2 and near maximal mixing (sin2 26 > 0.5) [35] [36].
The atmospheric neutrino detector SOUDAN 2 reported the measurement
of the ratio

S

=
^„

J
jexpected

(2.42)

to be 0.64 ± 0.17(sioi.) ± 0.09(syst.) [37].
On the other hand, the Frejus nucleon decay detector [38] found a ^
ratio for all events [39] of 0.47 ± 0.08 compared to an expected rate of
0.47 ± 0.05. Therefore the collaboration did not detect a deviation in the ratio from what was expected.
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Table 2.2: Reactor neutrino oscillation experiments.
Reactor
ILL-France
Bugey, France
Savannah River
Rovno,USSR
Gosgen,Swiss
Moscow,USSR

2 .7 .2

Distance to detector(m)
8.75
13.6, 18.3
18.2,23.7
18.5,25.0
37.9,45.9,64.7
33.0

Power(M W (th))
57
2800
2300
1400
2800
1375

Ref.
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]

N e u tr in o o sc illa tio n e x p e r im e n ts at re a cto rs

Nuclear reactors are powerful sources of ue’ s. A reactor with therm al power
3-4 GW emits copious ve with energies up to 10 MeV. Because of this low
energy, vc —> i7x disappearance experiments at reactors are sensitive to low
neutrino masses.
Table 2.2 shows the distances used for six neutrino oscillation experiments
at reactors. The most stringent limits on sin2 26 and A m 2 were obtained by
the Gosgen reactor experiment. This experiment was performed at three
different distances and the exclusion curve is shown in figure 2.3. The Bugey
group originally obtained evidence for neutrino oscillations with param eters
A m 2 = 0.2 eV 2 and sin2 26 = 0.25. This was inconsistent with Gosgen results,
and eventually was withdrawn. More recent limits by Bugey are given in [46].
The Savannah river experiment uses 300 1of liquid scintillator loaded with
0.5% Gadolinium. The results were based on the number of events at different
distances from the reactor [47]. The final results were consistent with the no
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oscillation hypothesis. The Moscow experiment also reported results with no
evidence of neutrino oscillations [48].

2 .7 .3

N e u tr in o o sc illa tio n e x p e r im e n ts at a c c e le r 
a to rs

The range of values of A m 2 which can be explored in neutrino oscillation
experiments depends on the distance between the detector and the source,
and the energy of the neutrino beam. The following is a brief discussion
of a few high energy experiments performed at accelerators. In most cases
the neutrino beam was produced using K

,7T

and

/a

decay. Possible oscillation

channels are given in each case.

L A M P F E645
A search for z7M— >z7e was carried out in this experiment, using v^,
ve neutrinos from 7r+ and fi+ decay at rest.

and

The experiment searched for

events due to the reaction z7e + p —>n + e+. The detector, located at 27 m
from the LAMPF beam stop, was constructed of an array of liquid scintillator
planes and X-Y pairs of drift tube planes, which could identify electron
tracks. The neutrino flux at the detector was 3.14 X 1013ycm“ 2. The liquid
scintillator was the target for the neutrinos. Layers of Gd on Mylar sheets
were placed between the planes. Neutrons from the inverse f3 reaction, would
therm alize and captured on Gd, and could be detected by the subsequent
7 rays in the scintillator. The experiment [49] reported 38.5 ± 7.8 beam
related events consistent with expectation from several neutrino reactions,
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prim arily v \2C — >12 Ne~ and the elastic scattering of neutrinos on electrons.
In addition, no evidence for the presence of neutrons in delayed coincidence
w ith neutrino candidates was found. Thus there was no evidence for neutrino
oscillation and limits were set on A m 2 < 0.14 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 20 < 0.024 for large A m 2 at 90% confidence level. The LSND detector
is located in the same place and has essentially the same neutrino beam as
E645.

SK A T

A search for— > ve oscillation was performed by the SKAT
collaboration [50] at the 70 GeV Serpukhov accelerator. The SKAT bubble
chamber was located 270m from the source.
— ►/i"X were detected.

Charged current events

Nearly, all (94%) of the

in the beam

originated from 7T+ decays, whereas ve were produced prim arily (75%)
in K decays

Taking into account all backgrounds, the ratio

was

calculated to be rexp = (0.82 ± 0.10) x 10-2 compared to an expected ratio
of (0.84 ± 0.08) X 10~2. The limits on neutrino oscillations were

A m 2 > 1 . 3 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 20 < 2.5 x 10~3 for A m 2 = 60 eV2.

SKAT obtained a good limit on sin2 20 for large A m 2, but the A m 2 sensitivity
was poor compared to other experiments.
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BNL-E734
This experiment was performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory [51].
The neutrino detector, located 96 m from the beam stop consisted of 112
planes of liquid scintillator and 224 planes of drift tubes. The fiducial mass
of liquid scintillator was ~ 100 tons. This was an appearance experiment
which searched for vM— >ue oscillations. In the energy region 0.9 < E„ < 5.1
GeV the detector observed 1370 z/Mevents and 418 ue events. The limits on
oscillation param eters obtained were
A m 2 < 0.43 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 26 < 3.4 x 10-3 for large A m 2.

B N L -E 8 1 6 (P S 1 9 1 ) and E776
PS 191 was originally performed at CERN to search for the decay of heavy
neutrinos. They used a decay detector followed by an electromagnetic
calorimeter. A scintillator hodoscope was used to select neutrino events. They
detected 23 ± 8 excess events and claimed an anomalous result at the 3cr
level. From 42 observed events 19 ± 12 were subtracted for background
and beam contamination. Assuming the excess events were due to v^ —> ve
oscillations, oscillation parameters were given as
A m 2 ~ (5 — 10)eV2 and sin2 26 ~ (0.02 —0.04).
After this result the PS 191 detector moved to BNL. The group repeated the
experiment(E816) at the same g ratio with an increase in statistics by a
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factor of 5. Preliminary results confirmed the CERN data [52] but the beam
excess was not as significant as seen in PS191. The b etter statistics were
largely compensated by new systematic errors due to aging of the detector.
The statistical weakness of the signal, the difficulty of working with 10~3
precision on the ^ ratio and contradiction with other experiments led to the
dropping of this search for neutrino oscillations.
Another BNL experiment E776, had preliminary indication of an
excess.

However their final analysis showed no excess. The limits obtained

on mixing parameters [53] (90% confidence level) were

A m 2 < 7.5 x 10~2 eV2 and
sin2 26 < 3.0 x 10~3 for large A m 2.

C E R N -B E B C
BEBC is a bubble chamber at the CERN PS [54] with a fiducial mass of 14
tons, and located 825 m from the neutrino production target. The neutrinos,
due to 7r’s and K ’s decaying in flight had an average energy of 1.5 GeV. The
chamber was filled with N e/H 2 m ixture and had a clear electron and muon
identification due to the application of a 3.5 T magnetic field. The oscillation
mode Vp —> ve was searched for. No excess of ve like events was found.The
limits for oscillation parameters were

A m 2 < 0.09 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 26 < 0.013 for A m 2 ~ 2.2 eV2.
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FNAL E531
This experiment searched for
a nuclear emulsion target.

—> vT and ve —> vr oscillations using
The good spatial resolution(~ fim ) of the

emulsion made it possible to see decays of short lived particle produced
in neutrino interactions. It was therefore able to look for evidence of r
leptons produced by vT interactions. Drift chambers, electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters and a tim e of flight system were used to identify
particles and their energies. For v^ —> uT oscillations, the following limits
were obtained [55].

Am 2 ~ 0.9 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 26 ~ 0.004 at A m 2 = 50 eV2.

The limits for ve —>vT were

A m 2 ~ 9.0 eV2 for maximal mixing and
sin2 29 < 0.12 at A m 2 ~ 80 eV2.

KARM EN
The KARM EN(Karlsruhe Rutherford Medium Energy Neutrino) Experim ent
is currently running at the spallation source ISIS at Rutherford Laboratory.
The 800 MeV proton beam collides with an uranium heavy water spallation
target and produces pions.
produce v v e and

The subsequent decay at rest of ?r+ and fi+
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The 60 ton organic scintillator detector is located at a distance of 17 m
from the target. The average neutrino flux for each type of neutrino is
1.3 X 106cm~2s_1. The time structure of the synchrotron accelerator helps
to reduce background. The detector was used to search for
and ve —> vx disappearance.

—>ve, vM—» i7e

This requires detection of ue and z7e. The

reaction (ve + 12 C —>12 N + e - , Q=17.3 MeV ) is used to detect ve. The i7e
are detected by inverse beta decay z7e -f p —> n + e+. The experiment searches
for e+ followed by the delayed neutron capture in gadolinium. The oscillation
limits given are A m 2 < 1 eV2 for maximal mixing and sin2 28 < 6.2 X 10-3
for large A m 2 [56].
Figure 2.3 shows the limits on A m 2 and sin2 28 set by several
experiments [57].

2 .8

F u tu r e n e u tr in o o s c illa tio n e x p e r im e n ts

The following list shows several proposed or recently started neutrino
oscillation experiments at accelerators.

1. CERN Hybrid Oscillation Research Apparatus(CHORUS)

2. Neutrino Oscillation Magnetic Detector(NOMAD)

3. E889

4. E803.
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Figure 2.3: Experim ental limits for A m 2 and sin2 2a set by previous
experiments.
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Table 2.3: The future accelerator neutrino oscillation experiments.
Expe.
NOMAD
CHORUS
E889

E803

Accel.
SPS
(CERN)
SPS
(CERN)
AGS
(Brookhaven)

MAIN INJ.
(Fermi lab.)

Beam

Energy
30GeV

Dist.
800m

Mode
ve appea.

Status
A pr.94

Vp

30GeV

800m

ve appea.

A pr.95

lGeV

1km

Ufj. disappea.

lOGeV

3km
24&m
470m

ve appea.
ve appea.
vr appea.

1997
to
1988

vn

1998

The first two of these are located at CERN and have taken some data. E889 is
a proposed long baseline experiment at Brookhaven . Another long baseline
experiment, MINOS has been proposed for Fermilab.

Finally E803 at

Fermilab is designed to search for vT appearance in an emulsion target at
Fermilab. The type and energy of the beam used by these experiments, the
distance between the detector and source, the mode of detecting oscillations
and their present status are listed in table 2.3.
As discussed in a previous section, the independent solar neutrino
experiments Homestake, Kamiokande, SAGE and GALLEX observed the
depletion of solar neutrinos. The observed depletion of solar neutrino may
be explained by the MSW effect. Before this interpretation is accepted, it
is essential to establish th a t the depleted neutrinos were converted to

or

to vT. The next generation of solar neutrino experiments could be able to
measure the depletion of solar neutrinos and establish or refute the MSW
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Table 2.4: The future solar neutrino experiments.
Experiment
BOREXINO
SNO
Superkamiokande
ICARUS
Superchlorine
Homestake Iodine

Medium
Borate
d 2o
h 2q
Ar
C2C14

Targets
e~,12B
d, e~
e~
40Ar
Cl

127j

127j

effect. A few of the future solar neutrino experiments are

1. BOREXINO; located in Gran sasso, Italy
2. SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory); located in sudbury, Canada
3. Superkamiokande; located in Japan
4. ICARUS ( Imaging Cosmic and Rare Underground Signals); Gran
Sasso, Italy
5. Superchlorine Experiment; located in Baksan
6. Homestake Iodine Experiment; located in South Dakota, USA.

Table 2.4 shows the medium and targets for these experiments. There are
two future reactor experiments listed.

1. San Onofre reactor experiment; located in California, USA
2. Chooz reactor experiment; located in Chooz, France.
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Table 2.5: Future reactor experiments.
Exp.
San Onofre
Chooz

Medium
Scintillator
Scintillator

Distance
1 km
1 km

Ref.
[58]
[59]

Both experiments are z7e disappearance experiments. Table 2.5 shows some
information on these experiments. After collecting data for one year, the San
Onofre experiment expects a sensitivity of A m 2 = 10-3 for m aximal mixing
and sin2 28 = 0.1 for large A m 2. The Chooz experiment expects sensitivity
of A m 2 = 0.001 eV2 for maximal mixing and sin2 28 = 0.16 for large A m 2.

2 .9

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the standard electroweak theory relevant to neutrino
oscillation phenomenology was discussed. The Dirac and M ajorana theories of
neutrino oscillations were explained. The importance of neutrino oscillations
in particle physics and cosmology was discussed. Finally, neutrino oscillation
experiments carried out at reactors, underground detectors and accelerators
were discussed briefly.

C h a p ter 3
T h e Search for N eu trin o
O scillation s at L A M P F
3 .1

M o tiv a tio n for t h e L S N D e x p e r im e n t

As described in the previous chapter neutrino oscillations were first
discussed by Pontecorvo [60] as a phenomenon analogous to the observed
oscillations of neutral kaons.

Over the past forty years many articles and

reviews have appeared on neutrino oscillations. In addition many experiments
have been carried out searching for neutrino oscillations. A few of them were
discussed in the previous chapter.
W ithin the standard model, the three neutrinos ve,

and vT and their

antiparticles are assumed to be massless and lepton num ber is assumed to
be a good quantum number. In this picture there is no coupling between the
three families of neutrinos. Hence the standard model of weak interactions
does not allow neutrino oscillations to occur.
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Oscillations are an inevitable consequence of massive neutrinos and lepton
num ber violation. The idea of neutrino oscillation between two flavors was
introduced by Pontecorvo in 1967. Independent of his work, the hypothesis of
the mixing of massive neutrinos was introduced in 1962 and 1963 [61, 62] . A
consistent phenomenological theory of neutrino oscillations was developed in
1969.
When Davis et.al. discovered an apparent deficit of solar neutrinos,
neutrino oscillation was an obvious possible solution. Theoretical work was
also stim ulated by the direct observation of the muon neutrino. Besides the
interest in neutrino mass in the context of electroweak theory, there exists a
deep interest in neutrino masses in cosmology too. As discussed in a previous
chapter, the indirect observation of dark m atter in galaxies indicates th a t a
m ajor part of their mass does not emit light. Since neutrinos interact weakly
with m atter, massive neutrinos are a possible candidate for dark m atter. As
described in previous chapters the detection of neutrinos with a mass of a
few electron volts could help to determine if our universe is open or closed.
All of these aspects have led to an increased effort in laboratories around
the world. LAM PF is one of the best laboratories to carry out a neutrino
oscillation experiment because of the characteristics of its neutrino beam.
The prim ary goal of LSND is to search for neutrino oscillations with high
sensitivity using this neutrino beam.
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3 .2

M e s o n fa c to r ie s as n e u tr in o s o u r c e s

As stated previously the probability of finding the appearance of a certain
type of neutrino Uj from another type of neutrino ul is given by
P(i/i —> z/j) = sin2 26 sin2(1.27 x A m 2— )
hv

(3-1)

where x is the distance from the beam stop to the detector. If no statistically
significant number of Uj is observed the experiment can then set a lim it on
the probability for V{ to change into Uj. This limit then can be used to set
limits on sin2 26 and A m 2. Comparing the above equation with
P(i/i —> Vj) — sin2 26 sin2
the oscillation length L is given by L = 5 ^ 2 •

(3-2)
For a given observed

probability and fixed values of E„ and x, the oscillation length is small for
large A m 2. Therefore, sin2 (l.27A m 2jjr-) oscillates rapidly and the detector
is only sensitive to its average value( i.e .|). Therefore for large A m 2
P (z^i —i►Vj) — - sin2 26.

(3-3)

On the other hand, for sin2 26 = 1 and small A m 2,

P ( " i ^ K i ) = ( l . 2 7 A m 2) ! ( j | ) 2.
Therefore to get the best lim it on A m 2 the ratio

(3.4)
should be made as large

as possible. However, the flux of neutrinos decreases with x and thus the
sin2 26 sensitivity also decreases with x.
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Table 3.1: Neutrino sources and their energies.
v source
Reactor
Accelerator
Solar neutrino
Atmosphere
Meson factory

Energy (Me V)
~ 10
102 -» 104
~ 0.1
103 -> 104
10 ~ 250

distance(m)
~ 102
102 -> 104
~ 1011
~ 107
10 ~ 300

X

E„

~ 10
10“ 2 -> 10°
1010 -> 1011
104
10°

A m 2 (e V 2)
~ lO"2
~ 100
10-11 -> 10-12
10“ 4
0.1 ~ 10

Therefore, the ratio ~ is an im portant factor in comparing the sensitivity
of neutrino oscillation experiments.

Table 3.1 shows the values of

and

approxim ate A m 2 sensitivity for various neutrino sources.
Solar neutrino oscillation experiments are lim ited by low statistics. Even
with Ga which is more sensitive than Cl to solar neutrinos the estim ated
flux is only about 125 SNU (1 SNU=10~36 captures per atom per second).
A nother problem is the dependence on the solar model.
High energy proton accelerators have produced neutrino beams th a t are
predom inantly composed of
been used to search for

( o r z7M) from pion decay. These beams have

—> ve and

—> j7e oscillations. An advantage of

using these accelerators instead of solar or atmospheric neutrinos to search
for neutrino oscillations is the ability to measure the intensity of the neutrino
beam. A disadvantage is the large electron background from 7r° decay. There
is also a substantial z/e contamination from K decays.
R eactors are not good sources for appearan ce ex p er im en ts, sin ce th ere is
n o sim p le w ay of d ete ctin g low energy

or i7r arising from o scilla tio n s o f i7e.
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M ajor advantages of using neutrinos from meson physics factories like
LAMPF, are the absence of background neutrinos from kaon decays and the
high intensity neutrino flux. For the

—> i7e oscillation search two advantages

are th a t the shape of v^ flux is precisely known and the e+ and the n from
the reaction z7e -f- p —> e+ + n can be separately detected.
The very low neutrino induced event rate due to the small cross section
requires th a t the detector be massive and located close to the beam
stop. LSND contains about 180 tons of scintillator and is located at 30 m
from the beam stop. An obstacle at LAMPF is the relatively long duty factor
of 7.5%. The duty factor is the fraction of the tim e the beam is on.

Since

the beam is on 7.5% of the tim e the cosmic ray background is a significant
problem.

3 .3

T h e L A M P F a c c e le r a to r

The Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility areas are shown in Figure 3.1. The
linear accelerator, which is over a half mile long, produces an intense proton
beam with energies up to 800 MeV. The initial stage consists of a CockroftW alton accelerator which accelerates the proton beam to 0.75 MeV. Then
the drift tube linac increases the energy to 100 MeV.

In the rest of the

accelerator the protons acquire energies up to 800 MeV. The proton beam
current is typically 1 mA. The LAMPF proton beam has a m icrostructure at
201.25 MHz with a burst width of 0.25 ns. The repetition rate of the 725 fis
m acrostructure is 100 Hz.

The resulting duty factor is 0.075. This beam
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Figure 3.1: LAMPF experimental area.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Micropulse (b) Macropulse tim e structure of the proton beam.

structure is illustrated in figure 3.2.
After passing through a switchyard the beam enters the four experim ental
areas. The LSND experiment is located at the end of the beam line in area
A. Area A receives most of the beam. Approximately 18% of the beam is
removed at upstream targets Ai and A2 and the energy reduced to about
780 MeV before reaching the A6 beam stop.
The A6 beam stop is shown in the Figure 3.3.

It consists of a

30 cm long water target to increase pion production, isotope production
stringers, a copper beam dump and plenty of iron and other shielding around
everything. In figure 3.3 the entrance window of proton beam is at the left
corner. The distance measured from it to various points are shown in table
3.2.
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beam dump
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Figure 3.3: LAM PF A6 beam stop.

Table 3.2: The distances from beam entrance point to the various points of
the beam stop.

Center of the water target
First isotope stringer
Ninth isotope stringer
Beam stop start

Distance(cm)
59.3
133.2
186.6
196.0
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3 .4

A - 6 N e u t r in o b e a m

The proton beam interacts inelastically with the water target, the stringers
and the copper in the beam stop producing charged pions up to 600 MeV
with an adm ixture of approximately 5ir+ per 7r~. These pions then can decay
in flight (D IF), stop and decay at rest (DAR) or be absorbed in the m aterial
in the beam stop.

Almost 97% of the 7r+ decay at rest while essentially

all stopping 7r~ are absorbed.

Approximately 2.5% of the pions decay in

flight. The dominant decay modes of pions and muons are
7r+ — >y,+ +

7V = 26 ns

(3-5)

and
fi+ — >e+ + ue + z7m

= 2197 ns.

(3-6)

Therefore the LAMPF DAR neutrino beam consists of ve, v^ and vMfrom 7T+
decay followed bjr y,+ decay. The LAMPF proton beam energy (800 MeV) is
below the threshold for production of kaons, and thus neutrinos arise entirely
from pion and muon decay.
The absolute number of DAR neutrinos of each type (z/e,

and i/M)

produced at the beam stop can be calculated using the formula
=

—

1.602 x l O - 19

(3 7)

K

J

where r„ is the average num ber of 7r+ decays per incident proton and Q is
the total charge of the protons reaching the beam stop. The value rv has
been calculated using a beam Monte Carlo simulation.
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Table 3.3: Decay at rest neutrinos from the beam stop.
Neutrino
vn
ve
ve

Source
7T+ — » n + i'ix
//+ —> e+vevtl
7T+ —> e+ue
fjL+ -> e+VeVp

Energy (MeV)
29.79
0-52.8
69.8
0-52.8

Intensity
1.0
1.0
1.2 x 10“4
1.0

Since the 7r+ decays into two particles the resulting v^ has a fixed energy
(Y) given by
m l — m?
Y = —^
* = 29.79 MeV.
2ITUThe ve and

(3.8)

from the 3-body decay of the fi+ have continuous energy

spectra with an end point energy(Emax) of 52.8 MeV. The energy spectra of
v^,ve and

are given by

^

= ^

^

= 12 J U

d -^ i/

dE„

Y - E- >

^m ax

= 2 ^ (3
E Y X(

-

(3-9)

(3.10)
^m ax

2Et" )
Emax

(3 11)
( ' }

where E„ is the neutrino energy. The spectra of DAR neutrino energies from
the LAM PF A6 beam stop is shown in Figure 3.4.
The relative intensities of DAR and DIF neutrinos from the beam stop
are given in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
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;ure 3.4: Neutrino energy spectra from LAMPF A6 beam stop.

Table 3.4: Decay in flight neutrinos from the beam stop.
Neutrino
v n
" n

Ve

Source
7T+

— >

7T~

— ►

7r +

— >

(Jb+

V ,J ,

e + v e

Energy(MeV)
10-275
10-275
20-550

Intensity
1.0 x 10-2
3.2 x 10“ 3
1.2 x 10~6
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3 .5

T h e m e t h o d u s e d to se a r c h for n e u t r in o
o s c illa tio n s a t L A M P F in t h e D A R
chann el

Stopping 7T+ and fj,+ in the beam dump produce a neutrino beam of equal
numbers of i/e,iv and

with the energy spectra shown in figure 3.4. There

are essentially no z7e produced at the beam stop due to strong absorption of
stopped 7r_ and //“ . If

— >i7e or ve — >z7e oscillations occur z7e are created

between the beam stop and the detector. These z7e can interact with protons
or carbon in the detector liquid scintillator. The ve can be detected via the
charged current reaction z7e + p — >n + e+. The neutron is identified by the
2.2 MeV capture gamma ray on a free proton.

The energy range for the

electron in the oscillation search is from 36 MeV to 60 MeV, since the

flux

is largest and the background smallest in this region.
To reduce background due to cosmic rays a liquid scintillator veto shield
surrounds the detector except at the bottom . In addition, shielding over the
tunnel removes most of the neutron background coming from the beam and
cosmic rays.

3 .6

N e u t r in o t u n n e l a n d O v e r b u r d e n

The neutrino tunnel used for LSND was built for the LAM PF experiment
E645.

Using a tunnel rather than a fixed site has several advantages. One

is the detector tank and the veto shield could be constructed and cabled in
an open space and then pushed into the tunnel. This increased the speed
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Figure 3.5: The beam line and the neutrino tunnel. The detector and water
plug are shown.

of construction of the detector. The other advantage is it provides a way to
measure neutrino oscillations at several positions.
The tunnel is 30 m long, and 14 m in diam eter with walls of corrugated
steel. It is off center from the axis of the proton beam by 9° in the horizontal
plane. The tunnel is also 15° below the horizontal with respect to the beam
stop as shown in figure 3.5. At the upstream end of the tunnel, there is a
stack of 2 m thick steel which provides shielding against beam neutrons. The
open end of the tunnel is plugged with a 8 m long water filled cylindrical
tank to shield against cosmic ray neutrons.
To reduce the cosmic muon and neutron rate the detector is shielded with
2000 g m /cm 2 of steel and earth at the top of the tunnel. The cross sectional
view of the overburden and tunnel is shown in figure 3.5.
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3 .7

Sum m ary

This chapter began by giving a motivation for the experiment. After th a t the
advantages and disadvantages of meson factories as a neutrino source were
discussed. The LAM PF accelerator and its proton beam structure, A6 beam
stop and the neutrino beam were explained next. Finally, the m ethod used
to look for neutrino oscillations in the DAR channel and the overburden on
the neutrino tunnel were explained.

C h ap ter 4
T h e D e te c to r
The LSND detector has two components.

1. The detector tank, and
2. The veto shield.

In the following sections both of these are discussed in detail.

4 .1

T h e d e t e c t o r ta n k

The detector is an approximately cylindrical tank 5.72 m in diam eter and
8.75 m long. Its main axis is horizontal and parallel to the axis of the neutrino
tunnel. The center of the detector tank is 29.77 m downstream from the beam
stop and at an angle of 12° with respect to the beam. The bottom and the
top of the tank are flat as shown in figure 4.1.
The tank has a volume of 193 m 3 and can hold 180 tons (51000 gallons)
of liquid scintillator. There are 21 ribs on the cylindrical surface of the
59
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152.4cm

274.1 cm

224.8cm

348.7cm

Figure 4.1: The dimensions of the detector tank as seen from down
stream. R = 259.0 cm, a = 34°15,) (f>= 84°37/and (3 — 120°34\
tank with a spacing 14.3”. Inside the tank there are 1220 inward looking
8” diam eter HAMAMATSU R1408 photomultiplier tubes ( 44 tubes per
each rib on the cylinder and 148 on each end cap). A schematic diagram
of P M T ’s inside the detector is shown in figure 4.2. The faces of the P M T ’s
are 25 cm inside the tank and 24.8% of the surface area is covered by the
photocathodes. The liquid scintillator consists of mineral oil and 0.03 gm/1
of b-PBD (butyl-phenyl-biphenyl-oxidizol, MW354.45). This relatively low
b-BPD concentration allows the detection of both Cerenkov and scintillation
light for relativistic particles (j3 > 0.68). Approximately 80% of the total light
is isotropic and the rest is observed in the Cerenkov cone. The inside surface
of the tank is painted with black paint of refractive index 1.49 to eliminate
the reflected light from the walls of the tank. The detector is surrounded,
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of P M T ’s inside the detector.
except at the bottom , by a veto shield. The veto is used to reject cosmic ray
muons which have a 4 kHz event rate inside the detector.

4.1.1

D e te c to r P M T ’s

The HAMAMATSU R1408 photomultiplier tube is shown in figure 4.3.
All 1220 PM T ’s were tested at Los Alamos. The PM T bases were soldered
to the tubes and dipped in Hysol PC18 (one component coating primarily
designed for printed circuit boards). This provides protection for the PM T
bases from the scintillator inside the tank. A metal frame, shown in figure 4.4,
was used to mount the PM T tubes inside the tank. The voltages for the
PM T ’s range from 1600 to 2300 V. The base has 20 pins, a total resistance
of 17 Mf2 and an average current of 110 /aA. The circuit diagram for the
PM T base is shown in the figure 4.5.

0

R1408
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Figure 4.3: HAMAMATSU R1408 PM T tube used in the LSND detector.

Figure 4.4: The m etal frame and the photomultiplier tube. The tube is
mounted on the rib of the tank.
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4 .1 .2

L iqu id sc in tilla to r

Liquid scintillator is used in LSND instead of water so th a t particles below
Cerenkov threshold can be detected, as well as to obtain a high output of
light and a good energy resolution. A study of various types of scintillator [63]
showed th a t 0.03 g/1 of p-PBD in mineral oil is optim al for LSND. At
this concentration 20% of the light is in the Cerenkov cone and 80%
isotropic.

The choice was based on a study of light attenuation, Cerenkov

light output, tim e and wave length spectra of p-PBD in mineral oil. Due
to the high refractive index(1.4-7) of the scintillator oil the Cerenkov light
from Michel electrons is 50% higher than in water. To get a good PM T
efficiency for the Cerenkov radiation the attenuation length should be high
above 380 nm. The attenuation lengths for p-PBD in mineral oil are shown
in figure 4.6 and for mineral oil only in figure 4.7.

Tests showed th a t the

attenuation length for mineral oil with p-PBD is more than 25 m for wave
lengths greater than 380 nm.
A study of the tim e spectrum of light emission from the scintillator showed
th a t heavily ionizing particles have slower light emission than positrons (i.e.
the fraction of light em itted at long times is larger for protons). Thus the
observed tim e distribution of light can be used to distinguish protons and
electrons. The scintillation light obey the following functional form f,

f = Afe x p (-^ ) +

(4-1)

where Af is the fast decay amplitude, As is the slow scintillation amplitude,

Hamamatsu R1408 8 ” Diameter 9 Dynode Photomultiplier Tube
Used in the Large Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND)

Figure 4.5: Circuit diagram for the R1408 PM T base.
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Figure 4.6: The attenuation length for mineral oil with p-PBD.
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Figure 4.7: The attenuation length for mineral oil.
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Figure 4.8: The tim e spectra for emission of scintillation light in mineral oil
with b-PBD for positron and protons.
Tf is the past decay time constant,

ts

is the slow scintillation time constant

and t is the time. The values of Af, As,

Tf

and

t s

for both protons and

positrons were extracted by selecting events with 1 photoelectrons and fitting
to both tim e distributions. The fitting procedure is detailed in reference [63].
The tim e spectra for the fits are shown in figure 4.8 for both positrons and
protons. In the figures dotted lines represent the fast component, the solid
lines represent the slow components and dashed lines indicate the total. The
d ata points are represented w ith horizontal and vertical error bars.

4 .2

V e to s h ie ld

The veto shield is used to reject background events due t ) cosmic rays. The
same liquid scintillator veto shield was used in LAMPF experiment E645
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[64]. Louisiana State University was responsible for preparing the veto shield
for the experiment. The author gained much hardware experience working on
the veto shield. This work included preparing and mounting photom ultiplier
tubes on the veto shield, preparing the bases for the P M T ’s, preparing and
mounting “crack” counters, cabling and periodic checking out of the system.
The veto shield is basically a steel structure th at has a cylindrical shape
with a diam eter of 6.75 m and a length of 10.1 m. Both ends of the cylinder
are closed with vertical circular walls and the bottom of the cylinder is open
with an angle of 100° as shown in figure 4.9. The front wall(nearest to the
beam stop) is called the blue wall and the back wall is called the red wall. The
cylindrical part and the red wall are structurally one unit and independent
of the blue wall. Both parts are movable on rails.

There is an inefficient

area around the joint between the blue wall and the cylinder. For LSND,
solid scintillator counters have been bolted inside the tunnel above this weak
area and these “crack” counters are also a part of the veto shield. Similarly
bottom counters cover the region from the floor of the tunnel to the bottom
of the cylinder. The steel structure weighs about 600 tons. The veto shield
has two parts, an active and a passive shield.

4.2 .1

T h e A c tiv e S h ield

The purpose of putting an active shield around the detector is to tag charged
particles entering the detector. The cylindrical shell in the veto shield is filled
with ~10,000 gallons of liquid scintillator as shown in figure 4.9. Cosmic ray
muons entering the detector can stop and decay at rest into electrons or
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Figure 4.9: The cross sectional view of the veto shield.
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positrons. These electrons can be mistaken for electrons coming from neutrino
interactions. There are approximately 106 stopping muons per day, during
the 7.5% of the tim e the beam is on, and thus a rejection rate of the order of
10-7 is needed. Therefore a fully continuous active shield made of six inches
of liquid scintillator is enclosed within two concentric steel cylinders 7.93 m
long and 2.54 cm thick with radii of 3.2 m and 3.35 m.
Charged particles passing through the veto create light in the scintillator.
The light is viewed by large hemispherical EMI9870B photom ultiplier tubes
m ounted on the veto shield. A total of 292 P M T ’s (46 on each end cap and
200 on the cylinder) were used. The inner surface of the veto scintillator
tank is painted with white paint (Nuclear enterprises NE561 two component
reflective paint) to minimize the absorption of light by the wall.

4 .2 .2

T h e P a ssiv e S h ield

The passive shield is a layer of lead shots 18 cm thick filled with a packing
fraction of 0.7. It is located next to and inside the active shield as shown
in figure 4.9. The passive shield is used to stop neutral particles like
photons and neutrons from entering the detector without triggering the active
shield. These particles can produce electron like signals inside the detector
mimicking oscillation signals. Gammas are produced in two ways.
(1) Muon bremsstrahlung in the overburden

A* — > AT
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(2) Stopping muons decaying outside the active shield to electrons which
subsequently brem sstrahlung producing gammas

fj, — > evev,j. — >ei/eV^.

If these gammas react within the detector the resulting charged particles
can be m istaken for signal events. Using the photon attenuation length given
by the Particle D ata Group it was calculated [65] th a t 18 cm of lead shots
between the sheets of steel would reduce this background to 10-1 per day
when the beam is on.

4 .2 .3

V e to sh ield P M T ’s

The veto shield uses EMI9870B 5.12” hemispherical photom ultiplier
tubes. They have 11 CsSb dynodes and a bialkali photocathode.

There

is approximately one PM T per square m eter on the veto shield. A total
292 P M T ’s are on the veto. Each PM T views the scintillator light through
a hemispherical glass window. This glass window is attached to the PM T
surface with optically clear RTV potting compound. W hen the PM T is
m ounted, this glass window is sealed by bolting a pressure ring through
a viton O-ring to flanges which are welded to the outer surface of the veto
shield.

The entire PM T assembly is shown in figure 4.10.

The assembly

was made light tight with cast aluminum holders and a black polyethylene
back plate mounted on the holder. RTV was applied to the interface between
the aluminum holder and the steel pressure ring to make it light tight.
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Figure 4.10: PM T assembly in the veto shield.
A printed circuit board was attached to the base of the PM T to apply
high voltage and to extract the anode signal. The overall resistance of the
PM T base was 15Mfi and the operating voltages for the P M T ’s ranged from
700 to 1500 V. The average current was 70 fiA . The PM T ’s on the veto shield
were numbered as shown in figure 4.11. The PM T base circuit is shown in
figure 4.12.

4 .2 .4

V eto L iquid sc in tilla to r

The liquid scintillator for the active veto shield was BC517P which is a 5%
m ixture of pseudocumene in mineral oil. The properties of this scintillator
are shown in table 4.1 The veto shield can hold ~ 10,000 gallons of
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Figure 4.12: The circuit diagram for the EMI9870B PM T base.
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Table 4.1: Properties of veto liquid scintillator.
Characteristic of veto shield scintillator
Mean free path
> 6m
Wave length of maximum emission
425nm
Refractive index
1.47
Specific gravity
0.85
Light output
28% of anthracene
Coefficient of therm al expansion
0.00075 per C°
Viscosity at 20°(7
2.10 centistokes

liquid scintillator. The scintillator was stored in a stainless steel tank in a
slightly pressurized argon atmosphere. After the veto shield was in position,
scintillator was transferred through a tube by pressurizing the tank. The
liquid level in the shield was monitored by a voltm eter which can read the
pressure of a nitrogen bubbler inside the shield.

4 .2 .5

S c in tilla to r “crack ” co u n te rs

The plastic scintillator “crack” counters were used to cover the optically weak
space around the joint between the blue wall and the veto cylinder. Each
counter is made of 1” thick solid scintillator with dimension 40” x30” . Two
UV lucite light guides were glued with optical glue to opposite sides of the
counter as shown in figure 4.13. The whole counter was wrapped with white
paper to reflect some light back into the counter. Then it was wrapped again
with black hard paper to keep it light tight. R875 HAMAMATSU 5” P M T ’s
were glued to the other ends of the light guides using 3” plastic cookies. The
total length of the counter was then 112” . In order to handle it carefully and
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Figure 4.13: The crack counter.
easily the counter was placed tightly in a aluminum frame. Figure 4.14 shows
the circuit diagram for the base which was used to apply the high voltage
and extract the signal. After testing for light leaks 12 of these counters were
bolted inside the tunnel above the gap between the blue wall and the veto
cylinder. The position of the crack counters as seen from the “black hole”
( the space between the blue wall and the end of the tunnel ) is shown in
figure 4.15. The mid-point of each crack counter was measured with respect
to the coordinate system of the detector. Table 4.2 shows the coordinates of
the centers and the angles of the counter with respect to the positive x-axis.
The two P M T ’s on a counter were labeled A and B with PM T A on the
upstream and PM T B on the downstream end.
The bottom veto counters were also plastic scintillator counters. The
structure of the bottom counters was similar to the crack counters discussed
above, but the size was different. The average size of a bottom counter was
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Figure 4.15: The positions of the crack counters as seen from the “black
hole” .
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Table 4.2: Position of crack counters. Counters 1 to 4 and 16 to 17 are
available as spares.
Counter number
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18

X
346.91
309.27
258.33
197.26
127.71
52.01
-25.47
-101.86
-175.02
-240.49
-337.26
-296.54

Y
137.34
205.92
263.30
311.44
343.81
363.50
369.84
356.71
330.88
287.65
163.43
231.88

Z
-530.08
-531.35
-532.62
-533.89
-542.78
-545.32
-545.32
-542.78
-545.32
-545.32
-544.05
-546.53

Angle
115.12°
124.93°
138.83°
147.90°
162.25°
168.85°
3.3°
11.43°
27.40°
37.70°
62.70°
52.63°

20” X 48” . Eighteen of these counters were put around the veto shield and
covered the area from the ground to the scintillator of the veto shield. A
separate electronic unit was used to tag any event passing through a bottom
counter and th at information was a part of the data. The data word “hm inus”
was on, if both of PM T tubes of bottom counter was fired.

4 .3

Sum m ary

The detector and the veto shield were discussed in this chapter. The details
of the components like photomultiplier tubes, crack counters and liquid
scintillator were also discussed.

C h a p ter 5
E lectro n ics and D a ta
A cq u isitio n
5 .1

E le c tr o n ic s

The goal of the experiment is to record neutrino events for various analyses
including the neutrino oscillation search. Neutrino-induced events, as well as
backgrounds due to cosmic rays, occur inside the detector. Selecting neutrino
events with high efficiency and rejecting backgrounds as much as possible
is necessary in obtaining a good set of data.

This is performed by the

electronics, trigger system and data acquisition system.
Every event inside the detector creates light in the scintillator. The
amount of light depends on the energy of the event. Photom ultiplier tubes
collect this light and make analog signals. The electronics of the system
determ ine the charge and tim e on every photomultiplier tube for a given
event as well as the number of PM T signals. Information on every event is
kept in memory for a certain time. The trigger is the logic to select interesting
79
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events out of all the events in the memory. The trigger was set to select events
with 100 or more PM T hits ( « 4 MeV) as a prim ary event. This includes
the energy region of interest for all the neutrino analyses. Activities in the
past and future from such events were also recorded. Any cosmic ray charged
particle entering the detector should go through the veto shield and create
light in the veto scintillator. If more than six veto shield P M T ’s have signals,
the electronics consider the event to be a cosmic ray event and the trigger
shuts the detector off for the next 15.2 //s. (This is about seven muon life
tim es.) In this way, the electrons, due to the decay of cosmic muons, can be
largely rejected online. Remaining background can be rejected in the analysis.
The data acquisition system transfers data selected by the trigger to a set of
SGI computers. An online program in each computer uses this information
to calculate many variables useful for data analysis. More technical details
are discussed in the rest of the chapter.
The LSND experiment has 1220 P M T ’s in the detector, 292 P M T ’s in
the veto shield and 24 P M T ’s on the crack counters. These P M T ’s provide
charge and tim e information. The electronics for LSND were developed by
the experimenters in the group. The P M T ’s are powered by 8 high voltage
power supplies located in the electronic hut behind the detector. Table 5.1
shows the voltage ranges used for each type of PM T tube. The voltage for
each channel was adjusted based on its response to muons. More details
of the high voltage power system and high voltage cards can be found in
reference [66]. The signal from each PM T is conducted by a BNC cable into
the electronic hut and then to a Q T(charge/tim e) card. There are 8 PM T
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Table 5.1: The voltage characteristics applied to detector P M T ’s.

Type
Voltage(V)
Base R (M fi)
Current(/iA)

Detector
HAMAMATSU R1408
1600 - 2300
17
110

Veto
EMI9870B
710 - 1400
15
70

Crack counter
R875
1100 - 1350
6.26
190

channels per card. The electronic analog circuit for the QT card is shown in
figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the electronics for a single PM T. As shown in
the figure 5.2, the signal from the PM T is first divided into two signals so
that the tim e and charge can be separately measured.

The voltage on the

charge capacitor(or integrator) Vq is measured every 100 ns by a Flash Analog
Digital Converter(FADC). The measurements are stored in a 16 bit x 2048
dual port memory. Since the charge on the capacitor is m easured every 100 ns
by a synchronizing 10 MHz binary clock the data stays in dual port memory
for 204.8 fis.
The other part of the signal fires a discriminator if it is above a threshold.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the high performance integrator and a discriminator
which triggers a linearly rising voltage ramp.

Its band w idth is 10 MHz

and it has an exponential decay constant of 6 fis. This linearly rising voltage
ramp allows the time to be measured to approximately 1 ns.

The process

is as follows. The PM T signal Vpmt arrives between FADC clock times 0
and 1. As shown in figure 5.2 the signal divides into two and the voltage Vq
increases. At the same time the discrim inator fires and the charge on the
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Q T C a r d Analog C i r c u i t r y
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Figure 5.1: QT card.
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Figure 5.2: Front end electronics for a single PMT.
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tim e capacitor also increases. At FADC time 2 the discriminator resets and
both capacitors are discharged. Vt discharges in about 100 ns and Vq stays
about 12 fis before discharge due to its long decay constant. The voltages Vq
and Vt are measured by the FADC at 100 ns intervals and w ritten to dual
port memories. The values of Vq and Vt just before the PM T signal arrives
are used as reference values. Therefore, the voltages Vq and Vt recorded at
six FADC times 0,1,2,...,5 are considered associated with an event. These are
w ritten to the dual port memory at addresses, corresponding to the 10 MHz
clock times, called Time Stamp Addresses (TSA). At this point the trigger
can make a decision to transfer the data to FiFo(First in First out) memories.
From the voltage measurements at two 100 ns intervals the tim e slope can
be calculated. The extrapolation of this slope back to the reference value of
Vt gives the fine time of the signal arrival.
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5 .2

D a t a A c q u is itio n S y s te m

This system uses VME-based instrum entation. As shown in figure 5.4 there
are 13 VME crates called Q-T crates and each contains;

1. 16 data acquiring Q-T cards(each Q-T card serves 8 PM T signals)
2. Trigger data cards to receive the broadcast trigger signal
3. a

68040-based

monoboard

computer(M OTOROLA

running the VxWorks operating system ■

MVME-167)
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Table 5.2: Comparator levels for Detector and Veto.

detector
D1
D2
D3

EPM T
18
21
100

Veto
VI
V2

E V e to
6
4

Each of these 13 crates collects and stores tim e and charge information for 128
P M T ’s at 100 ns intervals in the dual-port memory. Crate num ber 0 is the
trigger crate and it selects the interesting events for transfer from the dual
port to the FiFo memories and detects the total charge from all the tubes in
the tank within 100 ns intervals. The monoboard computers in the Q-T crates
control the VME bus data transfer into the FiFo in an event time window
and pass the data to the SGI 4D/480 multiprocessor over ethernet cables.
This computer has 8 MIPS R2000A/R3000 C PU ’s running at 40 MHz. For
this transfer of data CODA(CEBAF Online D ata Acquisition) software was
used.

5 .2 .1

T rigger S y ste m

The number of P M T ’s which fire discriminators and the total charge of all the
P M T ’s are available for each 100 ns tim e interval. Fast Digital Comparators
determine the events to be recorded. The comparator levels for the detector
and veto are shown in table 5.2.

The J)P M T and E V E T O signals are

presented to the hardware comparators on a logic card.
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Each activity has the information of tubes hit and other data associated
for each 100 ns interval. Several clocks are needed to determine event times.
The 10 MHz binary clock wraps around every 6.5 ms. A microsecond clock
wraps around every 72 minutes.
The basic logic circuit for the trigger is shown in figure 5.5. Every 100 ns
the trigger checks the comparator level and the time stamps for every activity.
The code first checks the num ber of P M T ’s fired in the veto shield. If the
num ber is greater than 6, the tim e for that event is stored tem porarily in
the memory buffer in the monoboard. If the next event is within 15.2 fis
of the activity which has fired the veto, the trigger proceeds to the next
event. Otherwise when it finds any activity in the tank which has fired 100
or more P M T ’s in the tank and the number of PM T ’s fired in the veto is less
th an 4, th a t event is read out along with all the activities within the previous
51.2 fis interval. At this tim e the TSA of those events are transferred to the
QT FiFo for where they are then transferred to the SGI system.

Then it

looks in the future 1 ms for any event which has 21 to 100 PM T hits in the
tank and reads all of those events too. This was done to perm it a search for
2.2 MeV gamma rays from neutron capture on protons, which is a signal for
the 17^ — >ve oscillation search.

5 .2 .2

In th e M u ltip r o c e sso r

After the data has been transferred to the SGI multiprocessor, there are
several processes that handle it. The main two processes are

Assemble next event
(>16 hit tank PMT's)
and save as an activity

# hit veto PMT's

v

>6?

/

/

Activity with
>6 hit veto PMT
\within 15.2us?.

# hit tank >
PMT
>100 and
# hit veto
PMT's <4? y

\

hit tank PMT
>21 and gamma
\window open?,

J

Read out event
'with associated
past activities)

# hit tank PMT's
\
>125?
/

Read out event
as a gamma
candidate j

Figure 5.5: Trigger algorithm.

Open
gamma window
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1. EB /A na
2. LSND EB

The first process assembles complete CODA1 events from all 14 QT crates.
LSND EB is the event builder which assembles complete LSND events,
applies the calibration constants, and groups related events (i.e. the prim ary
with its activities etc.). These events are then reconstructed online.

These

reconstructed data are in time order and are recorded on 4mm tapes. The
calibration updates are performed using events obtained with the laser
flashers as discussed in chapter 6.

5.2 .3

L S N D D a ta S tr u c tu r e

The LSND data are managed by the ZEBRA package. The contents of data
banks are described in detail in [67]. The FZ-Header provides an array of
selected information for an event. The organization of the header is as follows

1. W ords(l-7) contain run, file, event num ber and tim e information.
2. The information in word(8) provides the event type.
3. W ords(9-ll) give charge and PM T hit information.
4. All the reconstruction information are stored in words(12-17).
5. Words(18-21) give veto shield and crack counter information.
XC EBAF Online D ata A cquisition

Figure 5.6: The event data structure.

5 .2 .4

L S N D E v en t S tr u c tu re

Figure 5.6 shows the event data structure in the ZEBRA package.

The

main bank for an event is EVNT. There are 5 links to this bank.. Link 1
is the Monte Carlo data and link 3 is the reconstruction bank. Link 2 is
connected to the LDAQ structure which contains compacted data (CM PD)
and calibrated data (CALD). Link 4 of the EVNT bank is linked to the GLBL
bank which has 2 links, HTRG and BPMS. HTRG contains global/trigger
data and BPMS contains beam positioning monitoring data.T he last link is
the RSUM bank which contains the reconstruction summary.

5 .3

Sum m ary

In this chapter the electronics used in LSND was discussed. The trigger and
data acquisition system and their functions were discussed. More details on
data structure and header information can be found in LSND technical notes.

C h ap ter 6
T h e A n a ly sis Tools
6 .1

E v e n t r e c o n s tr u c tio n

Raw events consist of pulse height and tim e information from the detector
P M T ’s and the active shield P M T ’s. These raw events are reconstructed into
“physical” events to optimize the information.
A particle inside the scintillator can create isotropic (scintillator) light and
Cerenkov light. Scintillation light is due to the deposited ionization energy
and the Cerenkov light is the energy em itted by particles moving faster than
the velocity of light in the medium. The velocity of light in liquid scintillator
is 20.4 cm /ns. Cerenkov light gives the direction of high velocity particles
which is determined by fitting hit PM T ’s to a fixed angle of Cerenkov cone
(47.14° for liquid scintillator).

Isotropic light allows determ ination of the

energy as well as the position of low velocity particles.
Photons produced by both isotropic and Cerenkov light propagate to the
PM T, where they create an electronic pulse which is amplified and transferred
92
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to the electronics. The pulse height and the absolute tim e of the PM T is
calculated in the electronics as described in the previous chapter.

Events

are reconstructed online and outputs are used for various analyses.
There were two reconstructions used in LSND, muon reconstruction and
non-muon (standard) reconstruction. Muon reconstruction was originally
developed by Phil Hermedia [68] and standard reconstruction was developed
by W. C. Louis [69].

Muon reconstruction is based on the standard

reconstruction program. An event is determined to be muon or non-muon
using the veto shield information. If the sum of the number of veto hits
and crack counter hits was 4 or more for an event, muon reconstruction was
performed. Otherwise the standard reconstruction was performed.

6 .2

M u o n r e c o n s tr u c tio n

The algorithm for this is detailed in LSND technical note 33. Although this
program reconstructs cosmic ray muons, the information obtained was not
used in this analysis. It is useful in the calibration of the high energy events
in the detector. The program first searches for saturated P M T ’s ( PM T
tubes with number of photoelectrons 1 greater than 64) inside the detector
and divides them into two classes, one class with y > 0 (upper half of the
tan k )2 and one with y < 0 (lower half of the tank). The average hit time
< t >, for all these saturated PM T ’s is calculated and a weighting factor
1the charge o f a PM T signal, one photoelectron is equal to 4 A D C channels in LSND
2T he center o f the tank is the origin of the coordinate axes and y-axis is in vertical
direction

(ti— < t > ) is assigned to each PMT. The centroid of positions of P M T ’s
are taken using the weighting factor.

The entrance point is the centroid

with tj less than < t > and the exit point is the one with ti greater than
< t >.

The muons are further classified as through-going muons, stopping

muons and clipping muons. The muons passing through the detector with
two end points are through-going muons while the muons with one end point
are stopping muons. The RMS value of the positions of the saturated tubes
determines if muons are stopping or through-going.

If the RMS value is

greater than 0.00248 * pes3 + 37 the muon is through-going and otherwise
stopping.

The muon is clipping if there are 2 or less saturated tubes or

the number of photoelectrons is less than 2730. For clipping muons only the
entrance point is determined.

6 .3

S ta n d a r d R e c o n s tr u c t io n

The first step in the standard reconstruction is to determ ine the RMS
variation of the hit times of the photomultiplier tubes. This is given by

- =

<->

where ti is the hit time of the ith phototube, t is the mean tim e of all
phototubes and N is the number of hit tubes. If a > 100.0 the event is
classified as a multiple event. For instance, a muon which decays into a
Michel electron within 400 ns constitutes a multiple event. The a for a single
event is less than 100.0. No reconstruction was performed for multiple events.
3photoelectrons
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6.3.1

Fast p o sitio n and tim e fit

A fast position and time fit is performed for events which do not have the
cosmic ray flag set. First, phototube times are readjusted by neglecting the
P M T ’s for which t > t + 100.0 and recalculating the mean phototube hit
time. The corrected time for all the tubes is determined next. If a PM T has
pulse height less than 4 photoelectrons, the earliest tim e of it and its nearest
neighbors is the corrected time. Otherwise the tim e is unchanged.
In the fitting routine, the initial tim e is guessed to be the mean PM T tim e
less 11 ns. The initial position is taken to be the averaged corrected position4
of the P M T ’s weighted by the square of the pulse height. Then the initial tim e
is further decreased by 5 ns and both the event time and the event position are
iterated 4 times. Each new iterated time is the averaged corrected tim e of the
P M T ’s5 weighted by the square of pulse height. Each new iterated position
is the averaged corrected position of the PM T ’s weighted by the square of
the pulse height. (it- —to) for each PM T changes with each iteration.
Once the fast position and time are found the sigma of corrected PM T
times, and the fraction of late PM T ’s are calculated. The sigma of corrected
PM T times is given by

„ =

(6 .2 )

4T he corrected position o f a PM T is the position o f the P M T displaced by a distance
2 0 cm /n s, ti = hit P M T tim e,
to = is the initial guess event tim e, and the m axim um displacem ent is lim ited to 4.5 m.
s The corrected tim e o f a P M T is ti — r i / v where r; is the distance from the P M T to
the vertex.

v(ti — t 0) norm al to the P M T surface ,where v =
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where r* is the distance between the i th tube and the reconstructed vertex
and to is the reconstructed event time. The fraction of late P M T ’s ( P M T ’s
th a t have corrected time greater than 12 ns after the event tim e) is given by

^late
Xt =

(6.3)

-------Iltotal

where niate is the number of P M T ’s with late tim e and ntotal is the total
number of hit tubes. This is performed for events with greater than 100 hits.

6 .3 .2

F ull p o s itio n fit

A full position fit is performed taking the starting position and improved
tim e from the fast position fit.

The position fit iterates 3 times to obtain

the position using a grid search with step sizes 25 cm, 10 cm and 4 cm
respectively along three coordinate axes and steps in time. W hen the fit is
done the position chisquare is given by

Xr =

- t o - T i / v f x Wi

(6.4)

where ti is the hit PM T time, to is the event time, r{ is the distance from
the hit PM T to the event vertex, v = 20 cm/ns. The weight Wi is set to
the pulse height if the corrected tim e is before the event tim e and set to
0.04 X pulse height if the corrected tim e is after the event time. The maximum
contribution to %r from each PM T is limited to be one.

6 .3 .3

A n g le fit

The angle fit is designed to find the direction of the particle by fitting the
Cerenkov cone. For particles substantially above threshold the Cerenkov light
is produced at an angle of 47.1° to the particle direction. The direction of
the particle is determined by fitting the hit P M T ’s to this fixed angle. The
angle fit iterates over 26 different angles which are uniformly distributed over
47r. The reason for this is th a t the manifold of the fit param eter has many
minima and unless one is close to one of these minima, it is flat. Thus the
fit is performed for each of 26 angles and the result is the one with the best
chisquare. The fit param eter or angle chisquare %i is determ ined by [69]

X! = S (2g'x~(142 .j I " x W‘ x « P (n /1 4 .9 )

(6.5)

where 6i is the angle between the event direction and the event vertex to the
hit PM T , W{ is the PM T pulse height, r; is the distance in meters from the
event vertex to hit PM T and 14.9 is the attenuation length in meters.
The twenty six starting angles give direction cosines. For each of these
angles %i is minimized by a grid search. After the iteration is completed the
best x i and the fitted direction are left.
using

After the fitting %a is calculated
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where Qi is the total charge (photoelectrons) carried by prom pt P M T ’s6, Q
is the total charge (photoelectrons) for all hit phototubes in the tank and d
is the distance of the event vertex from the center of the tank in meters. The
maximum contribution to %a from each PM T is lim ited to be one.

6 .3 .4

P a r tic le Id e n tific a tio n P a ra m eter

The particle identification param eter x l is defined in terms of Xr, Xa and XtIn the analysis it is used to identify particles and it is given by

XL ~ SOxaXrXt.

(6-7)

Figure 6.1 shows the measured distribution of the particle identification
param eter for electrons between 36 and 60 MeV and for cosmic ray neutrons
with comparable pulse heights. The particle ID can be used to select a clean
electron sample.

6 .4

T im e a n d E n e r g y c a lib r a tio n

There are four calibrations performed for LSND events.
1. The time-off-set correction
2. Time-slewing correction
3. Phototube gain
4. Energy calibration.
6 P M T ’s w ith corrected tim es o f 4 ns or earlier
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Figure 6.1: Particle ID param eter for neutrons and electrons.
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Table 6.1: Positions of laser flasks inside the detector.

x(cm)
y(cm)
z(cm)

first flask
-36.5
27.3
-143.5

second flask
35.2
28.6
1.3

third flask
-35.2
27.9
221.6

The first two are performed using laser light from a N2-dye laser. There
are three 500 ml laser flasks inside the detector at the locations given
in table 6.1. These flasks are filled with an aqueous colloidal suspension
(LUDOX) of silica spheres(22 nm diameter) in order to scatter light
isotropically. The flasks are connected to the laser through optical fibers. The
operating frequency of the flasks can be varied from 0.1 Hz to a few tens of
Hz. Each PM T channel has a relative tim e off-set. By looking at the times
at which discriminators fire for different channels in laser events, the relative
tim e off-sets are determined. For high intensity laser flashes the uncertainty
in tim e is less than 1 ns.
Time slewing is due to the difference of tim e required to reach the
discriminator voltage for high and low pulse heights.

A tube with a large

pulse height will fire its discriminator earlier. Time slewing was corrected
for each PM T assuming the dependence was proportional to the inverse of
the square root of the charge. Figure 6.2 shows the tim e slew corrected and
reconstructed X,Y, and Z coordinates of the laser flasks.
A preliminary measurement showed the average phototube gain was 0.25
photoelectrons(pe) per ADC channel. For 1993 data, the non-linear response
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Figure 6.2: X,Y and Z coordinates of the flasks after reconstruction.
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Figure 6.3: The ADC-PE mapping, after measurement of the QT response.

of the QT card in the low energy regime produced a charge smearing. The
QT response was measured and a ADC-PE mapping chart was generated
as shown in figure

6.3, which was then used to calibrate the relevant

data. Saturation of PM Ts occurred at about 20 pe.

For 1994 data, the

QT card has a linear response.
The energy calibration and resolution measurement for electrons was
performed using electrons from stopped cosmic muons which decayed in the
tank.

The goal was to find a conversion factor for obtaining the kinetic

energy of the event in MeV from the charge of the event in photoelectrons.
This electron sample was selected with the following selection criteria. The
muon was required to occur between 15.2 and 35.0 fis before the electron. It
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E nergy(pe)

Figure 6.4: The energy distribution for electrons from stopped muon decay.
The solid curve shows the fitting to the Michel spectrum.

is required to have at least 4 PM T hits in the veto. The electron is required
to have between 250 and 650 hit PM T ’s in the detector and a reconstructed
position at least 50 cm inside the tube surface in the tank.
Figure 6.4 shows the energy distribution for these Michel electrons.
The solid curve is a fit to the Michel spectrum which gives an energy
resolution of 8% at the end point. The overall energy conversion factor was
31.8 pe/M eV.

The tim e difference between the electron and the muon is

shown in figure 6.5. The (exponential+constant) fit to the dt distribution
yields a lifetime 2.15 db 0.003 fis consistent with th at of a m ixture of fi+ and
fi~ with life times 2.19 fis and 2.02 fis respectively. The fi~ lifetime is lower
due to fi'~ capture on carbon.

A typical 45 MeV electron created in the
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Figure 6.5: Time difference between the electron and the muon.
detector produced 370 pe in the Cerenkov cone and 1115 pe from isotropic
light.

6 .5

M o n t e C a rlo

The decay sequence 7r+ — >
number of

followed by fi+ — >e+z/e*V produces equal

ue and v^. In addition 7r+ and 7r~ decays in flight contribute

Vy, and 17^ which constitute about 2% of the total neutrino flux. These decay
in flight neutrinos provide backgrounds to the current oscillation search and
the measurement of neutrino-nucleus cross sections. The neutrino fluxes were
estim ated using Monte Carlo methods. There are two kind of Monte Carlos
used in LSND.
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1. Beam Monte Carlo.
2. Detector Monte Carlo.

6 .5 .1

B e a m M o n te C arlo

The beam Monte Carlo [70] which is specially designed for medium energy
accelerators was used to calculate the neutrino fluxes. The Monte Carlo
modeled the following processes in the beam stop:

1. Proton transport
2. Pion production, transport, interaction and decay
3. Muon transport and decay.

The data from a beam stop calibration experiment E866 [71], were compared
to the output from the Monte Carlo and parameters were adjusted to fit the
data.
Using this Monte Carlo code the neutrino flux for the oscillation search in
LSND was calculated. Figure 6.6 shows the

neutrino flux from ty~ decay

in flight generated using the beam Monte Carlo.
In addition, the neutrino yield tv (i.e. the number of 7T+ decays per
beam proton) was calculated using the beam Monte Carlo. For 1993, rw =
0.085T0.005 and for 1994, tv = 0.088±0.005 for 772 MeV protons. Figure 6.7
shows the Monte Carlo generated pion production positions. Figure 6.8 shows
the jji+ decay at rest simulated by the beam Monte Carlo.
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Figure 6.6:

neutrino flux from pion decay in flight.
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Figure 6.7: Pion production position generated by the beam Monte Carlo.
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Figure 6.8: Decay point of stopped muons generated by the beam Monte
Carlo.
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As shown in table 3.2 in chapter 3, the peak at 59 cm shows the pion
production at the water target. The next peak around 133 cm is due to the
nine isotope stringers.

There are more than 25 isotopes produced. A few

of them are Bromine-77, Xenon-127, Copper-67, Strontium-82, Titanium -44
and Silicon-32.

LAMPF is the sole producer in the USA for 12 of these

isotopes.

6 .5 .2

D e te c to r M o n te C arlo

In order to determine the efficiency and the fiducial volume requirements
of the detector for backgrounds and for signals it is necessary to model
the detector behavior using Monte Carlo simulation. The response of the
detector to electrons and photons was studied using the detector Monte
Carlo “lsndmc” , which was written using the CERN GEANT simulation
package. The main reasons for using GEANT were

1. The flexibility of the geometry routines which can easily be modified
for a particular experiment.
2. It can be provided user routines which define scintillator characteristics,
PM T shapes and absorption and reemission of photons in m ineral oil.
3. The easy handling of low energy Cerenkov and scintillator photons in
the range 1-3 eV.

“Lsndmc” can generate electrons or photons randomly in a specified region
and with random directions. Also, the user can generate desired spectra via
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Figure 6.9: The energy spectrum for electrons from stopped muons generated
in the detector using “lsndmc” Monte Carlo.

his own external routines. To generate a particular energy distribution a flat
energy spectrum was generated first and then it was weighted according to
the probability distribution of the desired energy spectrum.
The energy spectrum for electrons from stopped muons was generated
using “lsndmc” . Then it was reconstructed using the same reconstruction
program used to reconstruct data. Figure 6.9 shows the energy distribution
for these electrons.
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The distribution of energy and number of hit P M T ’s for 2.2 MeV gammas
is shown in figure 6.10. In later chapters “lsndmc” is used to

1. Predict the energy spectra for ue induced backgrounds
2. Calculate the energy spectrum of e+ from inverse beta decay.

6 .6

T h e u s e o f e le c tr o n s fro m s t o p p e d m u o n
d ecay

Electrons from the decay of stopped muons are a m ajor background for the
oscillation search. One reason is th at the energy spectrum of electrons from
muon decay resembles the one which would be expected from inverse beta
decay. This is illustrated in figure 6.11.
The second reason is there are many of them. The muon rate in the
detector is about 4 kHz. The 15.2 /is long veto prevents most of the decay
electrons from triggering. The study of a control sample of electrons from
muon decay helps in learning how to remove this background. Figure 6.12
illustrates the time to the previous event (i.e. the tim e to the muon) from
prim ary electrons. The rate of the stopped muon in the detector is 200 Hz.
Therefore the number of electrons after 40 /is from the stopped muon decay,
for four months running period is

25 (200 x e x p ( ^ x 107). During the

beam-on period one would expect 0.075 X 25 ~ 2 events.
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Figure 6.10: (a) The energy and (b) number of hit PM T ’s for 2.2 MeV
gammas generated in “lsndmc” with no fiducial cut.
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Figure 6.11: Monte Carlo energy spectra of electrons from muon decay and
positrons from inverse beta decay . The solid line shows the e+ spectrum and
dotted line shows the electron spectrum.
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Figure 6.12: Time to previous muon event from the electron.
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6 .7

L S N D A n a ly s is S h e ll (L A S )

The analysis of LSND data was done using the special software package
developed for th at purpose by LSND collaborators [72]. The LSND Analysis
Shell (LAS) is based on the Kernal User Interface Package (KUIP) and
all the command descriptions are directly from the Command Definition
Files (CDF). The graphics display was based on HIGZ. LAS supports d ata
structures from the ZEBRA memory manager and FZ input and output.
To analyze the data, the user can supply his own routines and compile
those with the file which includes all the information on the detector and the
data. Using LAS, data can be analyzed file by file or event by event. LAS
has several functions as follows,
1. Utilities; commands th a t provide information on CPU time, file status
and ZEBRA information,
2. Files; commands to load data files and make standard histograms,
3. Event; commands to load and get information for a particular event. It
is also used to make event displays with an unfolded picture of the
tank with hit PM T ’s.

Picture 6.13 shows the event display for a

typical electron event.

The size of the hit is directly proportional

to the charge. In addition it is possible to display events in the veto
shield. Figure 6.14 shows an event display of a cosmic ray muon passing
through the veto shield.
4. Reco-par; commands to modify and reset the reconstruction fits.
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5. Calibration; commands to update the calibration of the data.

6 .8

T h e g o a l a n d t h e p e r fo r m a n c e o f t h e
d e te c to r

The performance of the detector system depends on its ability to identify
electron events and reject background events.

The function of the shield

is to reduce the background due to charged and neutral particles entering
the detector from outside. The central detector information can be used to
elim inate some fraction of the background which missed the veto shield. As
stated in a previous chapter, the overburden on the top of the tunnel reduces
the number of hadronic particles reaching to the detector.
Figure 6.15 shows the PM T multiplicity for events which trigger.

The

prim ary trigger threshold corresponds to an event with 100 or more hits and
no vetoed event in the past 15.2 (is. The threshold energy for the prim ary
is about 3.5 MeV. The secondary trigger threshold is 21 PM T hits and its
energy threshold is about 0.65 MeV. The peak at the leftmost corner of
figure 6.15 is due to the decay of 228Th at the cathode of the P M T ’s. The
next peak around 100 PM T hits is due to the beta decay of 12B. The electron
events from muon decay appear between 200-600 PM T hits. The events with
more than 600 hit tubes are mainly due to muons. Figure 6.16 shows an
event display for a muon event inside the detector. Each circle corresponds
to a PM T hit and the size of the hit gives the amount of charge. A gamma
event is summarized in figure 6.17.

Activity rates in the detector system
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Figure 6.15: PM T multiplicity for an event sample.
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Table 6.2: The activity rate inside the detector, d e tl indicate th a t the number
of P M T ’s fired in the tank > 18. The vetol indicates th a t the num ber of
P M T ’s fired in the veto > 6.
Activity type
D etl activities
Vetol activities
D etl, not vetol activities
Vetol, not d e tl activities
D etl and vetol activities

rate(kHz)
9.62
14.07
5.27
9.73
4.34

Table 6.3: The trigger rate in the detector.
Trigger
> 100 PM T in tank
> 300 PM T in tank
> 21 PM T in tank
within 1ms from prim ary
Past activity within 51.2 fis
from primary

rate(Hz)
7.38
2.68
30.20
6.04

are shown in table 6.2. The overall activity rate was 19.69 kHz. Trigger rates
are given in table 6.3. The total trigger rate is (43 ± 5.4)Hz.

6 .9

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the reconstruction of an event was discussed in detail. The
reconstruction parameters are useful to distinguish electron events from
muons or neutrons. The formation of the particle ID was introduced. Next
the tim e and energy calibration procedures were discussed. Accordingly, the
energy conversion factor was 31.8

pe/M eV. The beam Monte Carlo and
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detector Monte Carlo were discussed. LAS, the LSND analysis shell, was
discussed briefly and finally the event rates for the detector and veto shield
were tabulated in the last section.

C h ap ter 7
N eu tr in o R ea ctio n s in L S N D
In addition to searching for neutrino oscillations, LSND measures the
interactions of low energy neutrinos with m atter. In the past, most neutrino
interactions were studied with neutrinos in the GeV energy range. Neutrino
properties and their interactions with m atter can also be studied very well
with low energy neutrinos in the range of 0-200 MeV. At these energies,
neutrino-nucleus cross sections are of the order of 10_42cm2. The extremely
difficult experimental problem is to measure cross sections th a t are up to
20 orders of m agnitude smaller than those from strong or electromagnetic
background processes.

Therefore highly sensitive neutrino detectors and

strong neutrino sources are required for the detection of neutrinos. The liquid
scintillator in the LSND detector provides a large target of 12C and 1H. The
LAM PF neutrino source provides a large flux of low energy neutrinos.
The following neutrino interactions are investigated with LSND:

1. 12C(i/e,e _ )12Ng.s., 12Ng.s — ->12 Cg.B+ e+ + ue
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2. 12C(>e,e - ) 12N*
3. 12C (u,u')12G*, 12C* — >12 C7(15.1 MeV)
4. ve~ — > ve~ elastic scattering
5. 12C ( ^ , ^ - ) 12N
6. vp — >i/p elastic scattering.

Here g.s. stands for ground state. The study of these reactions is also useful
for the determ ination of backgrounds for the neutrino oscillation search. The
investigation of the charged current(CC) reaction 12C(i/e, e~)12N, neutral
current(N C) reaction 12C(u,i/)12C* and neutrino-electron elastic scattering
are presented in this chapter.

These measurements are compared with

theoretical calculations and previous measurements.

7 .1

T h e im p o r t a n c e o f C C / N C in te r a c tio n s

The study of neutral currents and charged currents are im portant for particle
physics, nuclear physics and astrophysics. In neutrino experiments nuclei are
used as targets to study the weak interactions. If the neutrino- nucleus cross
sections can be calculated reliably and final states can be experimentally
resolved, one can usefully study the reaction between specific nuclear states
which are eigenstates of spin and isospin. An example would be to search for
axial vector neutral currents th a t might allow the neutrino excitation of the
ground state of 12C to the 12C* (12.71 MeV) excited state.
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Compared to electron scattering experiments on nuclei, weak interactions
can give additional information, since axial vector currents as well as vector
currents contribute to the interactions.
In astrophysics it is believed th a t both charged currents and neutral
currents contribute to nucleosynthesis in the core collapse of supernova[73].
The nuclei in the outer shells can be excited by the inelastic scattering of
neutrinos which were generated during the core collapse, and when leaving
the star, pass through these outer shells. Then the excited level will decay
by particle emission and contribute to nucleosynthesis. The stellar burning
shells are formed of 12C,160 and 4He. Therefore one would like to know the
cross sections for neutrinos with these nuclei.

7 .2

T h e o r e tic a l a s p e c t s o f n e u tr a l c u r r e n t
a n d c h a r g e d c u r r e n t r e a c tio n s

In this section, theoretical aspects of neutrino-electron elastic scattering and
neutrino induced transitions on 12C are discussed.

7.2.1

T h e e la s tic sc a tte r in g o f n eu tr in o s on e le c tr o n s

The Feynman diagrams for u{ve,

u^) scattering on electrons are shown in

figure 7.1. The ve can interact by both charged current and neutral current
processes. The v^ and

are constrained to interact only by neutral current

processes. As a result the vc has a higher cross section than
scattering on electrons.

or

for
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Figure 7.1: The Feynman diagrams for neutrino-electron elastic scattering
(a) vee~ scattering (b) i/^e- scattering (c) t/^e~ scattering.
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Table 7.1: The constants for neutrino scatterings with electrons.
Reaction
v^e — > v^e
v^e — > v^e
vee — > vee

Ao,
Bo
(gv + 9 a ) 2
(gv - g A ) 2
(gv + gA)2
(.9v - 9a )2
(g*v + gf a )2 ( g ' v - g U ) 2

Co
9a ~ 9 v2
9a ~ 9v
g 'A - g 'l

At low energies the Lagrangian can be cast in its current-current
form. The general form of the Lagrangian for neutrino-electron scattering
is [74]

L .S =

+ B „ (i± ^ ))e )

(7.1 )

where A0(Bo) are the weak coupling constants for electrons with the same
(opposite) helicity as the neutrino. The differential cross section from this
Lagrangian is given by [74]

| =

+

(wj

where y = |^ and A0 B0 and C0 are given in table 7.1.
In the standard model gv = 2sin20 —

gA = —f,

g( = gv + 1 and

§A = 6a + 1- The total cross section is obtained by integrating over y from
0 to 1.
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Since E„
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Come .
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m e for accelerator neutrinos the Co term is negligible.

/»
( 7 ’3 )
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The angular distribution of the electrons for these interactions is highly
peaked along the incident neutrino direction. In term s of the incoming
neutrino energy, E„, and the recoil kinetic energy of the electron, T e, the
recoil angle of the electron is given by
n

+

m e/,

Te

. 1

In

a

\

(M )

7.2.2

N e u tr in o in d u c e d tr a n s itio n s o n 12C

There are four types of semileptonic processes which occur in LSND, the
charged current neutrino processes
i/e +z X n — ' z + iX jii- i+ e ,

(7-5)

z7e + z Xn — >z-i XJj+i + e+

(7-6)

and the neutral current neutrino processes,
v +z Xn — >z XJf + v'

(7.7)

v + z X — >2, Xn + v '.

(7.8)

The processes of concern here are the neutral current reaction
i/e + 12 C(0+ ,g.s.) — > i / + 12 C*(l+, 15.1MeV)

(7.9)

and the charged current reaction
^12C(0+,g.s.) ^

12 N (l+ ,g .s.)e-.

(7.10)
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Figure 7.2: (a) Feynman diagram for the charged current reaction
v ™C — >12 Ng.se- and (b) the nuclear level diagram for the excited state
and beta decay of 12Ng.s..
Figure 7.2 shows the Feynman diagram and the nuclear level diagram for the
v \2C — >12 Ng.s.e- charged current reaction. Figure 7.3 shows the Feynman
diagram for the neutral current reaction ul2C — >12 C*v' and the magnetic
dipole transition 12C* — >12 C7 (15.1 MeV) nuclear level diagram.
In the standard model of the weak interaction the effective Hamiltonian
for the neutral current reaction is

HN0 =

(7.1 1 )
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Figure 7.3: Feynman diagram and nuclear level diagram for the neutral
current reaction.
where G f is the Fermi coupling constant. The leptonic current

is given

by

j" = Vv t 'X 1 ~ 7 5)Vv

(7.12)

and the hadronic current J Mis given by

J n — (1 —2 sin2 0W)V n

A.p

(7.13)

where 9W is the Weinberg angle. The effective Hamiltonian for the charged
current reaction is
H cc = ( « £ ) J(J,

(7.14)
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where 6Cis the Cabibbo angle,
VMand

= ^ 7M(1 —75) ^ , and J/i — V^ + w h e r e

are the vector and axial vector currents respectively.

Due to the point like nature of leptons the m atrix element for the leptonic
portion is completely determined for both charged and neutral currents. The
hadronic m atrix elements for the neutral current and charged current are
respectively given by

< 12 C(1+)||V ^(0)||12C(0+) > + < 12 C(1+)||A m(0)||12C(0+ ) >

(7.15)

< 12 N (l+)||V fJ + A J 12C(0+ ) > .

(7.16)

and

A model is required to evaluate these m atrix elements between initial
and final states of the nuclei. Different approaches exist for calculating the
m atrix element and hence the transition rates.
In an elementary particle approach [75], [76] the m atrix element of the
weak hadronic current is expanded with nuclear form factors which depend
on the m omentum transfer between initial and final states of nuclei. In this
m ethod the m omentum transfer is assumed to be the same as for the analog
reaction. Using experimental measurements from electron scattering, muon
capture and beta decay the form factors are deduced. The cross section for
the relevant reaction are predicted after calculating the m atrix elements.
The m ethod used in references [77] and [78] assume th at transition
operators are one-body in nature so th at nuclear m atrix elements can be
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expanded in term s of single particle m atrix elements. There are seven basic
classes of multipole operators for electroweak semileptonic interactions. A
subset of these operators can occur for a transition involving initial and final
nuclear states with known angular m omentum and parity. Then the total
transition rate is the weighted sum of the single particle transition rates. In
fact, this weighted factor is the one-body density m atrix element and it
contains the connection to the nuclear many-body problem. In shell model
calculations [79] the effective Hamiltonian is solved to obtain the many-body
wave function and the density m atrix elements are calculated. The transition
rate is solved as a sum over one-body m atrix elements. Experim ental data
for analog reactions are used for some transitions to find the density m atrix
elements. This procedure requires a knowledge of the mom entum transfer
dependence of multipole operators which can be extracted from experimental
data.

7 .3

M o n te C a r lo s im u la tio n

The Monte Carlo detector simulation program was used to simulate e~ and
e+ produced in u C reactions and v , e~ elastic scattering. This served two
purposes:
(a) To determine the experim ental detection efficiency for various cuts
(b) To generate the expected distribution for kinematic variables used in
actual data analysis.
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To begin the simulation the event characteristics including particle type
and ranges of position( x, y, z)and mom entum ( px, py and pz) had to
be chosen. Then using the event generator, a file of the required number
of events was created and used as input to the LSND simulation program
“lsndmc” . The output from “lsndmc” gives histograms of the variables used
for the offline analysis to which all the selection cuts used in the offline
analysis were applied.

The number of events passing these cuts divided

by the total number of events simulated gave the experimental detection
efficiency.

7.3.1

S im u la tio n o f e le c tr o n s from ve C re a ctio n s

A theoretical model was needed to generate the electron for the
reaction12C(i'e, e“ )12Ng.s.. The cross section for 12C(i/e,e ~ )12Ng,8. for neutrino
energies above 18 MeV is calculated by Fukugita et. a/.[81]. The electron
energy for the reaction is Ee = E„ — 17.3MeV. The center of the detector is
at 29.77 m from the beam stop and the neutrino spectrum is given by

dE„

=

(1 - - ^ )
E ^ax(
EmJ

17)
(7’17)

12—

(7

where Emax = 52.83 MeV. It was assumed th a t neutrinos were distributed
isotropically over the detector.

Figure 7.4 shows the calculated cross

section, a, as a function of neutrino energy.

For —258.0 < X < 258.0,

—195.0 < Y < 248.0, —386.0 < Z < 386.0 and 0.0 < E < 35.5 electrons were
generated using the event generator. The generated electron energy spectrum
input to the Monte Carlo is shown in figure 7.5.

Figure 7.6 shows the
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Figure 7.4: Graph of the cross section for v l2C —>12 Ng.s.e_ vs. neutrino
energy.
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Figure 7.5:
The generated e energy spectrum for electron from
&d2C —»12 Ng.8e- input to the Monte Carlo.
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reconstructed energy spectrum and the distribution of PM T hits for the
electron.

7 .3 .2

S im u la tio n o f th e p o sitr o n from th e [3 d eca y o f
12N
- ^ g .s

The positron energy for the beta decay of the 12N ground state was selected
according to the beta decay spectrum,
£

where

= C

P

.

B

.

(

is the end point energy, 77 = ^

*

-

E

(

T

.

1

8

)

= 0.04379562, and Pe and Ee are the

m om entum and total energy of the e+. 12N decays to the ground state 94.7%
of the tim e with end point total energy Ep = 16.84 MeV.

The transitions to

three excited states of 12C were also taken into account. 2.1% of the events
were generated with E^ = 12.38 MeV, 2.7% with E^ = 9.173 MeV and 0.9%
with E^g = 6.5 MeV.

The corrected kinetic energy spectrum is shown in

figure 7.7. The positrons were generated in the detector according to this
distribution. The visible energy of the e+ from the output of the simulation
is shown in the figure 7.8. Figure 7.9 shows the number of PM T hits for e+
events without any cuts.

7.3 .3

S im u la tio n o f th e e le c tr o n
e le c tr o n e la stic sc a tte r in g

from

n eu trin o -

The neutrino-electron elastic scattering processes inside LSND are

+

e ~

—

* vn

+

e ~

(7-19)
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Figure 7.6: (a) Reconstructed energy (b) Number of PM T hits, for electron
from v \2G —>12 Ng.Be".
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Figure 7.7: The normalized /3+ energy spectrum.
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Figure 7.8: e+ energy spectrum generated in Monte Carlo (a) W ithout cuts
(b) W ith cuts.
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Figure 7.9: Number of PM T hits for e+.
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+ e~.

The neutrino energy distributions are given by

and

(chapter

3). The Monte Carlo simulation for i/e + e_ — > i/e + e“ is described here. The
simulation for electrons from the other two reactions can be done in a similar
manner.
The ve distribution,

has a maximum rate at E,/ = 35.2 MeV. The

neutrino energy was randomly generated using the probability distribution
The maximum kinetic energy of the recoil electron is given by,
mmax
e

E„
(! + & )

(7.22)
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where m e = 0.5 MeV. Then the electron energy was randomly generated
between 0 and Tmax and the corresponding

value was calculated for

the same electron energy. If a randomly generated number is less than the
normalized ^ L, the electron energy was chosen as the suitable one. From
kinematics, the cosine of the angle between the neutrino and the electron
directions is given by
E„ + me

Te

,i

.
.
(7.23)

where T e is the kinetic energy of the electron and E„ the neutrino energy. A
coordinate system was used with the Z’ axis along the neutrino direction.
An arbitrary horizontal axis X ’ was chosen perpendicular to the neutrino
direction and the Y ’ axis perpendicular to both of these axes. The azimuthal
angle(^) of the electron with respect to X ’ was chosen randomly between
0 — 2ir. The kinetic energy of the electron, T e, and the momentum, P, are
related by

P = (Te + 2Tem e)2.

(7.24)

The components of the m om entum of the electron at the interaction point
were calculated. Then, using the coordinate information, the mom entum
components of the electron in the detector coordinate system were
obtained. Using these numbers and randomly generated positions the input
file to the “lsndmc” was generated. The energy spectrum and the distribution
of the number of PM T hits for electrons from z/ee scattering are shown in
Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: The Monte Carlo generated (a) Electron energy spectrum (b)
Number of PM T hits, for electron from uee elastic scattering.

The distribution of cos 6 is shown in figure 7.11. In the data there is no
way to identify the ’flavor’ of the neutrinos for any individual event. The total
number of v{ve,

v^) electron scattering events can be obtained by looking

at the cos 9 distribution. The subtraction of

events from the total

number gives the number of uee elastic scattering events. For sin2 6W = 0.23,
the WGS theory predicts th a t the ratio of ue to (i/^e + i/^e) is 4 : 1.

7 .4

E x p e r im e n ta l
a sp e c ts
of
n e u tr in o
in te r a c tio n s o n C a n d n e u tr in o -e le c tr o n
e la s tic s c a t t e r in g

In this section the selection criteria for neutrino-carbon interactions and
neutrino-electron elastic scattering, the determ ination of uncertainties of the
analysis and the acceptances for electrons from various neutrino processes
are discussed. The Monte Carlo, laser events and Michel electron sample
were used to calculate the acceptances for electrons from neutrino processes.
In each case the expected num ber of electron events is calculated.

7.4.1

T h e s e le c tio n c r ite r ia for v C in te r a c tio n and
n e u tr in o -e le c tr o n e la s tic s c a tte r in g

The following reactions in the energy range from 0 to 50 MeV occur inside
the detector:
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Figure 7.11: (a) cos 6 (b) cos 0 > 0.75, distributions of the electron from vce
elastic scattering. Q is the angle between electron and neutrino.

A large cosmic ray background from 12B decay and the 15.1 MeV gamma
ray from the neutral current excitation of carbon dom inate the energy region
up to 18 MeV. This background can be elim inated by setting a lower energy
limit cut at 18 MeV.
In the selection criteria, the prim ary electron from ve scattering and v C
scattering is required to have no activity in the past 25 [is (delt > 25fis).
Also if the electron has activities with veto hits > 4 and tank hits > 21 or
more than 51 tank hits between 25 [is and 35 (is in the past the event was
rejected (mudelt > 35 (is). These criteria remove most electrons arising from
stopped muon decay. The events with more than two veto and crack hits
(intim e veto hits) or with bottom veto counter hits were also rejected. The
selection criteria for electrons are summarized in table 7.2.
The identification of events from the exclusive charged current reaction
i/g2C —*12 Ng.Be_ is based on the identification of the positron from the beta
decay of the 12Ng.s. state. The selection criteria for the positron are given
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Table 7.2: Selection criteria for e
50 MeV in LSND.

events for i/C and ue reactions up to

Cut
Number of PM T hits
Event reconstruction
Distance to PM T surface
Energy
Particle ID
Intime veto
Bottom veto
Time to previous event
Time to previous muon
Veto dead time

Description
200 < Nhits < 600
Xa > 0
>50.0 cm
18.0 < E < 40.0 MeV
0.3 < x l < 0.85
(vetoh+crackh) < 3
0 hits
delt >25 /xs
m udelt>35 /xs
15.1/xs

in table 7.3. The tim e difference between the electron and the positron was
required to be greater than 52.0 fis to avoid the misidentification of a muon
and electron as an electron and positron.

Table 7.3: Selection criteria for the positron from 12Ng.s. b eta decay.
Cut
Number of PM T hits
Event reconstruction
Distance between e+e“
Time difference between e+e~
Intim e veto
Bottom veto
Time to previous event

Description
100 to 300
Xa > 0
< 100.0cm
52.0 fis < dt < 40.0 msec
(vetoh+crackh) < 4
0 hits
delt > 15 /xs
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Figure 7.12: The beam-excess energy spectrum of electrons from all the
neutrino interactions in the energy range 18.0 to 40.0 MeV.

The total number of beam-on e~ events1 th at passed the above selection
criteria in the data sample was 1051 and the total number of beam-off events
was 7489. W ith the duty factor of 0.075 the number of beam-excess electrons
was 489.3 ± 32.4. The energy distribution of the beam-excess electrons is
shown in the figure 7.12.

1the electron events in the detector when the beam gate is opened. 7.5% o f the tim e
beam was asserted.
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7.4.2

T h e u n c e r ta in tie s o f th e a n a ly sis

The determ ination of the cross section depends on the efficiency for observing
the prom pt event. The detection efficiency(e) for a cut is defined as the
number of the simulated events th at satisfied the cuts (say n i) divided by
the total number of simulated events(say n i + n 2 where n 2 is the number of
events rejected). Thus

711
n 2 + ni

(7.25)

The total efficiency is the product of all efficiencies for individual cuts. The
statistical uncertainty 8e is estim ated for each efficiency as

^

W1+1n2

T (ni ~+ n 2y V ni

(?-26)

The efficiencies for the cuts on nhits, %a and energy are different for the
different reactions because of the different distributions of energies. The
efficiencies for the intime veto, tim e to previous event, veto dead tim e and
bottom veto requirement are the same for all reactions. Furtherm ore these
are best measured using a random trigger such as the laser trigger. A total
of 33806 laser prim ary events were used to calculate the efficiency for the
common cuts. Table 7.4 shows the efficiencies and estim ated uncertainties.
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Table 7.4: The efficiencies and their statistical uncertainties for the common
cuts on the electron estim ated from laser events.
Cut
Total
Intim e veto< 3
Delt > 25 /xs
mudelt > 35/xs
Bottom veto
TOTAL

# survived the cut
33806
32075
27098
22515 out of 23377
33795

e
0.948
0.802
0.963
0.999
0.732

Se
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.004

Table 7.5: The systematic uncertainties. The total error is determined by
adding the components in quadrature.

Targets
Neutrino flux

Source of error
12C in scintillator
Geometrical factors,
Beam Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo

Total error
0.01
0.07
0.06

A list of system atic uncertainties and sources of errors is given in
table 7.5. The total uncertainty is calculated by adding the components in
quadrature.

7 .4 .3

T rigger liv e
efficie n c ies

t im e

an d

th e

v e to

liv e

tim e

For each run, there is a log file containing information for th a t run. This
information includes the total tim e of the run, the beam-on tim e in minutes,
the amount of dead tim e in seconds due to QT FiFo’s half full. W hen the
QT FiFo’s become half-full the data acquisition was tem porarily stopped
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until the FiFo’s were cleared. The total time in seconds required for this
task was stored in the log file for th at run. There is also a dead tim e when
the memory is overwritten. Summing up all the dead times for a run and
dividing by the total tim e for the run gives the inefficiency due to the dead
time. The resulting trigger efficiency was 0.97 ± 0.01.
As described in chapter 5, there is a 15.2 /is veto dead time for every
event which fired 6 or more veto shield P M T ’s. Veto shield rates are given
in chapter 6. Multiplying the veto shield rate by 15.2 /is gives the total dead
time. The efficiency was 0.82 ± 0.01.

7 .4 .4

T h e a c c e p ta n c e for e le c tr o n s from
v i2C

— >12 N g 8 e -

The exclusive reaction
v \ 2C 12Ng.s. -

12Ng.s.e12CS.S. + e+ + j/e

(7.27)

is identified by detecting both the electron and the positron from the
beta decay of 12Ng.s. within 40 msec and 100 cm. The lifetime of
12Ng,s. is 15.87 msec and the maximum kinetic energy of the positron is
16.3 MeV. Since the mass of the 12C nucleus is much grater than E™ax the
outgoing electron carries nearly all the excitation energy.

The threshold

energy of the reaction is
Q = Mf - M; + me = 17.3 MeV.

(7.28)
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Therefore, the electron has a kinetic energy less than 35.5 MeV ( since
E™ax = 52.8 MeV).
The acceptances of the electron for the number of PM T hits,
reconstruction, distance to PM T surface and energy were calculated using
the Monte Carlo which was described in a earlier section. A sample of Michel
electrons between 18.0 MeV and 40.0 MeV was analyzed to obtain the
acceptance of electrons for the particle identification criteria. The Michel
electrons were given weights as a function of energy so th a t the weighted
spectrum is the same as the expected ueC energy spectrum.

The energy

spectrum with and without weights are shown in figure 7.13. Figure 7.14
shows the XL distribution obtained from the weighted Michel electron
energy spectrum.

Table 7.6 contains the acceptance for the electron from

v \2G -^ 12 Ng.s.e“ .
The neutrino flux is 2.91 x 1013 cm-2 , total number of 12C targets in
the fiducial volume is 5.43 x 1030 and the total cross section(theory) [76]
is 0.92 x 10-41 cm2. Therefore, the expected num ber of exclusive events is
290.7 ± 34.9.
In a later section, this expected number of events is compared with the
number of events observed.

7.4.5

T h e a c c e p ta n c e for e le c tr o n s from n eu tr in o e le c tr o n e la s tic sc a tte r in g

The acceptance for the electron for neutrino-electron elastic scattering was
calculated as before using Monte Carlo generated distributions, laser events
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Figure 7.13: The Michel electron energy spectrum 18.0 < E < 40.0 MeV
(a)W ithout weights (b) W ith weights. The vertical scale shows the number
of events per 1 MeV bin.
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Figure 7.14: The x l distribution for electrons after weighting the Michel
electron.
Table 7.6: The acceptances for the electron from the exclusive reaction
v \2C —>12 Ng.„e- . Statistical errors only are shown.
Variable
Number of PM T hits
Xa
Distance to PM T surface
Energy
Particle ID
Intime veto
Time to previous event
Time to previous muon
Vetolive
Bottom veto
Triglive
TOTAL

Cut
200 to 600
> 0
> 50.0 cm
18.0 < E < 40.0 MeV
0.3 < x l < 0.85
(vetoh+crakh) < 3 hits
delt > 25/zs
mudelt > 35 /xs
0 hits

Acceptance
0.390 ± 0.008

0.890 ± 0.012
0.948 ± 0.001
0.800 ± 0.002
0.963 ± 0.002
0.82 ± 0.01
0.999 ± 0.001
0.97 ± 0.01
0.200 ± 0.006
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Table 7.7: The acceptances for the electron from v — e elastic scattering
processes.
Cut
200 < Nhits < 600,
Xa > 0,
Dist. to PM T
surface > 5 0 .0 cm,
18.0 < E < 40.0MeV
0.3 < Particle ID < 0.85
Intim e veto < 3 hits
Time to prev.
event > 25.0 fis
Time to prev.
muon > 35.0 fis
Bottom veto
Vetolive
Triglive
TOTAL

vee

v^e

v^e

0.200 ± 0.004

0.210 ± 0.004

0.200 ± 0.004

0.890 ± 0.016
0.948 ± 0.001

0.880 ± 0.016
0.948 ± 0.001

0.890 ± 0.017
0.948 ± 0.001

0.800 ± 0.002

0.800 ± 0.002

0.800 ± 0.002

0.963
0.999
0.82
0.97
0.103

0.963
0.999
0.82
0.97
0.107

0.963
0.999
0.82
0.97
0.104

and a Michel electron sample.

± 0.002
±0.001
± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.003

± 0.002
±0.001
± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.003

± 0.002
±0.001
± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.003

In the later case the Michel electron energy

was weighted according to the electron energy distribution of each neutrino
process. Table 7.7 shows the acceptances for each elastic scattering process.
In addition, there is a contribution from decay in flight neutrinos.
neutrino flux for each decay at rest neutrino(i/e,i//i and

The

is 2.91 x 1013cm -2

and the decay in flight v^ neutrino flux is 0.25 x 1013 cm -2. The number
of electron targets within the volume enclosed by PM Ts is 4.43 x 1031.
Using these fluxes, acceptances and predicted cross sections the expected
number of neutrino-electron scattering events are calculated. Table 7.8 gives
the expected number of events and the theoretically calculated cross sections.
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Table 7.8: The expected numbers of neutrino-electron scattering events.
Process
i/ee (DAR)
i/Me (DAR)
iT^e (DAR)
(DIF)
TOTAL

Cross section(cm2)
3.00 x 10-43
4.68 x 10"44
4.95 x 10~44
1.32 x 10-43

Expected number of events
39.56 ± 4.90
6.41 ± 0.7 9
6.59 ± 0.81
0.48 ± 0 .0 7
53.04 ± 6.57

Table 7.9: The expected num ber of elastic scattering events with cos # > 0.9.
Process
vee
i/Me
v^e
u^e (DIF)
TOTAL

Acceptance for e, cos # > 0.9
0.846 ± 0.015
0.886 ± 0.015
0.828 ± 0.014
0.820 ± 0.014

Expected #
33.46 ± 4.07
5.83 ± 0.71
5.31 ± 0 .6 5
0.39 ± 0.04
44.99 ± 5.50

The expected number of neutrino-electron scattering events can be
compared with the data in the following manner.

The acceptance for

electrons with cosO > 0.9 can be calculated using the cos# distribution
obtained from the Monte Carlo.

Then the expected number of elastic

scattering events with cos# > 0.9 is compared with the observed number
of electron events with cos# > 0.9. Table 7.9 shows the expected number of
electron events with cos # > 0.9. The cos # distribution of all electron events
is shown in figure 7.15. The num ber of beam-on events with cos # > 0.9 is 97
and the number of beam-off events with the same cut is 530. Therefore, the
total number of beam-excess events with cos # > 0.9 is 57.3. The num ber of
other neutrino events in th a t region is estim ated to be 22.7 leaving a beam

Events per 0.1 bin
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Figure 7.15: The cos# angular distribution of electrons from data.
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excess attributed to neutrino-electron scattering of 34.6 ± 11.0. Therefore,
the expected and observed number of events agree well within the error.

7.4 .6

T h e a c c e p ta n c e for e le c tr o n s from
ise + 13 C —> e + X

Approximately 1.1% of the carbon in LSND is 13C instead of 12C. The 13C
nuclei is weakly bound and thus the Q-value for the reaction iA3C —> e- X is
only 2.2 MeV.
The acceptance for the electron from i'P C scattering was calculated using
the Monte Carlo simulation, laser events and Michel electron sample. The
theoretical cross section for iA3C [80] was param etrized to yield the following
distribution function,
dN
— = aE2 + bE3 + cE4 -f dE5 + eE6 + fE7 + gE8
dE

(7.29)

where E is the electron energy and
a= -0.1744
b=13.46
c=18.81
d=7.271
e=-193.44
f=233.04
g=-78.98.
“Lsndmc” was used to generate events according to this distribution
function.

The

generated energy

spectrum

is shown in figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16: The energy spectrum for electron from v \3C generated in Monte
Carlo.
The acceptance for nhits,

reconstruction,

distance and energy was

calculated using the Monte Carlo distributions. The particle identification
acceptance was calculated using the same procedure described in a earlier
section. Table 7.10 shows the acceptances for electrons for various cuts.
The cross section (theory) is 4.49 x 10 41 cm2, the num ber of 13C targets
is 6.04 X 1028 within the volume enclosed by the PM T surfaces and the
neutrino flux is 2.91 x 1013cm -2 . Thus, the expected num ber of i/*3C events
is 14.90 ± 7.53.
uncertainty.

The theoretical calculation of the cross section has a 50%
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Table 7.10: Acceptances for e from iA3C.
Cut
200 < nhits < 600
%a > 0.0
Distance > 50.0 cm
Energy
Particle ID
Common cuts
TOTAL

7 .4 .7

Acceptance
0.367 ± 0.008

0.89 ± 0.01
0.579 ± 0.009
0.189 ± 0.006

T h e a c c e p ta n c e for e+ from th e b e ta d eca y o f
1 2 N g . s . — >■ e + + 12 C g . g . +

v<.

The Monte Carlo simulated events and laser events were used to estim ate
the acceptance for the positron. The Monte Carlo simulation of the positron
from the 12Ng.s. decay was described in section 7.3.2.

Table 7.11 gives the

acceptance for each cut. The acceptance for the tim e difference between the
electron and the positron was calculated using following formula.

„

foZexpjf)
fo °° e x p ( ^ )

(7.30)

where r = 15.87 msec.
The distance between the electron and the positron(dr) is required to
be less than 100 cm. The acceptance for this requirement was obtained by
measuring the number of beam excess events with dr < 150 cm.
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Table 7.11: The acceptances for positron from 12Ng.B. beta decay.
Cut
100 < nhits < 300
Xa > 0
52.0 fis < dt < 40.0 msec
dr < 100cm
Intime veto < 4
Delt > 15/is
Vetolive
Triglive
Bottom veto
TOTAL

Acceptance
0.808 ± 0.007
0.979 ± 0.007
0.913
0.91 ± 0 .0 2
0.990 ± 0.006
0.940 ± 0.002
0.82 ± 0.01
0.97 ± 0.01
0.999 ± 0.001
0.485 ± 0.018

7 .5

C r o ss s e c t io n s

7.5.1

T h e e x c lu s iv e cro ss s e c tio n for z/e12C —>12 Ng.s.e'

The exclusive reaction
v l2C -> 12Ng.„ e"
12Ng.s. -> 12Cg.a.e+i/B

(7.31)

is identified by detecting both the electron and the positron from the beta
decay of nitrogen.
Applying the selection criteria described earlier, the electron events with
a correlated positron were selected. There were 141 beam-on and 49 beamoff events.

Figure 7.17 shows the beam-on and beam-off electron energy

spectra. Using the duty factor of 0.075 the number of beam-excess electron

Events per 1.0 MeV
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Figure 7.17: (a) Beam-on (b) beam-off energy spectra for electron from
i/e12C -+12 Ng.a.e- .
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Figure 7.18: Beam-excess electron energy spectrum for electron from
i/e12C ^ 12 Ng.„ e- .

events correlated with a positron was 137.3 ± 11.9. The beam-excess energy
spectrum for the electron is shown in figure 7.18.
The energy spectrum for the positrons from 12Ng.s, beta decay is shown
in figure 7.19. The distance between the electron and the positron is shown
in figure 7.20, and the observed tim e between the electron and the positron
in miliseconds is shown in figure 7.21.

An exponential fit to the time

distribution gave a lifetime of 14.3 it 2.0 msec compared to the known lifetime
of 15.87 msec.
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Figure 7.19: Beam-excess energy spectrum for positrons from 12NgiS. beta
decay.
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Figure 7.20: The distance between the electron and the positron.
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Figure 7.21: The tim e difference between the electron and the positron. The
exponential fit to the data gives the life tim e of 12Ng.Si.
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Table 7.12: The calculation of cross section for v \ 2C
The number of e+
events
The acceptance for e+
The number of
electrons
with 12Ng.s. state
Total detection
efficiency for eThe neutrino flux
Number of 12C targets
Flux averaged cross
section
a ( ^ 2C ->12 Ng.s e_ )

— *1 2

Ng.s e reaction.

137.30 ± 11.87
0.485 ±0.018

283.09 ± 2 6 M (sta t)
0.200 ± 0.006
2.91 x 1013cm -2
5.43 x 1030
283.09 ± 26.86
(0.200 ± 0.006)(5.43 x 103O)((2.91 ± 0.20) x 1013)
(8.96 ± 0.80(stat.) ± 0.83(syst.)) x 10-42cm2

The total cross section for iA2C —»12 Ng.s e~ is obtained from the observed
num ber of events, the efficiencies for selecting the electron and the positron
and the neutrino flux. The calculation is shown in table 7.12.
There are several theoretical calculations and experim ental measurements
for the i/e12C -+12 Ng,B,e“ cross section. These are given in table 7.13.
In table 7.13, E P T = Elementary Particle Treatm ent, M PE = Multipole
Expansion,

CRPA =

Continuum Random Phase Approximation and

E X P T .= Experimental. There is good agreement between the cross section
measured in LSND and the values in table 7.13.
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Table 7.13:
measurements.

Theoretical

Author
Fukugita et. al. [81]
Mintz et. al. [82]
T.W . Donnelly [83]
Kolbe et. al. [84]
LAM PF E225 [85]
KARMEN(94) collab. [86]
KARMEN(92) collab. [87]

7 .5 .2

calculations

and

previous

experimental

Crosssection(cm2)
9.2 x 10-42
8.0 x 10~42
9.4 x 10-42
9.3 x 10"42
[10.5 ± l.O(aioi) ± 1.0(syst.)\ x 10“42
[9.1 ± 0.5(stat) ± 0.8(sy.st.)] x 10-42
[8.1 ± 0.9{stat) ± 0.75(syst.)} x 10~42

model
E PT
EPT
M PE
CRPA
EX PT.
EXPT.
EX PT.

R a tio b e tw e e n th e n u m b er o f e x c lu s iv e e v e n ts
a n d th e n u m b er o f in c lu siv e e v e n ts

The inclusive measurement of electrons from the i/42C interaction includes
electrons from iA2C —>12 N*e~ reactions in addition to those from the
exclusive reaction, i/*2C —>12 Ng.s.e_ .

The total num ber of beam-excess

electron events from all reaction is 489.3 ± 32.4. By subtracting the sum of
neutrino-electron elastic scattering events, 53.0, and zA3C events, 14.9, the
number of inclusive ^ 2C events can be obtained. The ratio of exclusive to
inclusive events is measured to be 0.67 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.06(syst.). The values
are summarized in table 7.14.

7 .5 .3

T h e ch a rg ed cu rren t r e a c tio n */e12C —>12 N*e-

The excited states, 12N*, from the charged current reaction i/42C —>12 N*e- ,
are unstable to proton decay.

Also in the reaction the electron end point

energy is less than 34 MeV. The acceptance for the electron was estim ated
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Table 7.14: The ratio of num ber of exclusive events to number of inclusive
events.
Expected num ber of
neutrino-electron scattering
events
i/43C events
Total num ber of
inclusive events

53.04 ± 6.52
14.90 ± 7.53

Ratio

421.36 ± 33.90
The Number of exclusive events

Ratio

283.09 ± 26.86
421.36 ± 33.90
0.67 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.06(syst.)

T h e n u m h e r o f in c lu s iv e e v e n ts

using the kinetic energy distribution produced by Monte Carlo according to a
param etrized distribution function produced using the information from [85].

dN
dH,

-j= r

=

ao + aiE + a2E2 + a3E3 + a4E4 -f- asE5 + agE6
+ a 7E7 + agE8 + agE9

where ao = 0.33085E —02
a! = —0.43044E - 01
a2 = 0.41677E - 01
a3 = —0.14731E - 01
a4 = 0.27174E - 02
a5 = —0.27272E - 03
a6 = 0.15650E - 04
a7 = —0.51098E - 06

(7.32)
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Figure 7.22: The energy spectrum of electrons from i/*2C —>12 N*e~ generated
in “lsndmc” Monte Carlo.

a8 = 0.87966E - 08
a9 = —0.61837E - 10.
The Monte Carlo generated energy spectrum and the angular distribution
of the electrons are shown in figure 7.22 and figure 7.23 respectively.
Table 7.15 gives the acceptances for the electron from the v\2Q —>12 N*ereaction.

The expected num ber of electron events with an excited state

of nitrogen can be calculated using the beam flux, number of targets and
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Figure 7.23: The expected cos 0 distribution of electron from v\ 2C —>12 N*e ,
generated in “lsndmc” Monte Carlo.

Table 7.15: The acceptances for electrons from excited state reaction
i/e12C ->12 N*e".
Cut
200 < nhits < 600
Xa > 0.0
Distance to PM T > 50.0 cm
18.0 < E < 40.0
0.3 < particle ID < 0.85
Common cuts
TOTAL

Acceptance

0.347 ± 0.007
0.870 ± 0.002
0.579 ± 0.009
0.174 ± 0.006
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Table 7.16: The expected number of u \ 2C —>12 N*e events.
Theoretical cross section
Neutrino flux
12C targets
Expected number of events

6.3 x 10_42cm2
2.91 x 1013cm-2
5.43 x 1030
173.2 ± 22.5

the theoretical cross section [88]. Table 7.16 shows the expected number
of events. The measured num ber of events involving the nitrogen ground
state is 283.1 ± 26.9, the total num ber of neutrino-electron scattering events
is 53.0 ± 6.5 and expected num ber of iA3C events is 14.9 ± 7.5.

The total

num ber of neutrino induced events in the energy range 18.0 MeV to 40.0 MeV
is 489.3 dr 32.4.

Thus, the observed number of transitions to 12N* state

between 18.0 to 40.0 MeV is 138.3 ± 43.3(.siai). From this we can calculate
an observed cross section ((2.91±o.2o)xio»)((153«S^xio»»)(o.i74±o.oo6)
giving cr(i/42C —>12 N*e- ) = [5.03 ± 1.57(stat) ± 0.45(syst.)] x 10_42cm2.
The energy spectrum for the electron from v \2C —>12 N*e~ is obtained by
subtracting background events bin by bin from the total spectrum. Table 7.17
shows the number of background events from 18.0 to 40.0 MeV. Figure 7.24
shows the electron energy spectrum for the exclusive reaction obtained from
the d ata and the expected electron energy distribution for the excited states.
A few theoretical and experimental results for the reaction are summarized
in table 7.18.
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Table 7.17: The number of background events in each bin.
scattering and the i/}3C, expected numbers are given.
Bin
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
28-29
29-30
30-31
31-32
32-33
33-34
34-35
35-36
36-37
37-38
38-39
39-40
TOTAL

v e
3.39
3.00
2.96
4.10
2.93
3.49
3.35
2.34
2.90
2.83
2.69
2.48
2.27
2.05
1.94
1.85
1.46
1.64
1.48
1.24
1.25
1.36
53.00

v l3C 12N g .s .
0.34
13.99
0.34
11.68
0.51
15.80
0.72
25.37
0.77
15.49
0.77
20.12
0.41
22.05
0.69
18.43
24.62
0.77
0.61
22.30
0.66
11.18
0.68
24.68
0.74
9.62
0.95
9.84
0.69
8.03
11.62
0.77
1.01
7.97
0.78
5.97
0.87
2.27
0.68
0.0
0.46
0.0
0.63
2.06
14.9 283.09

For

v —e
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Figure 7.24: Energy spectra of electrons from the exclusive reaction, and
from excited state reactions.
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Table 7.18: Previous measurements and calculations of cross section for
z/e12C -* 12 N*e".
Author
Kolbe et. al. [88]
T.W . Donnelly [83]
LAMPF E225 [89]
KARMEN [87]

7 .6

Cross section (cm2)
6.3 x 10-42
3.7 x 10-42
3.6 x 10_42(no error reported)
(6.4 ± 1.45(siat.) ± 1.4(syst.)) x 10-42

Theory
Theory
Experiment
Experim ent

Sum m ary

The cross sections for the exclusive reaction iA2C —>12 Ng.s.e~ and the excited
state reaction td 2C —»12 N*e~ have been calculated. Also the ratio between
the number of exclusive events and the inclusive events was calculated.
cr(id2C —>12 Ng.s e~) = (9.0 ± 0.8(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.)) x 10~42 cm2
cr(iA2C —>12 N*e~) = (5.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 0.5(syst.)) x 10~42 cm2
Ratio of exclusive events to inclusive events is 0.67dh 0.08(stat.) ± 0.06(sj/si.).
They are in good agreement with theoretical calculations and previous
experimental measurements.

C h ap ter 8
N eu tr in o O scillation A n a ly sis
8 .1

O v e r v ie w

The LAM PF Experiment E1173 (LSND) acquired data from August to
November in both 1993 and 1994 although only about half the 1993 data
is suitable for analysis. This thesis reports only on analysis of the 1994 data.
In 1994 data was taken in three cycles, each lasting about one month. Average
beam current at the beam stop was 800 fiA and the total proton charge was
5903.8 Coulombs. Every 4 minutes a file of about 20000 events was w ritten
to the tape. In continuous data taking one run contained approximately 60
files. The run numbers and the total proton charge at the A6 beam stop for
the three cycles are shown in table 8.1. The total number of acquired events
after the online data reduction are shown in table 8.2. In the first pass, the
event selection was carried out using a sideline analysis program imposing
loose selection criteria. In the following sections, the selection criteria, the
acceptances for the selected prom pt events and the backgrounds are discussed
separately.
175
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Table 8.1: Total proton charge at the beam stop for each beam cycle in 1994.
Cycle
1
2
3
TOTAL

Run
2516
2632
2803

number
to 2658
to 2794
to 2880

Proton charge(Coulombs)
1848.5
2432.4
1622.9
5903.8

Table 8.2: Number of triggered events in 1994 after the online d ata reduction.
Trigger selection
Tank hits > 0
Veto hits > 0
Tank hits > 18
Tank hits > 100
Random Trigger
Gamma events

8 .2

Number of events
2.067 x 109
1.158 x 109
1.94 x 109
8.43 x 108
3.027 x 106
8.178 x 108

E v e n t s ig n a tu r e for n e u tr in o o s c illa tio n s
in t h e i7 ^
u e D A R channel

Pion decay at rest at the LAM PF beam stop creates
neutrino oscillation occurs,

and ve. If

neutrinos may convert into i7e neutrinos on

the way to the detector. These z7e neutrinos can interact with protons inside
the detector by the charged current reaction

i7e + p -* n + e+.

(8.1)

The capture of a recoil neutron on a proton by the reaction np —> d'y produces
a 2.2 MeV gamma ray. The positron energy will generally be above 36 MeV
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due to the shape of the u^ energy spectrum and the increase of neutrino
cross section with energy.

Therefore, an electron event in the energy range

36.0 < E < 60.0 MeV correlated with a 2.2 MeV gamma ray within 2.5 m
and 1 ms is the event signature for detection of the

—» j7e oscillation. The

mean capture tim e for neutrons is 186 microseconds.

8 .3

E v e n t s e le c tio n
c a n d id a te s

for

DAR

o s c illa t io n

Various selection criteria are used to reduce the backgrounds from cosmic
ray muons and neutrons to a small level. Then the remaining cosmic ray
background is removed with a beam-off subtraction procedure. D ata taken
while the beam is off is used to determine cosmic ray backgrounds. The
beam-on gate is opened while beam is present at the beam stop. The beamoff gate is opened during the interval when no beam is present at the beam
stop.

Both beam associated and cosmic ray events occur in the beam-on

gate.

The beam duty factor for the 1994 run was 0.075. This means, the

beam gate was on 7.5% of the tim e and off the rest of the time.

After all

the cuts are implemented the remaining cosmic ray backgrounds are removed
by multiplying the beam-off events by the duty factor and subtracting them
from the beam-on events.
The hardware trigger rejects more than 99.9% of the cosmic ray muons
entering the detector. But there are still electron events due to the cosmic
ray muons which stop in the detector. Most of these events can be rejected
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Table 8.3: Cuts for the prim ary event in the first pass.
Cut
Distance to PM T
Energy
Particle ID
Intime veto
Tim e to past activity

Description
> 30cm
18.0 < E < 80.0 MeV
0.1 < XL < 1-0
< 4 PM T ’s
Delt > 25 fis

by looking for muons in the history of the events.

In the first pass, a

“sideline” analysis was used to select events satisfying loose selection criteria.
After the first selection, there are three kinds of events in the data:
1. Prim ary events
2. Activities prior to the prim ary event
3. G am m a events in the 1 ms following a primary.

Table 8.3 shows the cuts for the prim ary event in the first pass analysis. Delt
is the tim e to the closest past activity. Distance to PM T is the distance from
the event vertex to the surface formed by the PMTs. These selection criteria
reduced the total num ber of events from fa lO10 to 615,214.
The next step of the analysis was to apply the final cuts for
the positron. The positron was required to satisfy a fiducial volume
requirement. The distance to the PM T from the event vertex was required
to be greater than 35 cm. The beam-off rate was higher closer to the front
end cap and the front lower part of the tank. Therefore, the distance to
the PM T at th a t end was required to be greater than 86 cm. The same
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distance was set at the other end too. Also any event with y < —80.0 cm
and z < —50.0 cm was rejected.
in chapter 6 ( X a , X t , X r

All the particle ID param eters defined

and x l ) were used to select positrons.

The %a

distribution was studied with a Monte Carlo generated event sample. Xt>
Xr and x l were studied using the Michel electron sample. The electron was
required to be in the same fiducial volume and in the same energy range as
the positron in oscillation candidates.

Figure 8.1 shows the observed Xt,

Xr and x l variation with energy for Michel electrons and the cuts chosen for
the oscillation search. The past activity selection criteria rejects all events
with activities within the past 30 fis (delt > 30 fis). Events with activities
between 30 fis and 39 fis in the past were rejected if either the activity has
both veto (> 4 hits) and detector ( > 2 1 hits) signals or has more than 51
detector hits or the veto and crack counter charge is greater than 75 ADC
counts. Beyond 39 fis (mudelt > 3 9 fis) no cuts were applied. The electron
was allowed to have fewer than three (veto+crack) PM T hits intim e with
the prim ary provided the (veto+crack) charge was less than 15 ADC counts.
Events with bottom veto hits were also rejected. The number of saturated
tubes for the positron was required to be less than 3. The justification of
these cuts is discussed in detail later. The final cuts on positrons candidates
are shown in table 8.4. Apart from the cuts shown in table 8.4 the positron
event should be correlated with a 2.2 MeV gam m a in the next 1 ms and
within 2.5 m from the positron. The gamma selection criteria are described
in detail later.
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Figure 8.1: (a) Xt vs. Energy (b) %r vs. energy (c) %L vs. energy for Michel
electrons. The straight line in each shows where the cut was made.
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Table 8.4: Selection criteria for the positron from
Cut
Reconstruction
Fiducial volume

Energy
Chit
Chir
ChiL
Sat. tubes
Intime veto
Intim e veto charge
Past activity
Muon cut for positron
Bottom veto
Veto dead tim e

8 .4

v e

p

—» n + e+.

Description
Xa < 0.196
dist > 35 cm
y > —80 cm and Z > —50.0 cm
—300.0 cm < Z < 300 cm
36.0 < E < 60.0 MeV
Xt < 0.251
Xr < 0.55
XL < 0.7
nsat < 3
(vetoh + crakh) < 2
(vetoq + crakq) < 15 ADC counts
delt > 30 fis
mudelt > 39 (is
0 hits
15.2 /is

T h e fid u c ia l v o lu m e c u t

Low energy muons entering the detector from outside can stop near the
wall of the tank and decay releasing electrons into the scintillator. These
electrons may be misidentified as neutrino events if the muon is
missed. Therefore, it is necessary to impose a fiducial volume1 cut to get rid
of these electrons. The justification for this can be seen in figure 8.2, where
X,Y and Z are the spatial distribution of electrons before the fiducial cut
or any other cuts are applied. The high rate of occurrence near the wall is
assumed to be from events generated near or outside the wall.
1T he fiducial volum e o f the detector is defined as the total physical volum e o f the
detector w ith a thin outer layer rem oved. In our case the thin outer layer in first stage o f
d ata selection was 30.0 cm from the PM T surface and in the second stage it was 35.0 cm.
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Figure 8.2: The X,Y and Z distribution of prim ary electron before the fiducial
cut is applied.
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As shown in table 8.4, there is a cut for y so th a t Y > —80.0 cm from
the bottom for Z < —50.0 cm. This cut was imposed because of a weak veto
region at low y, at the front end of the detector.

8 .5

T h e p a r tic le ID c u t

The highly ionizing short tracks due to the scattering of neutrons on protons
are also components of the event sample. The high energy neutrons are due
to cosmic rays. The particle ID param eter is used to remove these protons
and neutrons from the sample.

The distinction of particle ID for electrons

and neutrons was presented in a previous chapter.

8 .6

I n tim e v e t o c u t

The purpose of this cut is to remove cosmic ray induced events from the data
sample. The online trigger removes almost all cosmic ray muons. B ut some
cosmic ray muons (or neutrons) which satisfy the trigger requirements can go
through veto shield and produce electron like events in the detector. Many
of these events can be rejected using the shield information. The amount
of energy deposited in the veto shield by any event is determined by the
following methods

1. Summing up the pulse heights of the veto and crack counter P M T ’s,
(i.e. the (veto charge+crack charge))
2. The number of veto and the crack counter PM T hits.
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The first method is not good to measure the overall deposited energy in the
shield. It is useful in special cases such as when a muon passes through a
shield PM T. Since the hemispherical surface of the PM T projects into the
liquid scintillator the scintillator is thinest in th at area. This leads to some
events with only one shield PM T hit, but a large pulse height. If the event had
three or more (veto + crack) hits or (veto + crack) charge > 15 ADC counts
the event was rejected.

8 .7

E n e r g y c u t o n p o s itr o n s

In the first pass event selection positron candidates with energy in the 18.0 to
80.0 MeV range were retained. Most electrons produced by the background
interactions, like i/*2C scattering, have energy below 35.0 MeV. The energy
of the e+ from inverse beta decay ranges up to 60.0 MeV due to the energy
resolution of the detector. Therefore, a 36.0 to 60.0 MeV energy cut was
applied in the final data sample to minimize the background relative to the
signal.

8 .8

G a m m a e v e n t s e le c tio n

Any event with 21 to 100 PM T hits in the 1 ms following the prim ary was
recorded as a “gamma ray” events. Many of these gamma rays are due to the
radioactivity of the PM T photocathodes or other sources uncorrelated with
the prim ary events.

A likelihood method was developed [90] to separate

correlated 2.2 MeV gamma rays from these accidental gamm a rays.
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This m ethod was based on a study of a sample of neutron induced events.
The gamma events in the tim e window up to 1 ms after the neutron event
(selected with certain criteria ) were separated into accidental gammas and
2.2 MeV correlated gamma rays. The correlated gammas occur with an
exp ( 1BQtfig) tim e dependence.

If the tim e difference between the gamm a

and the neutron event was greater than 700 (is the gam m a is generally
accidental. If the tim e difference less than 300 (is the gamma is generally real.
The subtraction of gammas in the last 300 fis from the gammas in first 300 fis
gives a sample of real 2.2 MeV gammas. The corrected accidental gammas
were obtained by scaling the real gammas with exp

and subtracting it

from the gammas in the last 300 fis. These samples of accidental gammas
and 2.2 MeV gammas were used to develop the likelihood method. First, the
distributions of dt ( tim e difference between the prim ary and the gamma),
dr (distance between the prim ary and the gamma) and hits (number of PM T
hits for gamma event) were calculated for both samples. Figure 8.3 shows
dr, hits and dt distributions for 2.2 MeV correlated gamma and accidental
gammas. In the “dr” plot the number of accidental gammas keep rising with
increasing dr. The “hits” plot shows the number of hits for both type of
gammas. The tim e difference “d t” remains constant for accidental gammas
as shown in the “d t” plot.
The product of the three probability densities Ls = P s(d t)P 8(dr)P s(hits)
for 2.2 MeV gammas gives the likelihood for signal-like gam m a and the
product of the three probability densities for accidental gammas gives the
likelihood for accidental gammas. The ratio R of likelihood for signal-like
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Figure 8.3: dr, hits and dt distributions for 2.2 MeV correlated gamm a and
accidental gammas. Correlated gammas are shown by the shaded area.
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gam m a to likelihood for accidental gammas was used in the analysis to
separate real and accidental gammas. Figure 8.4 shows the likelihood ratio
for gammas.

The distributions of dt, dr and hits were found to be largely

independent of the position of the prim ary events and dt, dr and hits are
found to be essentially uncorrelated variables. Thus La and La fit well
the correlated 2.2 MeV gammas and accidental gammas respectively. The
probability of an accidental gam m a coincidence with a prim ary is measured
to be 9% for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 and 0.63% for likelihood ratio
greater than 30.0. The efficiency for 2.2 MeV gamma correlated with an
electron is 63% for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 and 23% for likelihood
ratio greater than 30.0.

8 .9

A c c e p t a n c e s tu d ie s for p o s itr o n s fro m
z7e -f- p —> n + e+

There is an efficiency for finding positrons due to the selection criteria. In
addition, the detector system (tank+veto) has a trigger efficiency. The
following sections describe how the efficiencies for events were determined.
The calculation of efficiencies for software cuts were done by using Monte
Carlo simulations as well as Michel electrons and laser events. In chapter 7
the generating procedure for Monte Carlo events was described in detail. The
weight function and necessary formula to generate e+ from z7e -f p —» e+ + n
are given in appendix B.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Likelihood ratio for 2.2 MeV gamma (b) Likelihood ratio for
accidental gamma simulated from measured distributions.
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8.9.1

C o m p a riso n o f M o n te C arlo e v e n ts w ith d a ta

First, the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation was tested by
comparing the Monte Carlo generated electrons with electrons from th e decay
of stopped muons in the detector. The energy spectrum of electrons from
muon decay at rest is the same as the energy spectrum of the
decay and is given by ^

from muon

(3Emax —2Ej,) where Emax = 52.83 MeV.

Positron events were generated according to the above formula. Figure 8.5
compares the Monte Carlo electron energy distribution w ith th at measured
for electrons from stopped muon decay. The Monte Carlo simulates the data
fairly well. Figure 8.6 shows the energy and number of hits for e+ from
i7e -f p —>n -J- e+ obtained from the Monte Carlo with no fiducial cut.

8 .9 .2

A c c e p ta n c e for p o sitr o n from z7e + p

n+

e+

The Monte Carlo was then used to study the acceptances of the
reconstruction , fiducial volume and energy cuts. Figure 8.7 shows the energy
spectrum of positrons from z7e -f p —> n + e+ before and after the Xa, fiducial
volume and energy cuts.
A sample of electrons from stopped muon decay was used to determine
the Xr, Xt, X l , vetocharge2 and nsat3 efficiencies for positrons.

First the

Michel electrons in the energy range 36.0 to 60.0 MeV and in the same fiducial
volume as oscillation candidates were selected. Then events were weighted
2the energy deposited in the veto P M T ’s
3number o f saturated tubes
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Figure 8.7: (a) Energy of simulated positrons from ue + p —>■ n + e+ (b)
Energy of the positrons after Xa, fiducial volume and energy cuts.
to give the energy spectrum expected for e+ from z7e + p —» n + e+. The
energy spectrum of Michel electrons before and after the weighting is shown
in figure 8.8. The chi values for weighted electrons are shown in figure 8.9.
A sample of random trigger events (laser events) was used to study the
efficiencies for intime veto, delt , mudelt and bottom veto cuts. A total
number of 42395 laser prim ary events was used. 31274 events satisfied the
delt > 30fis cuts.

Some useful information from the random triggers are

shown in table 8.5. Table 8.6 shows the efficiencies for each cut for positrons
from z7e + p —■
►n + e+. The total acceptance for the positron is the product
of individual efficiencies and it is 0.149 ± 0.006(statistical error).
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Figure 8.8: Energy spectrum for (a) Michel electrons (b) Weighted Michel
electrons.

Table 8.5: Some efficiencies from random trigger sample.

Delt > 25 fis
Delt > 30 fis
Delt > 35 fis
Time to previous muon > 35fis
(Vetoh + crakh) = 0
(Vetoh + crakh) < 2
(Vetoh + crakh) < 3
Activities = 0
Activities < 2
Bottom veto = 0

Acceptance
0.80
0.737
0.677
0.92
0.587
0.858
0.951
0.520
0.808
0.999
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Figure 8.9: (a)xt (b)Xr (c) XL values for weighted Michel electrons in
energy range 36.0 to 60.0 MeV.
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Table 8.6: Acceptances for positrons from ve ± p —> n ± e+. Errors shown
are statistical only.
Cut
Reconstruction
Fiducial volume

Energy
Chit
Chir
ChiL
Saturated tubes
Past activity
Muon cut
Bottom veto
Trig live
Vetodead tim e
Intime veto
Intim e veto charge

Description
0 < %a < 0.196
dist > 35 cm
y > —80.0 and z > —50.0 cm
—300 < z < 300 cm
36.0 < E < 60.0 MeV
Xt < 0.251
Xr < 0.55
X L < 0.7
nsat < 3
delt > 30.0 fis
mudelt > 39.0 fis
0 hits
15.2 fis
(vetoh ± crakh) < 2
vetoq + crakq < 1 5
TOTAL

Efficiency

0.340 ± 0.011

0.96 ± 0.02
0.91 ± 0.01
0.99 ± 0.01
0.99 ± 0.01
0.737 ± 0.002
0.920 ± 0.002
0.999 ± 0.001
0.97 ± 0.01
0.82 ± 0.01
0.951 ±0.001
1.00 ± 0.01
0.149 ± 0.006
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8 .1 0

B a c k g r o u n d s s tu d ie s for t h e o s c illa tio n
se a r c h

Various types of electron-like events are potential backgrounds to the
oscillation search.

The design of the detector rejects most of the cosmic

ray background. The active veto shield rejects any charged particles coming
from cosmic rays and the overburden helps to stop the hadronic cosmic ray
background and any beam neutrons from the beam stop.
The event selection criteria reject background events which were not
removed by hardware requirements. Specifically, the particle ID param eter
and the energy cut separate electron-like events from hadronic-like events.
But there are some sources of backgrounds which are not easily
distinguished from oscillation events. These come from both beam associated
and cosmic ray (non-beam associated) backgrounds. For example, in the
final event sample the positron was required to be in the energy range
36.0 to 60.0 MeV in order to decrease the background from neutrino-carbon
scattering.

8.10.1

B e a m r e la te d n eu tr in o b a ck grou n d s

The beam contains u^,

and ve created by 7r+ decay followed by fi+ decay at

rest. These neutrinos can interact with carbon, electrons and protons inside
the detector via the following reactions;

1. i/e12C -> e -N g.a„

Ee < 35.5 MeV
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Table 8.7: Cross sections for reactions from DAR neutrinos.
Reaction
v ? C -» e -N g.s.
v \2C -> e“ N*
iA3C
e"N
vee —> vee
v^e —» v^e
v^e —> v^e

2. i/e12C -► e"N*,
3. i/e13C -> e-N ,

Cross section(cm2)
0.92 x 10-41
0.63 x 10-41
4.49 x 10"41
3.00 x 10"43
4.68 x 10-44
4.95 x 10-44

Ee < 35.5 MeV
Ee < 50.6 MeV

4. vee —* i/ee,

Ee < 52.5 MeV

5. v^e —» v^e,

Ee < 29.8 MeV

6. u^e —* v^e,

Ee < 52.5 MeV

The flux averaged cross sections for these reactions are shown in Table 8.7.

8 .1 0 .2

B a ck g ro u n d s ra tes

The backgrounds can be calculated using the following formula.
Number of events =
=

(peaNx
/

(

(

8

.

2

)

where <f> is the average neutrino flux at the detector, N t the number of
targets, e the total detection efficiency for a background, a the cross section
and

the normalized neutrino energy spectrum.
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Table 8.8: Number of particles inside the detector.
Nucleus
12c
13C
protons
electrons

8 .1 0 .3

Density (cm 3)
3.588 x 1022
3.991 x lO20
7.256 x 1022
2.90 x 1023

Number of particles
5.43 x 103°
6.04 x 1028
1.10 x 1031
4.4 x 1031

D e te c to r c o m p o s itio n

Hydrogen, 12C and 13C are the only significant components of the liquid
scintillator.
1.5145

X

The detector volume enclosed within the tube surfaces is

108 cm3. The number of target particles within this volume is given

in table 8.8.

8 .1 0 .4

N e u tr in o flu x a t th e d e te c to r

Pion decay at rest and pion decay in flight contribute to the total neutrino
flux at the detector.

Neutrinos due to pion decay at rest are isotropically

distributed while decay in flight neutrinos are not . The distance from the
beam stop to the detector and the neutrino yield (the number of neutrinos
per proton) determine the neutrino flux at the detector. The beam stop
coordinates ( -25.2 cm, 482.6 cm, -2937.4 cm) with respect to the detector
coordinate system gives the distance between the beam stop and the center
of the detector to be 29.77 rn.
Consider the decay chain for pion decay at rest,
tt+ -> /i+ + i

(

i

+ -> ue +

+ e+

(8.3)
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Table 8.9: Decay at rest neutrino yields per proton.
Year
1994
1994
1993
1993

Decay type
7r+ DAR
7r~ DAR
7T+ DAR
7r~ DAR

Neutrino yield(per proton)
0.088 ± 0.006
(7.1 ± 0 .7 0 ) x 10"5
0.085 ± 0.005
(6.05 ± 0.72) x 10-5

Table 8.10: Neutrino fluxes due to 7r+ decay at rest and 7r decay at rest.
Total number of protons at the beam stop
Neutrino yield for 7r+ DAR
Distance to the detector
Average number of neutrinos per c m2
Flux of each u due to 7r+ DAR
Neutrino yield for tt~ DAR
Average flux due to 7r~ DAR
Flux of each v due to 7r_

The three types of neutrinos (z/e,

3.685 x 1022
0.088 per proton
2977 cm
x 0-088
2.91 x 1013 v per cm2
7.1 x 10-5 per proton
3 .6 8 5 X 1 0 2S v
4 ir ( 2 9 7 7 ) 2 X

y

i

1 0 —5

'• ± X i U
2.35 x 1010 v per cm2

ufl) have equal fluxes.

Table 8.9

shows neutrino yields for each neutrino type obtained from the beam
Monte Carlo.

In 1994 the total proton charge at the beam stop was

5903.8 Coulombs. Table 8.10 shows the calculated DAR neutrino fluxes. The
calculated uncertainties for the DAR fluxes are 7% [70].
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8 .1 1

E ffic ie n c ie s for e le c tr o n s fr o m n e u tr in o
p ro cesses an d n u m ber o f background
e v e n ts

Various neutrino processes can produce background events for the oscillation
search. Most of these processes such as v \2C do not have a neutron in
the final state and thus need an accidental gamma to be mistaken for an
oscillation event. However, two processes discussed below have neutrons
in the final state and thus can not be reduced by applying tight gamma
requirements. In chapter 7, the Monte Carlo generator for various processes
such as &d2C, ^e13C and ue elastic scattering was explained. The calculation
of the backgrounds due to these processes is done as follows. The same cuts
used for selecting the positron from z7e -f p —>n + e+ are applied to Monte
Carlo generated distributions of electrons from these processes and efficiencies
are calculated. For other efficiencies the values ( obtained above via Michel
electrons and random trigger samples) are the same as for oscillation events.
The combination of neutrino flux, efficiency, number of target particles and
cross section gives the num ber of background events for these processes.

8 .1 1 .1

v^ Q —> e- N b a ck grou n d s

The efficiencies for electrons from i^3C scattering were calculated using
M onte Carlo simulation, random triggers and the Michel electron sample. The
energy spectrum of Monte Carlo electrons before and after the reconstruction
requirem ent, fiducial volume cut and energy cut is shown in figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10: Energy spectrum for e from iA3C (a) before the cuts (b) after
the cuts.

The acceptance for the particle ID was calculated using the Michel
electron sample weighted according to the energy distribution of the e~
from v\ zC scattering. The Michel electrons in the energy range 36.0 to
60.0 MeV before and after the weighting is shown in figure 8.11. As shown
in figure 8.11 the previous Michel electron now behaves as the electron from
i/*3C scattering. Therefore its properties are equivalent to the properties
of the electron from ^ 3C scattering.

The chi values for electrons are

shown in figure 8.12. The random trigger sample was used to calculate the
efficiencies for delt, mudelt, bottom veto and intime veto. Table 8.11 shows
the efficiencies for each cut. The efficiencies for the individual common cuts
( past activity, muon cut, bottom veto, Trig live and veto dead tim e ) are
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Figure 8.11: The Michel spectrum (a) before and (b) after the weighting.
shown in table 8.6. Considering the neutrino flux of 2.91 X 1013 cm-2, the
number of i/*3C targets, 6.04 x 1028, the cross section of 4.49 x 10~41 cm2 [80]
and the efficiencies from the table 8.11, the expected number of events is
3.94±0.48. The expected number of events with likelihood ratio greater than
1.5 is 0.35 ± 0.04 and with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 is 0.02 ± 0.002.
The expected num ber of events with likelihood ratios are small because of
the 9% accidental probability for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 and 0.63%
for likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.
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Table 8.11: Efficiencies for electron from v\3C. Statistical errors are shown.
Cuts
X a < 0.196
Fiducial volume
Energy
Xt < 0.251
X r < 0.55
X l < 0.7
Veto charge < 1 5
Nsat < 3
Common cuts
TOTAL

Acceptance
0.120 ± 0.012
0.95 ± 0 .0 2
0.89 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0 .0 2
1.00 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0 .0 2
0.512 ± 0.01
0.050 ± 0.006
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Figure 8.13: Energy spectrum for electrons from uee
generated in Monte Carlo.

8 .1 1 .2

elastic scattering

N e u tr in o -e le c tr o n e la s tic s c a tte r in g b ack gr
ou nd s

The Monte Carlo generated energy spectrum for electrons from vee elastic
scattering is shown in figure 8.13. The acceptances for reconstruction, fiducial
volume and energy were calculated using the Monte Carlo distributions. The
Michel energy spectrum in the range 36.0 to 60.0 MeV was weighted to
calculate the acceptances for chi’s as above. The efficiencies for other cuts are
same as electron from u]3C. Table 8.12 shows the acceptances for electrons.
The combination of total neutrino flux of 2.91 X1013 cm -2, number of electron
targets, 4.4 x 1031, cross section of 3.00 x 10“43 cm2 and efficiency gives the
expected number of events with no gamma requirement to be 6.91 ± 1.00.
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Table 8.12: Efficiencies for cuts for e from
Reconstruction
Fiducial volume
Energy
X t < 0.251
X r < 0.55
X l < 0.7
Veto charge < 15
Nsat < 3
Common cuts
TOTAL

vee

elastic scattering.

0.041 ± 0.004
0.96 ± 0 .0 3
0.90 ± 0 .0 3
0.99 ± 0 .0 4
1.0 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0.04
0.512 ± 0.005
0.018 ± 0.002

The num ber of events with likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 is 0.62 ± 0.06
and with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 is 0.044 ± 0.005.
The same procedure as vee elastic scattering was used to calculate the
background from v^e elastic scattering. The acceptances for cuts are shown
in table 8.13. Taking neutrino flux of 2.91

X

1013 cm -2, electron targets,

4.4 x 1031, cross section of 4.95 x 10-44 cm2 and the efficiency the expected
num ber of electron events w ith no gamma requirement is 1.71 ± 0.17. W ith
likelihood ratio greater than 1.5, num ber of events is 0.15 ± 0.016 and with
likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 the number of events are 0.010 ± 0.001.
The monoenergetic neutrino

has energy 29.79 MeV. The background

due to Vfjfi elastic scattering is negligible.
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Table 8.13: Efficiencies for electron from v^e scattering. Common cuts are
intim e veto, triglive , vetodead time, bottom veto, past activity and muon
cut.
Reconstruction
Fiducial volume
Energy
Xt < 0.251
X r < 0.55
XL < 0.7
Veto charge < 1 5
Nsat < 3
Common cuts
TOTAL

8 .1 1 .3

v l2C —>12 Ng.s.e

0.065 ± 0.004
0.95 ± 0.03
0.90 ± 0.03
0.99 ± 0 .0 3
1.0 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0.04
0.512 ± 0.005
0.027 ± 0.003

b ack grou n d s

The Monte Carlo generated distribution shown in chapter 7, was used
to calculate the efficiency for reconstruction, fiducial volume and energy
cuts for this process. The energy spectrum for the electrons is shown in
figure 8.14. The contribution to the background due to this process is small
because of the energy cut 36.0 < E < 60.0 MeV.
The same procedure discussed in previous sections was used to calculate
the acceptance for the electron from I'PC scattering. Table 8.14 shows these
acceptances. Taking the neutrino flux as 2.91 x 1013 cm -2, the number of
targets as 5.43

X

1030, and the cross section

as

0.92

X

10~41 cm2 the expected

number of events is 8.72 ± 1.06 with no gamma requirement. The number of
events is 0.78 ± 0.09 for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 and 0.056 ± 0.006
for likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.
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Figure 8.14: The energy spectrum for e from i±2C —>12 Ng.s.e generated
Monte Carlo.

Table 8.14: Efficiencies for electron from iA2C —>12 Ng.s.e .
Cut
Xa < 0.196
Fiducial volume
Energy
Xt < 0.251
Xr < 0.55
XL < 0.7
Veto charge < 1 5
Nsat < 3
Common cuts
TOTAL

Acceptance
0.015 ±0.001
0.94 ± 0.0 6
0.87 ± 0.05
0.99 ± 0 .0 6
1.0 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0.0 6
0.512 ±0.005
0.006 ±0.0006
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Table 8.15: Efficiencies for electron from z/42C —»12 N*e .
%a < 0.196
Fiducial volume
Energy
X t < 0.251
X r < 0.55
Xi < 0.7
Veto charge < 1 5
Nsat < 3
Common cuts
TOTAL

8 .1 1 .4

z/e12C —>12 N*e

0.002 ± 0.0007
0.94 ± 0.11
0.87 ± 0 .1 2
0.98 ± 0 .1 0
1.0 ± 0 .0 2
0.99 ± 0.11
0.512 ±0.005
0.0008 ± 0.0003

b ack grou n d s

The same procedure used in the previous sections was applied here.
Table 8.15 shows the efficiencies for electrons from u\ 2C —>12 N*e- . Taking
the cross section as 0.63 X 10-41 cm2, with beam flux and targets the same
as above the expected number of events is 0.79 ± 0.30 with no gamma
requirement. The number of events is 0.07±0.02 with likelihood ratio greater
than 1.5 and is negligible when likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.

8 .1 1 .5

L A M P F s to p p e d m u on ch a n n el

Figure 8.15 for the stopped muon channel at LAMPF shows th a t the ratio of
/1 ~ to fj,+ is approximately 0.2 for momentum between 30 and 60 M eV/c at
65°. More detail on the stopped muon channel can be found in references [91]
and [92].
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8 .1 1 .6

/i

D A R b ack grou n d s

A m ajor background with a recoil neutron is 7r_ decay in flight at the beam
dump followed by p~ decay at rest.

7T_ —> p~ + tv,

p~ —» e~ + ve +

(8.4)

The ve interact with protons inside the detector giving,

i7e + p —>n + e+

(8.5)

This reaction is the same as the reaction for the oscillation search, and thus
any event from this reaction also has a 2.2 MeV gam m a in the future.
Therefore the background rate is higher.

The neutrino flux has been

calculated using the beam Monte Carlo as discussed in chapter 6. Taking
the neutrino flux as 2.3 x 1010 cm -2, proton targets as 1.1 x 1031 and cross
section as 0.72 x lO-40 cm2 the expected number of events is 1.76 ± 0.27
with no gamma requirements. Due to the efficiency of the likelihood cuts it
is 1.11 ± 0.17 with ratio greater than 1.5 and 0.40 ± 0.06 when the likelihood
ratio is greater than 30.0. We assume a 15% uncertainty in this background
estim ation due primarily to the flux calculation.
The neutrinos from p~ DAR can elastically scatter off electrons, but the
expected number of events is negligible compared to 7r+ DAR.
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Table 8.16: Decay in flight neutrino flux.

7T+
7T_

8 .1 1 .7

Year
1994
1994

v flux v per cm2 per proton
7.1 X 1CT11
9.14 x IQ-12

p io n d eca y in fligh t n eu tr in o b ack grou nd

The neutrinos created by pion decay in flight also create a background to the
DAR oscillation search. As described in chapter 3 the proton beam hits the
30 cm water target creating 7r± s. These pions can then decay in flight in the
space between the water target and the beam dump as follows.

7r+ —> fi+

7T-

— > /A-

(8.6)

+ 17^

(8.7)

The decay in flight neutrino flux is not isotropic in space. The beam Monte
Carlo was used to calculate the neutrino flux at the detector. Table 8.16
shows neutrino fluxes due to

8 .1 1 .8

decay in flight.

7r+ d eca y in flig h t n e u tr in o b ack grou n d

The Vy, from 7r+ decay in flight can interact with carbon giving p ~ ,
Vp + C —>fi + X.

(8-8)

This can be a background to the oscillation search if the electron from the
muon decay is not seen and the muon is misidentified as a positron. From
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the u^C scattering sample [93] the probability th a t the electron is missed is
0.001. The efficiency for detecting the muon as an electron with the usual
cuts is 0.15, the flux is 2.61 x 1012 cm-2, the cross section 1.9 x 10~4° cm2
and the number of targets is 5.49 x lO30. Therefore, the expected number
of events with no gamma requirement is 0.40 ± 0.15. W ith likelihood ratio
greater than 1.5 the number is 0.03 ± 0.01. W ith ratio greater than 30.0 the
number is negligible.
If the muon has fewer than 18 hits it will not be recorded as an activity
and, the electron from the muon decay can be a background.

But the

probability of fewer than 18 hits is 0.002, and the total efficiency for the
electron is 0.14. Taking the number of targets as 5.49 x lO30, cross section
as 1.90 X 10~4° cm2 and neutrino flux as 2.61 x 1012 cm -2, the expected
number of background events is 0.76 ± 0.30 with no gamma requirement.
W ith likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 the number is 0.07 ± 0.03 and with
likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 the number is negligible.
Also, the i/ft can elastically scatter off electrons. Taking the cross section
as 1.4 X 10-43 cm2, acceptance as 0.043 and the number of targets as 4.4 X 1031
the expected number of events with no gamma requirement is 0.69 ± 0.08.
W ith likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 number of event is 0.06 ± 0.006 and
w ith likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 the number is 0.004 ± 0.0004.
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8 .1 1 .9
The

7r d eca y in fligh t n e u tr in o b ack grou n d

from 7r decay can interact on protons,

+ p —►

+ n.

(8.9)

If the fi+ has fewer than 18 hit tubes it is not detected and thus there is
a background due to the decay electron. Since there is a neutron present
this background also has a higher rate. The probability th a t the muon has
18 or fewer hits is 0.02. Taking the neutrino flux above the threshold for
muon production (113 MeV) as 6.55 x 1010 , the flux averaged cross section
as 4.07 x lO-40 cm2, total efficiency as 0.14 and the number of targets as
1.1 x 1031 the expected number of events is 0.82 ± 0.30 with no gamma
requirements. The number is 0.54 ± 0.20 with likelihood ratio greater than
1.5 and 0.18 ± 0.06 with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.
Another background from

+ p —> p + + n occurs if the decay electron

is missed and the fi+ identified as an electron. The probability th a t the
electron is missed is 0.001. The efficiency for misdetecting the muon as an
electron is 0.14. Thus the expected number of events is 0.04 ± 0.01. W ith
the gamma requirement the number is 0.02 ± 0.005 for ratio greater than 1.5
and 0.009 ± 0.003 for ratio greater than 30.0.
The expected number of events due to the elastic scattering of v^e is
negligible.
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8 .1 1 .1 0

7r+

—» e+ve p io n D A R b ack grou n d

The branching ratio for this reaction is 1.2 x 10-4 . The ve can interact with
carbon giving an electron,

i/e + 12 C -> e - + X.

(8.10)

The total efficiency for the electron is 0.04, and the cross section is 5.0 x
lO-40 cm2. The expected num ber of events is 0.37 ± 0.03 with no gamma
requirement and 0.03 ± 0.003 with ratio greater than 1.5. The number of
events for ratio greater than 30.0 is negligible.

8.11.1 1

7r

—> e ve p io n D A R b ack grou n d

The branching ratio for this reaction is 1.23 x 10-4 . The

z7e

can interact with

protons in the detector via

Ve + p —>e+ + n.

(8.11)

Almost all ir~ which stop are absorbed. Because of this and the branching
ratio 1.2 x 10“4 the

z7e

flux from

is very low and the number of events due

to this reaction is negligible.

8.1 1 .1 2

B e a m N e u tr o n

A sample of events with particle ID param eter consistent with neutrons was
used to determine the background from beam neutrons. These neutrons for
beam-on, beam-off and beam-excess are shown in figure 8.16. The yield of
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Figure 8.16: Beam-on, beam-off and beam-excess for neutrons. The number
of beam-excess events is 187.5 out of 96615.
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beam related neutrons is less than 0.02 of all neutrons. The beam-off events
scaled by the duty factor were multiplied by this ratio to obtain the beamrelated neutron backgrounds. The number is less than 0.03 for likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5 and less than 0.009 for likelihood ratio greater than
30.0.

8 .1 1 .1 3

T o ta l b ack grou n d

Table 8.17 shows the backgrounds to the positron events from i7e + p —> n-\-e+
from each neutrino reaction.

Two likelihood ratios are considered here.

The errors on the background totals are obtained by adding the errors
shown in quadrature together with the uncertainties in the num ber of DAR
(DIF) background events arising from a 7%(15%) uncertainty in the DAR
(DIF) neutrino flux. The dominate uncertainty arises from the fi~ DAR
background.

8 .1 2

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the selection criteria for positrons from uep —> e+n were
explained. The gamma selection criteria for identification of the neutron was
based on a likelihood m ethod th a t was also discussed. In the next sections the
acceptance for the positron was estim ated using the Monte Carlo simulation,
random triggers and the Michel electrons . The total acceptance for positron
was 0.149 ±0.006. Finally, various neutrino processes which give backgrounds
to the oscillation search were discussed. Total background with likelihood
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Table 8.17: Total backgrounds to the positron from p —>ne+ from neutrino
reactions. Backgrounds th a t could arises from neutrons are listed on top.
Reaction
Beam neutron
i7ep —>e+n (/x- DAR)
i/fiP —>fj,+n (7r~ DIF)
i/e13C
eX
i/ee —> vee
v^e -»• u^e
v ? C ^ 12 Ng.s e_
i/e12C ->12 N*eVpC
(tt+ DIF)
—>is^e (7r+ DIF)
Vc2C —>e- X (tt+ DAR)
TOTAL

Ratio > 1 .5
< 0.03
1.11 ± 0 .1 7
0.56 ± 0 .2 0
0.35 ± 0.04
0.62 ± 0.06
0.15 ± 0 .0 2
0.78 ± 0.09
0.07 ± 0 .0 2
0.10 ± 0 .0 3
0.06 ± 0.006
0.03 ± 0.003
3.83 ± 0.42

Ratio > 30.0
< 0.009
0.40 ± 0 .0 6
0.21 ± 0 .0 2
0.02 ± 0.002
0.04 ± 0.005
0.01 ±0.001
0.056 ± 0.006
negligible
negligible
0.004 ± 0.0004
negligible
0.74 ± 0.09

ratio greater than 1.5 is 3.83 ± 0.42 events and with ratio greater than 30.0
is 0.74 ± 0.09. In the next chapter this information will be used to analyze
the results of the present oscillation search.

C h ap ter 9
N eu tr in o O scillation R e su lts
9 .1

T h e E x p e cted
E v e n ts

N um ber

of

N e u t r in o

For simplicity we analyze the data assuming two generation neutrino.
Appendix A discusses the more general case of three generation mixing. The
expected number of events in the detector of the type ve + p —>n + e+ then
depends on the param eters (sin2 26 and A m 2) of the two generation model.
The calculation of the expected number of z7e events is similar to the
methods used in chapter 8 to calculate the backgrounds. The num ber of z7e
induced events due to the above reaction is given by the formula,
r

N

dN

Number of events = / ( - —'~^)Nr^cr-— -P{r, E w)dE„d3r
J 47TT
Cufcju

(9.1)

where ^ 5- is the neutrino flux at a distance r from the neutrino source, N t is
the num ber of targets per unit volume, e is the total detection efficiency for
an event,

the neutrino energy spectrum and P (r, E u) is the oscillation

probability. In this calculation, it is assumed that ve originated from
218
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Therefore, the product of the energy spectrum of vM and the probability of
Vfi —> ve oscillation gives the energy spectrum for ;7e .
The oscillation probability depends on distance from neutrino source r,
neutrino energy E u, the mixing angle 9 and A m 2. Therefore the equation
for the number of events cannot be separated into two integrals. As shown
in chapter 2, the oscillation probability is given by
P(r, E„) = sin2 29 sin2(1.27Am2— )
K

(9-2)

If 9 = 45° the process is called the maximal mixing state.

For simplicity,

assume the above expression to be one. Then equation 9.2 can be separated
into two parts.
r

N

r

Number of events = IVye / ( - —'~^)d3r /
J 47T7’
J

dN
a — —d E u

dUfi/

(9-3)

where the first integral of the equation gives the neutrino flux at a distance r,
and the second integral is the flux averaged cross section. In chapter 7, it was
shown th at the

flux is 2.91 x 1013 cm -2. If full oscillation occurs the ve flux

is the same. The flux averaged cross section for the reaction z7e + p —> n + e+
is 0.946 x 10-40 cm2. The detection efficiency for the positron, was calculated
in chapter 8 to be (0.149 ± 0.006). The number of proton targets within
the volume enclosed by PM T surfaces is 1.1 x 1031. Therefore, the expected
number of events with no gamma ray requirement is (4512T316). The number
of events with likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 ( gamma efficiency 0.63) is
(2843 ± 199) and the number of events with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0
(gamma efficiency 0.23) is (1038 ± 73).
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9 .2

O b served b ea m ex cess

After all the cuts were applied , there were 13 beam-on events and 26
beam-off events with likelihood ratio greater than 1.5. There were 7 beamon and 5 beam-off events with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.

The

subtraction of beam-off (cosmic ray) background was done using the beam
duty factor. The beam duty factor for this data was 0.075. Therefore, as
described earlier, multiplying beam-off data by 0.075 and subtracting it from
beam-on data gives a beam-excess of (11.05 ± 3.60) events for likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5 while the beam-excess is 6.63 ± 2.64 for likelihood ratio
greater than 30.0.

9.2.1

E n erg y d istr ib u tio n

Figure 9.1 shows the energy distribution of beam-on and beam-off events
for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5. Scaling the beam off histogram by the
duty factor of 0.075 and subtracting it from the beam-on histogram gives
the beam-excess events shown in figure 9.2. In chapter 8, we estim ated the
number of background events in this energy range to be 3.83(For likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5). Therefore, all these beam-excess events cannot be
accounted for by backgrounds. The energy distributions for beam-on, beamoff and beam-excess events for the tighter likelihood cuts are shown in
figure 9.3 and figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.1: (a) Beam-on (b) Beam-off energy spectra for positron events with
likelihood ratio greater than 1.5.
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Figure 9.2: Beam-excess energy spectrum for positron events with likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5.
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Figure 9.3: (a) Beam-on (b) Beam-off energy spectra for positron events with
likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.

9 .2 .2

S p a tia l d istr ib u tio n

The neutrino flux due to 7r+ decay at rest followed by fi+ decay at rest
is isotropic. Therefore the events should have a

dependence, where R is

the distance from the source. However the number of events is not enough
to verify this dependence with any accuracy.
The spatial distribution of beam-on and beam-off data for likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5 are shown in the figure 9.5, figure 9.6, figure 9.7 and
figure 9.8. The beam-off events are somewhat concentrated in the bottom
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Figure 9.4: Beam-excess energy spectrum for positron events with likelihood
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Figure 9.5: Y-Z distribution for beam-on events with likelihood ratio greater
than 1.5.
and front of the tank and the beam-on events are more evenly spread in the
tank.
The same distributions with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 are shown
in figure 9.9 and figure 9.10, figure 9.11, and figure 9.12.

9 .2 .3

A n g u la r d istr ib u tio n

As described in a previous section, the LSND Monte Carlo was used to
simulate the positron from ve + p —> n + e+. The angular distribution for the
positron predicted by the Monte Carlo is shown in figure 9.13, where 6 is the
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Figure 9.6: Y-Z distribution for beam-off events with likelihood ratio greater
than 1.5.
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Figure 9.7: Y-X distribution for beam-on events with likelihood ratio greater
than 1.5.
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Figure 9.8: Y-X distribution for beam-off events with likelihood ratio greater
than 1.5.
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Figure 9.9: Y-Z distribution for beam-on events with likelihood ratio greater
than 30.0.
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Figure 9.10: Y-Z distribution for beam-off events with likelihood ratio greater
than 30.0.
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Figure 9.11: Y-X distribution for beam-on events with likelihood ratio greater
than 30.0.
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Figure 9.12: Y-X distribution for beam-off events w ith likelihood ratio greater
than 30.0.
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Table 9.1: Summary of calculated values and the observed data.

Expected number of
ve + P —> n + e+
events with maximal mixing
Beam excess(after subtracting
cosmic ray background)
Background from other
Neutrino reactions

Ratio > 1 .5

Ratio > 30.0

2843 ± 199

1038 ± 73

11.05 ± 3.63(stat)

6.63 ± 2.65(stat)

3.83 ± 0 .4 2

0.74 ± 0.09

angle between the neutrino direction and the electron direction. This implies
th at the cos 6 distribution for these positrons, is not as strongly peaked in the
forward direction as the electron from neutrino-electron elastic scattering.
Figure 9.14 shows the angular distribution for beam-on and beam-off
data. The cos 6 distribution for the beam-excess (cosmic ray subtracted) is
shown in figure 9.15.
The mean value of the angular distribution for positrons with likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5 is (0.16±0.18) approximately the expected mean value
(0.14) obtained from Monte Carlo distribution normalized to the data.T he
angular distribution with mean values are shown in figure 9.15 and figure 9.16.

9 .3

B a c k g r o u n d s u b tr a c tio n

Table 9.1 shows a summary of the numbers discussed in section 9.2.

The

systematic errors are assumed to be due to the number of targets, the Monte
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Table 9.2: The remaining number of events after subtracting all the
background events.

The
remaining
number of
events after
subtracting
background

Ratio > 1 .5

Ratio > 3 0 .0

7 .2 2 ± 3 .6 3 (st.)± 0 .6 5 (sj/.)

5.89 ± 2.65(sf.) ± 0.53(sy.)

7.22 ± 3.69(total)

5.89 ± 2.70(total)
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Figure 9.15: Beam-excess cos 0 distribution for positrons from I'e+p —> n
for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5.
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Carlo estim ation of cut efficiencies and the beam neutrino flux as
explained in chapter 7.

The total error is the sum in quadrature of the

individual errors.

9 .4

T h e p r o b a b ility
lim its

and

th e

o s c illa tio n

As shown in table 9.2, after subtracting all the backgrounds, there is
a significant excess of events consistent with z7e interactions.
these events arise from

Assuming

—» z7e oscillations, the oscillation probability for

likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 is 0.25% and for likelihood ratio greater than
30.0 is 0.56%. Also, an upper limit and a lower limit on the probabilities for
neutrino oscillations can be calculated. W ith a 90% confidence level the
m axim um and minimum number of events with likelihood ratio greater than
1.5 are 13.18 and 3.73 respectively. W ith a 90% confidence level the maximum
and minimum number of events with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 are
10.65 and 3.54 respectively. Therefore the upper limit and lower lim it on
the probabilities for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 are 4.64
1.31

X

X

10~3 and

10-3 . The maximum and minimum probabilities for likelihood ratio

greater than 30.0 are 10.26 x 10~3 and 3.41

X

10-3 respectively. Assuming

two generation neutrino mixing an allowed band of neutrino oscillations can
be plotted in the sin2 20(g) A m 2 plane. Figure 9.17 shows the allowed region
(the region between curves) of neutrino oscillations for the likelihood ratio
greater than 1.5. Figure 9.18 shows the allowed region of neutrino oscillations
for likelihood ratio greater than 30.0.
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Figure 9.17: The allowed region of neutrino oscillation for 1994 data with
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9 .5

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the observed oscillation data was presented. W ith the
cuts used in the analysis 11 beam excess events were obtained for likelihood
ratio greater than 1.5 and 7 beam excess were obtained with likelihood ratio
greater than 30.0. After subtracting the expected number of background
events from other neutrino reactions the upper limits and lower lim it for
the oscillation probabilities for ratio greater than 1.5 were 4.64 X 10~3 and
1.31 X 10 3. The upper and lower limits of probabilities for events with
gam m a likelihood ratio greater than 30.0 was 10.26 X 10~3 and 3.41 X 10~3
respectively. One then obtains for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 and for
large A m 2, 0.0029 < sin2 26 < 0.0102. For likelihood ratio greater than 30.0
and for large A m 2, one gets 0.0075 < sin2 26 < 0.0223.

C h ap ter 10
S u m m ary o f th e A n a ly sis and
C on clu sion
In this document, the results of two analyses are presented. Chapter
7 contains the measurements of neutrino-carbon cross sections and chapter
8 the analysis of the search for

—> z7e neutrino oscillations in the DAR

channel.
The measured cross section for the reaction

v \2C —>12 Ng.se“

is

(9.0 ± 0.8(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.)) x 10~42 cm2 and th a t of for the reaction
i^ 2C —>12 N*e- is (5.0 ± 1.6(stat.) ± 0.5(syst.)) x 10-42 cm2.

These cross

sections are in good agreement with theoretical calculations and other
experim ental measurements.

Thus, these measurements support the

reliability of LSND data.
In the neutrino oscillation search, the number of beam-excess events (after
subtracting all backgrounds ) with likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 was
(7.0 ± 3.7). The number of beam-excess events with likelihood ratio greater
than 30.0 was (5.9 ± 2.7). W ith a 90% confidence level, the maximum and
242
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minimum probabilities for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 are 4.6 x 10-3 and
1.3 x 10~3 respectively and those for likelihood ratio than 30.0 are 10.3 x 10-3
and 3.4 X 10-3 respectively.
In figure 10.1 the band for likelihood ratio greater than 1.5 is drawn along
with other experimental measurements. Figure 10.2 shows the allowed region
of neutrino oscillations with likelihood ratio greater than 30.0. According to
figure 10.1, the allowed region of neutrino oscillations by LSND is consistent
with the limits of experiments E645 and E776 (NBB). Approximately sixty
percent of the region is also allowed allowed by BNL734 experiment and
40% by BNL776(WBB) experiment.

In figure 10.2, 60% of region of

neutrino oscillations allowed by LSND is allowed by the E645 and E776(NBB)
experiments. Thirty percent of region of neutrino oscillations allowed by
LSND is allowed by BNL 734 experiment.
For LSND maximum sensitivity for oscillations occurs at A m 2 fa 2 eV2
and A m 2 fa 6 eV2.
In conclusion, the analyses dem onstrated th at LSND has a good data
set. In the search for neutrino oscillations there is a significant beam excess
above all ( cosmic ray and other neutrino ) backgrounds.
excess events are due to

If these beam

—» Fe oscillations then, lepton num ber violation

occurs and at least one neutrino has a mass. This would have im portant
consequences for both elementary particle physics and the problem of dark
m atter in the universe.
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LSND

>
CD

E

<i

10

E 7 7 6 NBB
E645
B N L 7 7 6 WBB
BNL 7 3 4
Go s g e n

Figure 10.1: The allowed region for neutrino oscillations with likelihood ratio
greater than 1.5, comparing with other experiments.
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LSND

10

>

<D
E

<

E 7 7 6 NBB
E645
BNL 7 7 6 WBB
BNL 7 3 4
Gosgen

10

Figure 10.2: The allowed region for neutrino oscillations with likelihood ratio
greater than 30.0, comparing with other experiments.
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Thus it is im portant to pursue this indication of neutrino oscillations with
additional data at LSND and consideration of more sensitive experiments.
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A p p en d ix A
T h e G eneral th eo ry o f
N eu trin o O scillation s
In this appendix, the general theory of neutrino oscillations for Dirac
neutrinos is discussed. As shown in the chapter 2, two neutrino mixing can
be w ritten as
' ve\

f cos 6 sin0 \ ( v i'
—sin# cosdl \ v 2!.

(A-1)

where ue , z/Mare flavor eigenstates and Vi, u2 are the mass eigenstates. This
formulation can be generalized to N types of Dirac neutrinos.
mixing m atrix will be an N X Nunitary m atrix with elements
in term s of

Then the

param etrized

mixing angles and |(N —1)(N —2), CP (charge ■parity)

violating phases. There are three kind of neutrinos and their antiparticles
known so far. The mixing of three flavor eigenstates ue, u v T and three
mass eigenstates

z/2, v3 can be written as

( VvUe\ = u ( Vu2l \\
V Vt J

(A.2)

\ *3 /
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where U is a 3

X

3 unitary m atrix. Taking c;j = cos 6\j and

s;j

= sin 0;j with i

and j being “generation” labels { i , j = 1,2,3}, the general form of U can be
w ritten as [94]
C1 3 5 i 2

(

c 1 2 c 13

\

5 1 2523 — C12 C2 3 S 1 3 e lSl3

u=

C23-512 — C l 2 S 2 3 S l 3 e %Sl3

C1 2 C2 3 — S l2 'S 2 3 'S l3 e

S 13e

,fil3

\

(A.3)

c 13523

1513

C1 3 C2 3

— C i 2 S 23 — C2 3 S 12rS 1 3 e zSls

)

where £13 is the CP violating phase. This is the “standard” param etrization
of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
Assume the flavor eigenstate

va {a

— i-'e, z^, z"r) originates at t= 0 with

well defined momentum p and th at each mass eigenstate is also a m om entum
eigenstate. Then after a tim e t
3
—iE-t
>= I ] U a j exp(— - >
j=i
where Ej = y (p c )2 + (mjc2)2 and j = 1,2,3.

(A.4)

Assuming neutrinos are

relativistic pc >■ mjc2,
Ej = p c + f ^
zp c
If the masses m j’s are not identical, then after a tim e t the state

(A-5)

va

is no longer

pure but contains an adm ixture of other neutrino types. The probability of
finding vp (f3 = v ^ ^ v ^ v T) will be:
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Evaluating the above one finds a term of form (
a cosine. Using the approximation pc

as the argument of

mjc2

(Ej - Ek)t ^ (mjc2)2 - (mkc2)2 t
h
2pc
h

(A.7)

If x is the distance traveled from the source in tim e t,

t =

(A .8)

c

Defining A m | = |(mjc2)2 — (mkC2)2| one can write
(Ej - Ek)t
h

_

A m 2k x
2pc he
H
2E„

i

(A.9)

he'

The general expression for vM—>ve oscillation is,
P (^ V

Ue)

=

2 c 22S12C23C13 + 2 ( 1 — C1 2 S 1 2 ) c 1 3 S1 3 S2 3 +
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For antineutrino oscillation
\
=

u*

Vt

—> ue ),

/
(A .ll)

Vi
\

and replacing 8 —> —8 in the expression P ( ^ —> t'e), an expression for
P(iV —>■^e) can be obtained.
In the lim it, $23 = #13 = 0, expression P

—> ve) for two generation

mixing can be obtained. The explicit proof for this case is given in chapter
2.

Also the vacuum oscillation halflength L/2 is defined as the distance between
—>ue).

two adjacent minimas of
1.27Am2^
E„
L/2

=

7r

=

2.47 E"
Am2
(A .13)

Since there is a CP violating phase factor 8 the difference between
probabilities P(f^ —> vs) and P (iv —> z'e) is not zero.
Am2 x
P (i^ M - > ^ e) -

P (^

- > t'e)

=

4 s i n 5 c 12Si2C23S23Ci3S13[ s i n ( ^ - ^ i — )
, Am^j X
Am^ s in (= ^ 2 ^ ) - s in (= p i^ )].
2pc he
2pc he

(A.14)
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If S —> 0 then

—>ve) = P(*A* —> ^e)- In the limit 6 = 0 and A m ^ = 0,

A m ^ = A m ^ then,

P ( t ' t i —> V e )

Am ^ x
= sin2 023 sin2 2013sin2( —■
—=— — )
4pc nc

(A .15)

and
P ( ^ -> vT) =

sin2(2^23)cos4(gi3)sin 2( 4
cos2 023 COS2 013

=

i

----- sin
73*1------------------u°>t)13

/

A

1

c\

(A -16)

For small 023 and 0i3

S in

<a -i7>

(713

Also one can show th at, in the unitary constraint,

P(i/M-» Z7e) + P ( ^ —> *v) + P(*V ^

= 1-

(A .18)

A p p e n d ix B
T h e sim u la tio n o f th e p o sitro n
from in verse b e ta d ecay and
T h e ob served ev en ts
B .l

T h e s im u la tio n o f t h e p o s itr o n

In this appendix, the simulation of the positron from

-f p —> n -f e+ is

discussed briefly. In setting up the Monte Carlo for this simulation, [95] and
[96] were helpful. In this discussion P and E are the four m om entum and
energy of the particle denoted by the subscript, while p is the m agnitude of
the three momentum. Considering the reaction,
z7e + p —>n + e+,

(B .l)

Conservation of four-momentum requires

P„ + Pp = Pn + P e+

where P = (E ,p).

(B.2)

W riting separate equations for m omentum and energy,
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the electron energy can be solved as,

Ee =

A /2 + E„mp + E„pe cos 9
1
" -------Eu + mp

(B.3)

where A = m 2 + m 2 —m j and 9 is the angle between the neutrino direction
and the electron direction. Substituting for Ee from Eg = p 2 + m 2 we can
obtain

Pga

+ peb + c = 0

(B.4)

where a, b and c are constants. The solution for p from this equation is
- b + \/b 2 - 4ac
p.

= -------- ^ --------

.

(

)

v

'

where

(E„ + mp)2

b =

(E„ cos 9A + 2E2mp cos 6)
( i y r ^

r — m 2 — ( ^ m P +

e

^ / 2 ) 2

f'Ti' I m 12

(B -7)

(B-8)

From the reference [95]

where M = 0.5(Mp + M n) = 938.9189 MeV, the electron mass m e =
0.51 MeV, coupling constant Gp = 5.297 x 10~44 cm2/M eV, 6C is the
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Cabibbo angle

with cos2 9C = 0.95116, square of the m om entum transfer

q2 = m 2 —2E„Ee + 2E„pe cos 6 and s —u = 4MEV+ q2 —m 2.The A, B and
C are given by

(4+ ^ ) i F t i 2-

^

4n2

r

(i + i A ) -

^2

^ ( F t ) « | F j ) - ^ f [ l F v | 2 + 2 ( | F i | ) ( f | F ^ ) + ( f | F 2 )2+
F l + 4 F AFp + 4 F 2 + F 2( | j - 4 ) ] ]
B ( q 2)

=

- ^ ( F

aF

W F

( B. 1 0)

a({F^))

(B .ll)

2

° ( 9 2) =

(B.12)

i

where Fy(q2) is Dirac electromagnetic form factor, £ = fip — fin = 3.70589
is the anomalous magnetic moment, and Fy(q2) is Pauli electromagnetic
isovector form factor.
The
/'e + P

following

steps

were

taken

to

simulate

a

positron

from

n + e+ .

1. Choose the z7e energy according to the known neutrino flux distribution.
i7e has the same spectrum as
2. Calculate a, b and c for randomly chosencos#.
3.

Calculate pe and Ee.

4.

Calculate q2, (s-u), F^r(q2),

£F^(q2),FA(q2)and Fp(q2)

5.

Calculate A(q2), B (q2) and

C(q2).
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6. Select

E e

and generate positron.

As done in chapter 7, the file with generated events was input to the Monte
Carlo to get the observed energy distribution and PM T hit distribution.

B .2

T h e b e a m -o n e v e n ts

In this section, the beam-on events with likelihood ratio greater than 1.5
are tabulated. Here “dist” means distance to the PM T surface from the event
vertex. X, Y and Z are the position coordinates of the event with respect to
the center of the tank, “dr” is the distance between the positron event and
the gamma, “ratio” is the likelihood ratio as discussed in previous chapters,
cos 6 is the cosine of the angle between neutrino direction and the positron
direction. E is the positron energy and %a, Xt, Xr and Xh are the particle
ID param eters. These characteristics are shown in table B .l and table B.2
respectively.
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Table B .l: Beam-on event characteristics with likelihood ratio greater than
1.5.
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

E (MeV)
42.16
37.24
45.08
41.94
39.50
37.75
38.67
38.13
56.29
44.32
43.91
39.08
45.87

Dist (cm)
55.0
175.0
52.5
55.0
37.5
85.0
95.0
110.0
47.5
82.5
55.0
47.5
37.5

X (cm)
-36.25
-68.75
68.75
-93.75
11.25
-156.25
31.25
-91.25
-91.25
-176.25
148.75
176.25
6.25

Y (cm)
196.25
-6.25
-146.25
181.25
-161.25
-78.75
156.25
118.75
191.25
-18.75
-138.75
-116.25
211.25

Z (cm)
-203.0
211.0
153.0
-283.0
291.0
-207.0
-105.0
209.0
269.0
-251.0
-23.0
225.0
173.0

cos 0
-0.145
-0.906
0.310
0.992
-0.035
0.60
-0.505
0.969
0.945
-0.780
0.765
-0.953
0.678

Table B.2: Beam-on event characteristics with likelihood ratio greater than
1.5.
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Xa

0.168
0.164
0.149
0.172
0.192
0.164
0.149
0.160
0.192
0.188
0.152
0.168
0.168

Xt
0.196
0.231
0.164
0.180
0.235
0.239
0.188
0.231
0.250
0.207
0.184
0.184
0.231

Xr

0.477
0.508
0.446
0.430
0.500
0.485
0.485
0.540
0.399
0.508
0.485
0.469
0.485

Xi
0.469
0.587
0.328
0.399
0.688
0.571
0.407
0.594
0.579
0.602
0.414
0.438
0.571

dr
121.41
87.537
129.62
90.61
212.76
71.11
82.41
134.75
135.78
121.41
159.38
163.49
103.96

Ratio
41.69
5.24
42.69
3.74
6.49
54,92
74.14
56.67
48.68
12.23
2.25
28.21
90.37
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